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Lipshitz Press] 49-5* Lafayette St., N. Y. 
Names and Addresses of Local Secretaries, Business Agents and Headquarters 
t N . Y. Cloak & Suit Operators—B. Fried, Sec'y.. 
Office. 121 E . 18th S t 
2. Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak & Skirt Maker*—M. 
Sandler, Sec'y, 1848 Monmouth S t ; Max 
Amdur, Organizer, Office, 39 N. 10th S t 
4. Baltimore, Md., Cloakmakers— D. Cohen, 1000 
E. Baltimore S t 
8. San Francisco Cloakmakers—R. JalTe, Sec'y, 9*5 
Golden Gate Avenue. 
9. N . Y. Cloak & Suit Tailors—A. Guyer. Sec'y. 
Office. 113 E. 10th S t 
10. N . Y. Amal. Lad. Gar. Cut ters—Henry Singer, 
Sec'y, Office, 7 West 21st S t 
11. Brownsville, N. Y., Cloak & Skirt Makers—M. 
Finkelstein. Sec'y. Office. 1706 Pitkin Ave. 
12. Boston, Mass. , Cloak Presscrs—D. DaU, Sec'y, 
18 Garden S t 
13. Montreal, Can., Cloak & Skirt Makers— S. Laben-
sohn, 18 Prince Arthur . W e s t 
14. Toronto , O n t , Cloak Makers—M. Yampolsky, 56 
Eli iabeth S t 
15 . Philadelphia, P a . , Ladies ' Waist Makers—Pauline 
Newman, Org'r . , Office. 224 Pine S t 
16. St. Louis, Mo., Ladies ' Gar. Cut ters—Jake 
Goodman, 4017 Shenandoah Ave. 
17. N . Y. Reefer Makers—J. Rosen, Sec 'y: M. 
Leader, Organizer, Office, 91 Delancey S t 
18. S t Louis, Mo., Skirt Makers ' Union—A. W a x , 
Sec'y, 2948 S. Sheridan Ave. 
10. Montreal . Can.. Cloak & Suit Cutters—E. Lararc , 
Sec'y, 182 Mitchelson St. 
20. N. Y. Rain Coat Makers—J. Israel, Sec'y; A. 
Cohen, But. Ag ' t ; Office, 8 E. 17th S t 
SL Newark, N . J., Lad. Tailors & Cloakmakers—M. 
Bruck, Sec'y; E. Fine, Org ' r ; Office, 182 
Pr ince S t 
22. New Haven, Conni, Lad. Garment Workers— 
Fred Varonick, 128 Washington Ave. 
23. N . Y. Skirt Makers—J. Abramsky, Sec'y; Office, 
113 E. 10th S t 
25. N . Y. Waist Makers—A. Baroff, Manager ; Office. 
161 Clinton S t 
26. Cleveland. Ohio, Skirtmakers—S. Frankfort , 
Sec'y, 3609 E. 48th St. 
27. Cleveland, Ohio, Skirtmakers—S. Prisamt, Sec'y, 
2401 E. 40th St. 
28. Passaic, N. I., Ladies' Garment Workers—H. 
Weinman, Sec 'y, 79 E. 10th S t , N . Y. C. 
20. Cleveland, <>., Cloak & Skirt Finishers—Ida 
Baxt, Sec'y, 2739 E . 61st S t 
80. Albany, N. Y., Ladies ' Tailors & Dressmakers— 
^ N. Fein, Sec'y, 04 Westcr lo St. 
31 . S t Louis, Mo., Cloak & Skirt Presscrs—H. Corn-
blect, Sec'y, 020 N. 17th S t 
3a. Pcekskill. N . Y.. Underwear Workers—Anna 
Mart in, Sec'y, 118 Grant Ave. 
33. Atlantic City, N . T., Ladies ' Tailors—J. Rosen, 
Sec'y, 118 1|2 Georgia Ave. 
34. Baltimore. Md.. Ladies' Tai lors—Morris HerU-
bach. Sec'y. 220 W. Barre St. 
85. N . Y. Pressers Union—J. Lubinsky, Sec'y; Office, 
228 Second Ave. 
86. Boston, Mass., Ladies' Tai lors—I. Paris , Sec 'y ; 
Office, 8 Lovering PI . 
87. Cleveland, O., Pressers—Sam Tauber , Sec'y, 
*545 E . 35th S t 
38. N. Y. Ladies' Tai lors—D. Bernstein, Sec'y; 
Office, 48 E . 22nd S t 
80. N . Y. Petticoat Makers—A. Dlugyn, Sec'y, 63 
Gratten S t , Brooklyn, N . Y. 
40. Sprinficld. Mass.. Ladies ' Tai lors—H. SchafTer, 
Sec'y, 74 Boylston S t 
41 . Brownsville, N . Y., Wrapper Makers—B. Lebof-
sky, Sec'y; Office, 1727 Pitkin Ave. 
42. Cleveland. Ohio. Cloak Cut ters—J. Chaloupka, 
Sec'y. 3462 Kimmel Rd. 
43. Philadelphia, Pa. . Ladies ' Tai lors— H. Zacharoff. 































Chicago, 111., Cloakmakers—A Ten.lrv « 
Office. 1125 Blue Island Ave. 
Syracuse. N. Y.. Dressmakers—I. \V0h'-,c < 
42$ Croton St. 
Denver. Colo., Ladies* Tailors— H. 01 stem 
P e r r y St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Ladies' Garment Cuiter*-
nis Cronin, Sec'y. 1715 Madison Road 
Boston. Mass.. Waist Makers—Gertrude It> 
Sec'y. 39 Minot St. ™ U< 
Brownsville N. Y Misses & Children's 
makers—N. Fnedlander . Sec'y. Stone Ave 
Blake Ave.. Columbia Hall. 
Los Angeles. Cal., Ladies' J a i l o r s - H a r r y Schott, 




- ' • • : , 
Philadelphia. Pa. . Cloak & Skirt Cutt, 
Stein, Sec'y, 618 McCIellan St. •Frank 
-Max Weinstein, Sec'y, 
Boston, Mass., Cloak & Skirt Makers—M Car-
men, Sec'y; Office, 31 N. Russell St. 
Milwaukee, Wis., Ladies ' Garment Workers—I 
Rosenfeld. Sec'y, 638 Eleventh S t 
Troy , N. Y., Ladies ' Tai lors—I. Toretzky, JOO 
River St. 
Montreal , Can., Cloak & Skirt Pressers—S La-
benson, Sec'y, 18 Prince Arthur, West 
N. Y. White Goods Workers—M. LifschiU, Sec'y, 
264 Henry S t 
Cincinnati Cloakmakct 
740 West Court S t 
N. Y. Buttonhole Makers—A. £teinberjt, Sec'y, 
Headquarters , 81 Second Ave. 
Carmel, N . I., Ladies' Garment Workers—Fannie 
Herder , Sec'y, Carmel, N. J . 
Toledo, O., Cloak & Suit Makers—J. Cohen. 
Sec'y, 2142 N. 14th S t 
08. Brownsville, N. Y.. Cloak & Skirt Pressers— 
Cha*. Duckcr, 2B3 Stone Ave.; Office. i;s 
Watkins St., Brooklyn, N . Y. 
69. Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak ft Suit Finishers—R 
Shane, 3837 Wyahising Ave. 
M. Katzman, Sec'y, Chicago, 111., Ladies' Tailori 
1146 Blue Island Ave. 
Brownsville. N . Y., Dressmakers—Lena Kasdia, 
Sec'y, care of Rolnick, 366 Dumont Ave. 
Boston, Mass., Amal. Lad. Gar. Cutters—San 
Jacobson, 32 Grove St. 
Worcester, Mass. , Cloak & Skirt Makers—Louii 
Shor, 47 Providence St. 
Chicago, III., Cloak & Skirt Pressers— Hyman 
Smilgoft, Sec'y, 639 W. 13th St. 
Boston. Mass., United Rubber Garment Workers 
—Rose Myers, 60 Lebanon St., Maiden, Mass. 
S t Louis, Slo. . Cloak Operators—Maurice Dao-
zigcr, Sec'y. 903 N. 11th S t . Room 10. 
Bridgeport, Conn., Lad. Tailors 4 Dressmakers— 
M. Shapiro. Sec'y, 67 Olive St. „ , 
Cloak & Suit Cut ters ' Union of Chicago— Paul 
Bleschke, 6651 Claremont Ave. . , 
Kalamaxoo, Mich., Corset Workers—Joseps 
Wood, 428 So. Burdick St. 
Boston, Mass. , Petticoat Makers Union—Bessie 
Liberty Sec'y. 53 Oswego St. 
Cincinnati, O., Skirtmakers Union—Emma Beta. 
Sec'y, 620 Riddle Road. Clifton Heights, Cin-
cinnati , Ohio. 
60. Asbury Park , N . ) . . Cloak & Skirt Makers-
Morris G l a n u , 1032 Springwood Ave. 
87. Savannah, Ga., Ladies' Tailors & Dressmakers-
N. Goldberg, 5 . " West York St .^ 
88. Boston, Mass.. Children*' Dress ft Wh'te Goo* 
Workers—Bessie Chan.ky. Sec'y. II Balfoor 
S t , Roxbury, Mass. -
Louisville. Ky., Ladies' Garment Workers-Ben jamin Snipper, 641 So. 7th St. 
Buffalo. N . Y.. Ladies' Garment Workert-
rkers—L 
L'nion-
A. Madow. Sec'y, 165 Cedar St 
Worcester . Mass.. White Goods W' 
Glass, Sec'y. 6 4 ^ Centre Ave 
Toronto, Can.. Cloak & Skirt Pressrrs 
Ben Wolhendler, 25 Cecil S t 
S t Louis, Mo., Alteration Tailors I'mon-Jscos 
GHckman, Sec'y, n t h ft Franklin Ave. 
(Continued on tnd Pag* Jtvish Cover) 
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The General Strike Movement Among the 
Shirt-Waist Makers of New York 
Fifteen Thousand People Reported as Seeking Admission to Cooper Union to 
Show their Sympathy with the Movement, but Thousands turned 
Away with a Disappointed Look on their Faces. 
BY A. ROSEBURY 
The movement among the ladies' 
waistmakers of New York is assuming 
ever larger proportions. If there was a 
doubt in the mind of some of the mem-
bers about the wide-spread feeling of 
the workers in the trade for a general 
strike it must have completely vanished 
on witnessing the immense concourse of 
young people in and around Cooper Un-
ion on Monday, October 23rd. 
Long before the meeting opened the 
hall was filled to its utmost capacity. 
Not only was every seat occupied, but 
also the space between the seats, and 
thousands were sent away extremely 
disappointed to an overflow meeting ar-
ranged on the spur of the moment at an 
other hall in the vicinity. 
The meeting was strongly reminiscent 
of the h i s t i ^ shirtwaist strike of 1909, 
when tens of thousands of young girls 
of many nationalities daily crowded the 
meeting places on the East Side. One 
saw practically the same undersized, 
stunted, haggard and consumptive look-
ing faces. Their unnatural conditions 
of employment rendered them rebellious 
and infected them with the strike fever. 
It was not idle curiosity that brought 
them to this meeting, but rather the feel-
ing that both their present and future 
were worth nothing without a strong un-
ion to protect them. 
The strike of 1909 benefited a con-
siderable number of workers, but many 
shops were left outside the sphere of 
union influence, possibly through the 
workers' own fault. Sooner or later the 
employees were bound to start a fresh 
movement. This is precisely the lesson-
taught us by the economic conflicts of 
the present age, that every strike, with 
rare exception, is a prelude to a larger 
movement and a more extensive strike 
at some subsequent period. 
The cause of the smouldering unrest 
lies in the fact that the employers em-
ploy every means to curtail the privileges 
granted, unless the employees have a 
very strong and powerful union to con-
test every inch of the ground. 
The Speaker's Strongest Points. 
B. Schlesinger, Socialist candidate for 
Assembly from the 8th District, who 
presided, reminded the gathering that 
their epoch-making strike of 1909-10 
a T H E LADIES' GAHMENT WORKER 
imparted a stimulous to labor throughout 
the country. Its influence penetrated 
even into the American labor movement. 
The partial failure of that historic strike 
was largely due to the unorganized mass 
who had no knowledge of trade unionism 
and did not try to retain the advantages 
gained. The attitude of the employers 
and their frame of mind in regard to the 
treatment meted out to the employees, 
was evident from the shocking Triangle 
fire and its heavy list of victims. The 
lesson conveyed by all those events was 
that they must be organized and united 
together. Therein only lay their strength. 
Max Pine emphasized the point that 
the present movement was incomparable 
with that of two years ago. At that 
time the employees were unorganized 
and unconscious of their strength. Now, 
however, the waistmakers were educated 
to a knowledge of their position and 
had moreover splendid examples before 
them. Their sister organizations of 
cloakmakers in many cities had shown 
what could be achieved through a well 
organized fight. That meeting showed 
that they were organizing and preparing 
for the fray. Should the employers 
force it on them they will carry it on 
with better knowledge and greater ex-
perience than they possessed in the past. 
B. Feigenbaum, a well known Yiddish 
"journalist, recalled the fact that two 
years ago he presided at the meeting 
which decided upon the general strike 
that stirred their whole trade. He then 
gasped with surprise when the resolution 
coming from the body of the hall leading 
to that decision, was carried with such 
unanimity and enthusiasm. He admitted 
having felt doubtful as to the result of 
that action and he had caused all present 
to lift up their hands in solemn oath that 
in the event of a protracted struggle 
thejr would all stand together to the very 
end. It was a matter of history that 
that solemn oath was faithfully fulfilled. 
Working men and women who were 
capable of such heroic sacrifice and 
could endure so much suffering as they 
evinced at that time would carry all be-
fore them. There was only one condi-
t ion: they must be thoroughly organized 
and united together. 
Cal. Wyatt, Organizer of the A. F.
 0f 
L., said that the meeting should be a 
warning to the manufacturers as to what 
' would happen if they will not meet the 
employees' demands for fair treatment. 
The American Federation of Labor was 
looking to New York, the mighty indus-
trial city, to join the front ranks of the 
great army of labor. He hoped it would 
not come to a strike, but if it did he had 
no doubt as to the result. 
Jacob Panken, the attorney of the 
Waistmakers' Union, declared that the 
strike of I9°9 w a s a victory in the sense 
that it laid the foundation for a future 
union and for a unionist revival all over 
the country. It was a mistake to imagine 
that they wanted a strike. No, they 
only wanted better conditions, but if the 
manufacturers were eager for a strike 
he promised them one that would long 
remain in_ their memory. It was useless 
to rely for sanitary improvements on 
government departments or officials. 
This practically lay in their own hands, 
and they could achieve it only on being 
organized in a strong union. If, as re-
ported, 45,000 workers in this city daily 
risked their lives in fire traps, then why 
in heaven's name were they not closed 
by the departments? Let there be a 
million organized workers and the de-
partments would hasten to respect their 
wishes. For 28 weeks they struck in 
the Triangle factory for one clause in 
the agreement: "a saie place to work-
in." Yet 145 of their sisters and broth-
ers were burnt to death through crimin-
ally closed doors. He strongly empha-
J 
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sized the necessity of their paid dele-
gates being officially appointed as factory 
inspectors. 
Among the other speakers w e r e : M. 
Winchewsky, the secretary of the U n -
ion ; P . Dineri, in I ta l ian ; A. Bloch, rep-
resenting the cutters and Mrs . Bertha 
M. Fraser. 
The overflow meeting a t Manhat tan 
Lyceum was equally crowded and en-
thusiastic and was addressed by Ab. 
Baronv J . Panken, J. Woolf, A. Mitchel 
and J . Goldstein. A s a result of these 
meetings the union has gained a large 
membership. 
Victory at S t Louis . 
President Rosenburg's Report. 
Upon arriving at St. Louis I found that the 
strike at N. Freedman & Sons was settled 
the previous evening. 
A persistent rumor was prevailing previous 
to my coming here that a general strike of 
ladies' garment workers was to be called at 
St. Louis and that my coming here was for 
the purpose of conducting the strike. My 
telegram to Bro. Glickman, which he made 
public, probably gave rise to the rumor. For 
immediately the manufacturers heard of ray 
coming they connected it in their minds with 
a general tie up. It was this, no doubt, that 
made M. Freedman send for Glickman and 
settle his differences with the Union, conced-
ing all. demands, including recognition of the 
Union, 52 hours instead of 54 per week, a 
scale of wages for pressers ranging from $18 
to $22 per week, while the cutters, although 
they opposed the strike, also gained shorter 
hours. 
The pressers apparently were the prime fac-
tors in the situation. They were the first to 
quit the shops and then the operators also 
were compelled to leave. 
Much credit is due to Bro. Glickman, who 
though sonwsfhat slow in his work, is yet very 
careful, hardly making any mistakes. It is my 
firm belief that this victory will bring new 
life into our workers of St. Louis. 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Despite petty troubles in connection with 
monies collected for the Cleveland strikers 
and used by the union for other purposes, the 
progress achieved in that city is better than 
might be imagined in other centers. 
In the cloak and skirt trade a bloodless vic-
tory in the shape of 50 hours a week has been 
secured by locals 56, 12 and j$. This has 
been in force since September last. The em-
ployees have simply notified their employers 
that on and from September 1st they would 
not work more than 50 hours a week and the 
employers have wisely refrained from oppos-
ing the demand. 
In the Ladies' Tailoring trade similar pro-
gress might be achieved. But unfortunately 
the Ladies' Tailors Union, Local 36, has been 
a long time shaking off its stupor caused by a 
strike of ten months' duration that has been 
carried on against the advice of the Interna-
tional officers. The employers in this trade 
are prepared to grant an eight-hour day upon 
receiving a demand from a united body of 
employees. It is to be hoped that the Ladies' 
Tailors Union, Local 36, will wake up and 
take advantage of the situation. 
The Victory of the Ladies' Tailors. 
As Seen Six Weeks After the Settlement. 
By SOL. ROSMAN, Organiser Local 38. 
The two articles which appeared in the 
October issue of the "Ladies' Garment Work-
er," on the happy termination of the recent 
strike of ladies' tailors, contributed by S. El-
stein (Yiddish) and A. Rosebury (English) 
dealt with conditions gained before any one 
could realise their real importance. 
Now, six weeks after the strike, we arc in 
a better position to appreciate the nature of 
the concessions granted, though in their prac-
tical workings it is as yet early to say the 
final word on the subject Three of the main 
original demands were: (1) a weeks work 
of 48 hours, a minimum wage of $26. for 
many of the employees and the substitution 
of week work for piece work. The other de-
mands put forward by the Local Union, relat-
ing to overtime, sanitary conditions, the em-
ployers' right to discharge, division of work 
and so forth were minor matters easy to se-
cure once the demand for the substitution of 
week work for piece work was conceded. 
Regarding the abolition of piece work, al-
most all the members, with the exception of 
a few egotists, consider this concession of the 
greatest value to the employees. Even out-
siders who are somewhat familiar with the 
piece work system which existed in the ladies 
tailoring trade and the evils entailed thereby. 
T H E LADIES' CARMEN? WPRKER 
realised that its disappearance would amount 
almost to an industrial revolution and would 
be accompanied by great benefits to the em-
ployees. 
It should b e remembered that outside of 
New York all the ladies' tailors' locals of the 
International Union are employed on week 
work. New Yorlc, was the only place where 
the piece work m t n i still Existed.. There-
fore, the concession h£ this demand is the 
most important for the] Union, even more so 
than the concession pi shorter tiours and 
higher wages, though the latter regarded in 
themselves are also great gains. 
Coming to hours and wages we certainly 
congratulate ourselves upon the result. It is 
necessary to explain that the concession of a 
minimum scale of $24 a week will make itself 
substantially felt by a large number of our 
members. For, hitherto the ladies' tailors of 
New York never knew the meaning of a 
scale. Wages varied. Some earned $24, while 
others got $22, $20 and even $16 per week, 
and it invariably happened that the more 
skilled workers were paid the lowest rate. 
This was caused by the prevalence of indi-
vidual bargaining, in which naturally the em-
ployee is at a disadvantage, being often un-
able or afraid to insist on a bargain bene-
ficial to himself. 
But since the strike all tailors arc paid not 
less than $24, and helpers not less than $18. 
In a number of shops the employees secured 
a raise of $2. before resuming work independ-
ently of the general raise and are thus earn-
ing a weekly wage of $26. 
One cannot refrain from mentioning the 
welcome change in the hours on Saturday. 
Since the settlement our ladies' tailors have 
been stopping work' at 1 p. m. on Saturdays. 
This is an achievement of which they have 
never dreamt. Thousands of employees have 
thus been immensely benefited through the di-
rect influence of the union. 
Another achievement of great value is the 
concession of the Union shop. This assures 
to us the conditions gained and enables us to 
effect a thorough organization of our trade. 
For without the union shop our gains would 
by no means be secure. 
Yet, the estimate of the victory so far 
made is somehow not quite complete, for the 
reason that as yet it is too early to appreciate 
its full effect upon the mass of the workers. 
A complete appreciation of the full signifi-
cance of the victory will be possible only then 
when the masses will have become accustomed 
to the new conditions and will realise fu||v 
the value of the benefits conferred on •;.,,„ j ) V 
the union. 
Let me conclude by addressing a f^
 w w j , 
to those would-be revolutionists who are not 
satisfied with the* settlement. Their dissatis-
faction is practically concentrated upon one 
point: upon the employer's right to discharge. 
The agreement concedes to the employer the 
right to discharge employees for Incompe-
tence and misconduct. The wrong interpreta-
tion put upon this point by the malcontent* 
makes it necessary to refer to the subject 
more extensively than space here permits and 
I intend returning to the matter in the next 
issue. 
Meanwhile, suffice it to say that this is not 
so black as it is painted by the "revolution-
ists." While the employer under this pro-
vision may discharge in certain cases, the em-
ployees may probe the matter, before the 
Board of Grievances. Should this body find 
that the employee in question has been dis-
charged for other than the stipulated reasons 
it rests with them to order his reinstatement 
and payment for lost time. 
There are a small number of noisy malcon-
tents in every union, whose object is to be-
little the progress made and improvement* 
gained. We can, however, afford to disregard 
their noisy clamors. Our present is satisfac-
tory and OUT outlook for the future is brighter 
than ever. 
NEW LOCALS. 
During the month of October the following 
new locals have been formed: Local oA Cloak 
& Skirt Pressers' Union of Cincinnati. Ohio, 
formerly sub-Local 63. Local 99, The Ladies' 
Tailors' Union of Pittsburgh, Pa., Local 100, 
The Ladies' Tailors' and Dressmakers' Union 
of Providence, R. L, and Local 101, in Rich-
mond, Va. 
LOOK OUT FOR A CROOK. 
From the Cloakmakers Union of St. Fran-
cisco comes the unpleasant news that Harry 
M. Schwartz, who has been the financial Sec-
retary of Local No. 8, has absconded with the 
books and funds and left the Local in very 
bad shape. The amount missing is at*mt $$> 
or possibly more, and now that he is gone <t 
has been discovered that during his tenure 01 
office his practice generally has been that of * 
crook. We warn all local unions again>t this 
Harry S. Schwartz who is a cloak <>[*rator 
as well as a ladies' tailor. 
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Congratulations to the Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
BY MEYER LONDON 
(Written for the Annual Report just out.) 
The Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
has more than justified its existence. 
The industrial unheaval in the year 
1910 which called the Board into life, 
was almost a spontaneous uprising of 
the toilers. For decades the philosophy 
of Cain as expressed in the sinister 
phrase, "Am I my Brother's keeper?" 
ruled, in the cloak and suit industry. 
Conditions were unbearable. It became 
evident to the workers that they were 
the victims of merciless competition be-
tween employer and employer, and that 
their salvation lay in a powerful organi-
zation which would bring about some 
degree of uniformity in the trade. After 
some groping, it became evident to the 
intelligent employers that by recogniz-
ing the right of the men and women 
who toiled in their factories, to organize 
for the improvement of their conditions, 
and by dealing with the organization as 
the logical representatives of their em-
ployees, violent conflicts would be avert-
ed, conditions in the trade uplifted, and 
an opportunity furnished for the wiping 
out of the industrial pirate. 
Thus it came about that the union 
shop became the rule in the cloak and 
skirt industry in the city of New York, 
instead of the exception it had been be-
fore 1910. q * 
The Board is to be congratulated up-
on its splendid achievements. It is sad 
to reflect upon the indifference of the 
great, big, multitudinous public. If the 
women who buy the gowns would make 
it a rule to buy gowns of only such 
manufacturers who maintain sanitary 
factories, and in whose shops humane 
conditions prevail, the problem would 
be solved. 
While I complain of the public, I am 
not prepared to say that the cloakmakers 
of this City have fully realized the im-
portance of the work of the Board. And 
there are reasons for it. For years, 
tens of thousands of men and women 
employed in the Cloak industry were in 
a semi-state of starvation. In 1910, they 
passed through a struggle of nearly ten 
weeks, which involved untold sacrifices. 
They have not as yet completely recov-
ered from the losses sustained in their 
heroic conflict. 
The question of getting bread is a 
prosaic question. It may not appeal to 
the reformer, but it is a real, an intense-
ly real problem. It has been the para-
mount problem before the people since 
the settlement of the strike. 
With the general improvement of eco-
nomic conditions through, the power of 
their organization, with employment he-
coming more secure, with the union en-
abled to devote its energies to the educat-
ing and disciplining of its members, in-
stead of spending its resources and 
energies in fighting for its existence, the 
work of the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control will spread among the members 
of the union and every cloakmaker in 
the city of New York will become the 
guardian of the health of his brothers 
and sisters, and the enforcer of modern 
conditions in the cloak industry of New 
York. The success of the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control depends upon the 
undisturbed growth of the organization 
among the cloakmakers in the city of 
New York, and upon the continuance of 
the present intelligent attitude of the em-
ployers towards the union. The Board 
has made a good beginning. It has a 
great future. 
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Report of our Special Convention 
A Special Convention of the International 
Ladies' Garment Workers Union was held on 
Saturday and Sunday, October 14-15, at Labor 
Temple, 243 East 84th Street, New York City. 
When Vice-President Greenberger called 
the convention to order, President Rosenberg 
appointed the following delegates as credential 
committee: A. Bloch, Local 10; Harry Klein, 
Local 4r, and Samuel Ringer of the District 
Council of New York. 
The following delegates represented their 
respective unions: 
Local No. 1—B. Fried, Julius Woolf, A. 
Axelrod, A. Rosenberg, I. Shaff, Phillip Sei-
denberg; Local No. 2—M. Grishkin; Local 
No. 4—Sam Goldin; Local No. Or-A. Mitchell, 
S. Ninfo, S. Polakoff, S. Rabinowitz, (substi-
tute for M. Deitch); Local No. 10—J. S. 
Greenberger, A. Bloch, J. McCauley, H. Gold-
stein, J. Cohen, S. Martin; Local No. 11—M. 
Finkeistein, P. Kurinsky; Local No. 13—W. 
Barinowsky; Local No. 14—A. Goldman; Lo-
cal No. 15—S. Auerbach; Local No. 17—M. 
Pincofsky, D. Nisnawitz, D. Shapiro; Local 
No. 21—M. Bruck, (substitute for H. Seigel); 
Local No. 23—John A. Dyche, Harry Klein-
man, M. Albert; Local No. 25—B. Witashkin, 
S. Hyman, A. Baroff; Local No. 26—I. S. 
Feit; Local No. 27—S. Prisamt; Local No. 29 
—Sarah Moskowitz; Local No. 30—S. Ber-
mon; Local No. 32—J. Smaltz, Mrs. Casey, 
(substitute for Miss Martin); Local No. 34— 
G. Feinstein; Local No. 35—I. Zaslaver, M. 
"Sigman, M. Goldofsky; Local No. 37—J. 
Krochot; Local No. 38—S. Pitchersky, A. 
Solovioff, S. PismanofF; Local No. 41—H. 
Klein; Local No. .42—M. Lubin, H. Berko-
witz; Local No. 49—Gertrude Berger; Local 
No. 50—S. Rosenson, Miss Fein; Local No. 
S3—S. Davidson; Local No. 55—D. Feingold; 
Loral No. 56—H. Dubinsky, I. Posin; Local 
No. 62—Celia Kaufman; Local No. 64—I. 
Cohen; Local No. 67—Meyer Rosenberg; Lo-
cal No. 68—M. Brass; Local No. 69—M. 
Black, (without a vote); Local No. 73—B. 
Kurland; Local No. 75—B. Franklin; Local 
No. 77—Sam Levin. District Council of New 
York—S. J. Ringer; Joint Board of New York 
—Louis Gordon; Joint Board of St. Louis— 
E. Charney; Joint Board of Philadelphia— 
Max Amdur; Sub-local No. 26—S. Krill; 
Fraternal delegates of Women's Trade Union 
League of N. Y.—R. Schneiderman, Miss M 
Scott 
Of the locals formed after the Convention 
in 1910, Locals 2,^13, 14, 29, 30, 72, 73,
 73i ?7> 
Joint Board of Philadelphia, Joint .Board of 
St. Louis and sub-local No. 26 were repre-
sented as above stated. 
Locals No. 42, 53, 55. 62 and 67, whose del*. 
gates attended this Special Convention, were 
not represented at the Boston Convention. 
The report of the credential Committee 
having been adopted, President Rosenberg 
read his report to the Convention. The report 
referred mainly to the causes which brought 
about the strike at Cleveland. The President 
emphasized the fact that even at the Conven-
tion at Boston, the General Executive Board 
received a mandate as per Resolution No. 4$, 
to call a General Strike at Cleveland at their 
discretion. Acting upon that Resolution, the 
General Executive Board took immediate 
steps to organize the workers of Cleveland, 
especially the Hungarian and Bohemian work-
ers, and sent thither Organizer C. H. Fromer, 
and J. S. Greenberger. In April, 1911, when 
the quarterly meeting of the General Execu-
tive Board was held at Cleveland, the report 
proceeded, committees from Local Unions 26, 
27, 37 and 42 appeared, requesting the G. E. 
B. to sanction their declaring a General Strike 
on the manufacturers refusing to grant de-
mands for better conditions. The G. E B. 
subsequently sanctioned the following demands. 
( i ) The working hours shall be no more 
than 50 a week. (2) No overtime on Satur-
day or Sunday. (3) All legal holidays to be 
observed. (4) Prices for piece work to be 
adjusted by joint price committees of each 
shop. (5) Outside contractors to be paid the 
same prices obtaining inside the factories. 
The scale of wages demanded was for cutters 
$24.00 per week; for pressers, $22.00; for skirt 
Pressers, $20.00; for sample makers, $24.00 
and also a number of other demands. Upon 
the advice of Vice-President Feit, who, being 
a resident of Cleveland was acquainted w»th 
the situation, the G. E. B. decided to call the 
strike early in June, if demands were not 
granted, so as to prevent any unwillingness on 
the part of the men to join in the strike it 
called later. It was also the strong belj« ot 
Brother Feit, that the smaller manufacturers 
would settle immediately, one reason being 
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that their shops had already been unionized 
before. 
But the manufacturers refused to grant the 
demands and would not listen to any requests 
for negotiations and the strike was called on 
June the 7th. About 95% of the worker , the 
report stated, responded to the call, while the 
number of those who deserted the cause and 
returned to work during the whole time 
amounted to no more than about 300. Of the 
Organizers, brought upon the scene of action, 
Organizers H. Weinberg, C. H. Fromer, Miss 
Josephine Casey, Brothers A. Bloch and S. 
Martin of Local No. 10, Bro. Lefkowitz, Miss 
Pauline Newman of Philadelphia, Bro. Casota 
and H. Dubinsky came at an early period, 
while Attorney Meyer London has been at 
Cleveland a number of times and rendered 
good services. Personally the President and 
Brother Polakoff have been at Cleveland al-
most the whole time, while Brother Dyche 
was compelled to spend several days a week 
in Cleveland to supervise the finances. Up 
till now, said the report, nearly $300,000 has 
been expended in connection with the strike, 
the -International Union contributing about 
570,000, and the balance was collected from 
Local Unions, including a certain sum from 
shop collections and donations sent in to the 
Jewish Daily "Forward." The Local Unions 
of New York affiliated with the Joint Board 
have contributed from their treasuries over 
$150,000, but at the present time great diftV 
culties, in the way of obtaining the necessary 
amount every week, were experienced. A 
sum of^about $13,000 to $14,000 a week would 
be sufficient to support the strikers. 
Appeals for financial support have been sent 
to a large number of unions affiliated with 
the A. F. of L but in view of the McNamara 
case, now in court, and the numerous strikes 
and other troubles experienced by the labor 
movement throughout the country, the hopes 
in this direction were not very great. Having 
regard to all these circumstances, this special 
convention to dea! with the matter, was 
called on revests received from five locals 
of the I. L. G. W. U. Should this special 
convention resolve to continue the strike, the 
report concluded, ways and means will have 
to be devised, to support the strikers finan-
cially. 
General Secretary-Treasurer, J . A. Dyche, 
read his report, in the course of which he 
controverted the argument, current in some 
circles that the strike was too costly. In 
- eighteen weeks, the sum of $270,000 was spent. 
This worked out at the rate of $15,000 a week. 
There were at the beginning 3,384 strikers re-
ceiving on an average $5.00 a week. This 
amounted to a sum total of $16,920 in strike 
pay alone. At that time not a single striker 
missed the regular pay. Other expenses, con-
sidering the magnitude of the strike and re-
collecting that pickets had to be sent to cities 
around, as far as Cincinnati and Columbus, 
Ohio, amounted to about $1,000 per week. 
Relief amounted to $700.00, while hall rents, 
legal expenses, etc., amounted to about $1,000 
per week. But as the number of strikers 
gradually began to dwindle, some having left 
the city while others went into other occupa-
tions, the strike pay was finally brought down 
to the sum of $10,000. 
Secretary Dyche assured the delegates in his 
report that receipts could be produced for al-
most every item of expenditure. Brother Fcit 
was responsible for the general expenses, 
while the relief committee, the law and hall 
committees conducted separate accounts. True, 
many strikes were carried on with less ex-
penditure, but then the strikers did not get 
regular weekly pay. 
A system was established under which every 
shop chairman submitted weekly a list of his 
strikers, stating separately, how many married 
men, single men, married women and girls 
were under his charge. Single girls received 
$3.00 and $4.00 per week. After a short time, 
the strike benefit for the married men was in-
creased from $6.00 to $700 per week. 
A number of complaints were made against 
the Relief committee that they distributed the 
money unfairly, but these complaints were in-
vestigated and were found to be much ex-
aggerated. He made personal investigation 
and found that on the whole the finance com-
mittee had done its work conscientiously. 
During the whole of his twenty-four years' 
experience in labor organizations and strikes 
he had not found such a body of honest and 
faithful strikers as at Cleveland. 
Only recently a close estimate of the num-
ber of people who returned to work was 
made and this showed only 215. He felt sure 
that very few strikes in the whole history of 
the labor movement could show such a small 
percentage of desertions after 18 weeks. The 
frantic efforts made by the manufacturers to 
get the people back to work proved that even 
at the end of the 18th week the strike was 
still effective. True, the union has not been 
able to compel the manufacturers to surrend-
er but the business of the manufacturers 
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suffered immensely from the strike. They 
themselves admitted it. This strike has been 
a tremendous financial loss to them. Only 
because some of them arc multi-millionaires, 
could they stand this loss. If the strike 
could continue the manufacturers would have 
to capitulate or close their factories. 
Secretary Dyche felt convinced that if the 
money had come from one source, and in 
time, and if the strike pay had been regular, 
the strike by this time would have been a 
complete victory, but as this was not the case, 
and the strikers began to notice that within 
the Inst two months, they were not paid regu-
larly, they became discouraged, and the manu-
facturers were encouraged to hold out. 
The Secretary-Treasurer also submitted a 
preliminary financial statement of receipts and 
expenditures to October the 13th inclusive, 
which showed that the amount received from 
all sources was $205,218.13, and the expendi-
tures amounted to about $270,000. The Inter-
national Union paying out from its general 
funds close upon $70,000.00. 
The reports of the President and the Secre-
tary-Treasurer were adopted. 
A motion having been adopted to hold this 
convention in Executive session, it was re-
solved, to appoint a committee of ir to act 
on reports and decide whether the strike 
should be continued and if so how to finance 
it. There were-appointed on this committee, 
Sam Martin, Local No. 10; J. Woolf, Local 
i ; A. Mitchel, Local 9; D- Shapiro, Local 17; 
B. Kurland, Local 73; M. Pitchersky, Local 
38 ; M. Rosenberg, Local 67; M. Finkelstcin, 
Local 11; M. Sigman, Local 35; Max Amdur, 
v
-Joint Board of Philadelphia and E. Charncy, 
Joint Board of St. Louis. 
When the Sunday morning session began a 
number of telegrams were read from Qeve-
land, after which the committee of 11 reported 
its recommendations. 
Their report stated that the committee had 
first heard the Cleveland strikers' opinions. 
Brother Feit justified the calling of the strike. 
Owing to the evils from which the working 
people suffered in the Ccleyland factories, the 
strike was a necessity. Some of these evils 
were the sub-contracting system, individual 
agreements, and non settlement of prices. 
3,500 workers responded to the call and only 
aWit 75 remained at work. 
It was not until after three w.eeks that the 
manufacturers tried to get scabs from other 
cities. Most of their agents made their head-
quarters at New York and unfortunately most 
of the strike breakers came from that
 cirv 
but by dint of strenuous activity the strike* 
committee succeeded in reducing the number 
of scabs, so that at the present moment there 
were only about 150 scabs from outside cities. 
In thl cities around Cleveland, only about 200 
scabs were working, but the main cause for 
the prolongation of the strike was jhat the 
manufacturers succeeded in having much of 
their work made in New York and other 
cities. After 15 weeks had elapsed the ranks 
of the strikers became weaker, despite the 
fact that strike benefit was paid all the time, 
and in the course of the last four weeks al-
together about 200 strikers have returned to 
work. He believed that they lost hope and 
were tired of the struggle. A number of 
sample makers now asked for an increase in 
their benefit to $7.00 per week and for pay-
ment of their rent and gas bills in addition. 
Otherwise they felt reluctant to continue in 
the ranks, as this was the beginning of their 
season, and they could not afford to lose it. 
If it were possible to raise a fund and increase-
the strike pay perhaps the strike could 1* 
kept up until next season. At present the 
strikers were divided into three sections, about 
600 of them were in favor of continuing the 
strike, about 800 would like to return to work 
at once, the remainder were in favor of con-
tinuing the strike, because they are employed 
by contractors, and if the strike is called off, 
they would not be able to get work until the 
coming season. 
Brother Cohen from Cleveland believed that 
the strikers have lost courage. They were no 
more eager to do picketing work. The only 
remedy for this was the hope of raising a 
large fund and increasing the strike benefit. 
Brother Berkowitz of Cleveland expressed 
the opinion that if he were sure that all the 
workers would be reinstated he would he in 
favor of calling off the strike, but he was 
afraid that the manufacturers would employ 
only the quiet people, while the active men 
would be discriminated against. 
Brother Krill believed that if the strike 
could be kept up until the coming season, it 
would result in victory. The Hungarian 
strikers favored this view. 
Brother Krochet informed the committee 
that about 300 of the Bohemian strikers went 
into other occupations, about 30 returned to 
work and about 250 are still out. The latter 
would strongly protest against the srike being 
called off. 
Miss Moskowiz said that the finishers woula 
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remain out, provided their strike pay was in-
creased by $2.00 per week. 
Brother Prisamt did not think it advisable 
to spend any more money. The picketing was 
very poor and the. strikers generally were 
disheartened, 
Brother Polakoff stated that until two weeks 
ago the strike was in good condition, but 
then the general officers having been absent 
for a few days the men became demoralized. 
In his opinion the local leaders lost confidence 
in themselves and could no more handle the 
situation. Were it possible to raise about $14,-
000 per week, he was positive of ultimate vic-
tory. A weekly assessment of 25 cents on the 
male membership and 15 cents on the female 
membership would meet the situation. 
Brother Rosenberg was of the opinion that 
to meet the strikers' present demands an enor-
mous sum of money would be required. 
Brother Dyche did not believe that an as-
sessment could be collected fast enough to 
meet the situation. 
After a prolonged discussion by the com-
mittee of the pros and cons of the matter and 
taking into consideration all the opinions ex-
pressed, the committee finally adopted the 
following resolution to be recommended to 
the Convention. 
Whereas, The General Strike called in 
Cleveland, on June 7th, was necessitated by 
the existing bad conditions and has been 
in progress for eighteen weeks and that a 
lesson has been taught the Cleveland manu-
facturers, "as to the need of bettering the 
conditions of their employees, it having been 
emply demonstrated to them, that the per-
severance, stamina and resources of the work-
ers are almost inexhaustible, and 
Whereas, we have put forth earnest efforts 
am! have done the best we could to attain our 
end, but now cannot see our way clear to 
continue said strike under the present trying 
conditions, therefore be it 
Resolved, thatffthis committee recommend 
to the special convention the calling off of the 
General Strike in the city of Cleveland and 
that the General Executive Board be empow-
ered to order this strike anew, whenever in 
their judgment it will be necessary. 
The committee further recommend that an 
assessment of 25 cents be levied on the mem-
bership and that the surplus of General office 
income be used for the purpose of assisting 
those of the workers who may be discriminated 
against. The committee further recommend*-
ed the appointment of a special committee to 
audit the accounts submitted by the General 
Secretary-Treasurer, and if necessary to hire 
an expert accountant. 
When the adoption of the committee's re-
commendation was moved and seconded, dele-
gate Bloch moved an amendment that the 
Convention appoint a committee of three with 
full power to act in conjunction with the 
General Executive Board and devise ways 
and means of either continuing or discontinu-
ing the strike at Cleveland. Brother Bloch 
feared the consequences of the Convention 
calling the strike off. It behooved them to 
consider the interests of the trade everywhere. 
Brother Dyche pointed out that the month-
ly balance of the International Union, which 
is less than $4,000, would be insuffi-
cient to maintain those discriminated against 
and would not enable us to wind up the 
strike as becomes an International Union of 
our standing. The strikers claimed arrears 
of benefits, and a considerable sum had to be 
paid in legal expenses. At least $10,000 would 
be necessary to wind up the strike. The Inter-
national Union already went far beyond its 
resources. 
Brother Bcrkowitz believed that the city of 
Cleveland was the hardest to organize, the 
manufacturers were working on race and na-
tional prejudices, playing off one man against 
another, yet the union succeeded in uniting 
and harmonizing all the seven nationalities of 
which the strikers consisted. If the strike 
were to be called off, without due provision 
being made for the men, the International 
Union would suffer for many a year to come. 
Demoralization would set in and the organiza-
tion would be in danger. He asked the dele-
gates to bear these things in mind. 
Many delegates took part in the discussion. 
Brother Martin defended the committee's re-
commendation. In his opinion, 00% of the 
financial support came from New York and 
New York could not give any more. The 
delegates of the various locals told the com-
mittee plainly that this was the case. Where 
was $14,000 a week to come from? Let any 
one show them the way of raising that sum 
and the committee would withdraw their re-
commendation. Brother Woolf strongly em-
phasized the point that the International Un-
ion went beyond its resources in supporting 
one section of the trade only. 
Attorney Meyer London who was accorded 
the privilege of the floor, contended that the 
majority lacked the courage to keep up the 
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fight In his opinion it could be kept up until 
ioi5* For as yet no effort was made to get 
at the members and the people in the shops. 
Should the convention so decide the masses 
would pay for the continuance of the strike. 
The delegates had no right to call it off with-
out their consent. The same people who now 
grumbled would then lose confidence in the 
union. Every effort was made to bring about 
a settlement. Very prominent statesmen have 
tried to settle this strike. The Union did not 
demand a closed or union shop. They did 
not even ask for a shop delegate. What they 
did demand was the right of collective bar-
gaining. When the masses ^ r s asked to pay 
for the continuance of the strike and refuse, 
then and not until then, will they be justified 
in calling off the strike. 
London felt assured that if the convention 
would appoint a committee to look after the 
strike, at the same time levying an assess-
ment and would refer it to a vote of the 
50,000 cloakmakers of New York, there would 
be a majority vote in favor of continuing the 
strike. 
If the Cleveland strike is given up the agi-
tation of the ladies' waistmakers will receive 
a set back. A strike which has continued for 
18 weeks and has had only 210 deserters was 
a noble strike. It would be a sin to give it 
up. He could not see why they all at once 
lost faith in the membership of the powerful 
cloakmakers' organization of New York. Un-
der no circumstances should the delegates 
leave the Convention with the idea that the 
strike was declared off. Let a committee be 
appointed with full power to levy an assess-
ment of 25 .cents or 30 cents a week on the 
entire membership of the International Union 
and let the members vote whether or not 
they were thus willing to finance 3,000 people. 
Let every delegate leave the Convention with 
new hope and new courage. It was a question 
of dollars and cents as to how the masses 
felt. If an employee felt proud of his posi-
tion he would get the right price and he asked 
himself, how would the masses feel when 
this strike is called off? No matter how class 
conscious the manufacturers were, they could 
not afford to keep up the strike forever. By 
declaring war anew they would give new hope 
for a settlement 
Benjamin Schlcsinger who was accorded the 
privilege of the floor, said that to give up a 
strike may not be very pleasant, but it was 
just as honorable sometimes as settling a 
strike. The Cleveland strike was carried on 
in a very honorable way. He has been in the 
movement a number of years and never heard 
that a strike could be kept up for 19 weeks 
and supported all the time. He did not know 
of any American unions which supported 
strikes for 19 weeks. He did not agree with 
Brother London that the calling off of the 
strike would have a terrible effect on the 
ladies' waistmakers and other sections of the 
trade. This strike should have been given 
up 10 weeks ago. The International Union 
has made a grarftl fight and the strikers and 
others were quite astonished at what the un-
ion did for them. The union has kept up the 
strike as long as it was possible. What would 
they gain if it is given up 5 weeks later. It 
is all very well to say, keep up the strike 
until 19*5- Where will you get $14,000 a 
week ? 
The fight carried on by the International 
Union for 19 weeks was the finest light that 
any organization could show. He hardly 
thought that they had a right to keep it up 
on the ground that the members would pay 
assessments. The dull time of the year was 
now commencing and every five cents which 
the employees get they hold "for themselves. 
He advised the delegates not'to* feel dis-
couraged. There was nothing either dishon-
orable or to be ashamed of in giving up the 
strike. There is not a labor organization of 
any nationality that has ever carried on a 
strike so well as this one in Cleveland. He 
predicted that the employees would probably 
get all of their demands conceded the next 
season, About 12 years ago a >trike was Io>: 
in Chicago, but three months after, the Satur-
day half holiday asked for, was granted. 
At this point it was decided to close the 
discussion. 
Brother Polakoff offered an addition to the 
amendment, that the committee of three shall 
have the power to levy an assessment upon 
all the members of the International Union 
for the purpose of financing the strike, and 
the amendment with the addition now stood 
as follows: 
A committee of three be appointed with full 
power to act in conjunction with the Genera 
Executive Board to devise ways and means 01 
either continuing or discontinuing the stn c 
at Cleveland. The committee shall also have 
the power to levy an assessment upon 
members of the International Union for 
t;:1--purpose of financing the strike. The amend-
ment with the addition was carried t» 
large majority. 
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An amendment by Brother Martin to t*he 
effect that a statement of receipts and ex-
penditures of the Oeveland strike should be 
forthcoming at the next convention was also 
carried. 
The following members were then appointed 
by the President to serve on the committee of 
three: Meyer Rosenberg of Toledo, Local No. 
67; Sum Martin of New York, Local No. 10; 
I, Axclrod of New York, Local No. 1, 
The following resolution submitted by M. 
Rosenberg of Local No. 67, on the McNa-
mara case, was carried unanimously: 
Whereas,. the progress of the trial in Los 
Angeles, watched by every lover of justice 
ami fair play, rendered it necessary that the 
convention should give recognition to the 
mighty struggle now being waged on the Pa-
cific slope, "in which two of our Brothers are 
leading figures, a struggle that has for its 
object the destruction of the only movement 
that stands between a real living and a mere 
existence, therefore be it 
Resolved by this Special Convention that 
our President and Secretary, immediately tcle-
Rraph John J. and James B. McNamara that 
our Organization extend to them their sym-
pathy and support and that we protest against 
private detectives secretly coming into a state 
like armed Hessians, arresting citizens with-
out a warrant in law and denying them the 
riRht of consulting attorneys. We protest 
against private detectives seizing personal let-
ters and other property in defiance of correct 
legal procedure. We protest against the de-
nial to J. J. McNamara of rights pledged by 
the Indiana state constitution to every inhabi-
tant of that commonwealth. We protest 
against J. J. McNamara being taken before a 
police judge when the Indiana state law 
specifically declares that all cases involving 
the extradition of any citizen shall be heard 
by cither a circuit court or a superior judge. 
We protest against the secrecy employed in 
this case, which although necessary in kidnap-
ping, leads to the outraging of justice, and we 
call on all right thinking men and women to 
aid us in creating such a sound public opinion 
that will forever drown in the sea of oblivion 
such practices that have no place in a country 
which insures every man certain inalienable 
rights. 
A motion was submitted by Brother Bloch 
that the convention vote a sum of $500.00 
towards the McNamara Defense Fund. 
Brother Dyche explained that the American 
Federation of Labor had taxed all its affiliat-
ed unions 25 cents per member. This sum the 
International Union would have to pay sooner 
or later. Upon hearing this explanation Bro. 
Bloch withdrew his motion. 
Upon motion agreed to accord the banking 
house of M. & L. Jarmulowsky, a vote of 
thanks for the loan of $20,000 so kindly ad-
vanced to the International Union in time of 
need. 
The convention adjourned. 
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Editorial 
:. 
In another column we publish a full 
report of the proceedings of our Special 
Convention held in New York on the 
14th and 15th of last month. The cir-
cumstances which made this convention 
necessary are fully stated in this re-
port. It was to consider the situation at 
Cleveland both as to the present and 
future. 
Some sympathetic outsiders, and a few 
officers and members of local unions, 
have at the time questioned the why and 
wherefore of this convention. "If," said 
these partial critics, "the situation ren-
dered a discontinuance of the struggle 
necessary, why did not the G. E. B. come 
to an official resolve and dispose of the 
matter one way or another?" 
Those who talked in this manner evi-
dently could not know the precise posi-
tion of the G. E. B. and the strike lead-
ers. The Report of the proceedings 
makes it clear that the convention was 
called on the direct request of five local 
unions, as provided by our laws. The 
powers of the G. E. B. went as far as 
calling the strike and keeping it up to-a 
reasonable limit. But when the question 
of continuing or discontinuing the strike 
was raised, the final responsibility rested 
with the Convention. The Boston Con-
vention of 1910 invested the G. E. B. 
with the power of calling out the strikes 
both at New York and at Cleveland and 
it behooved the delegates then assembled 
to review and finally pronounce upon the 
whole matter. 
The harmony, nay, unanimity prevail-
ing at this rare gathering is a matter lor 
congratulation. It reflected the harmony 
and unanimity that prevailed in the coun 
cils of the International Union all the 
time. It showed that the entire organi-
zation of nearly 100,000 members was 
unshaken in its loyalty to the cause and 
heartily approved the work performed by 
the leaders thus far. The $150,000 con-
tributed by the biggest locals in support 
of the brave men, women and young 
girls at Cleveland is undisputed evidence 
of the union spirit pervading both loca 
•• 
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leaders and the rank and file, despite a 
very few traitors whose evil hearts 
prompted them to desert the cause. 
To put in a nutshell the one all-ab-
sorbing idea manifested both at the con-
vention and outside of it: The delegates 
regretted that the battle was not won, 
but they were nevertheless proud of the 
manner in which it has been carried on. 
The fact of the matter is that when we 
came-to Cleveland we found the ladies' 
garment trade a hotbed of warring fac-
tions and badly organized. Racial and 
national prejudices ran high among the 
workers. The manufacturers made 
much capital out of this unbrotherly 
feeling, while individually the employees 
were at a great disadvantage. 
Now what is of much future promise 
is the fact that we have succeeded in 
uniting and harmonising the workers of 
several nationalities and have created a 
vigorous sentiment for unionism. What 
is still more significant is that within the 
brief span of one year the International 
Union has been able to raise the large 
sum of $300,000 and to finance this 
strike in a manner admired by friends 
and foes alike. 
We have not won, but who will say 
that we have not laid the foundations 
for a better future? We have not 
achieved a signal victory, but we have 
applied a needful homoepathic remedy, 
calculated to gain for us respect far and 
wide. One thing is clear, the manufac-
turers are by far the heaviest losers all 
along the line. They paid an enormous 
price forTrVeir stubbornness. 
We have not won, but we are still on 
the war path. The special committee 
granted full power, has proclaimed an 
armistice. This was rendered necessary 
owing to the end of the. season, but the 
International Union is pledged to main-
tain all those who will no doubt be dis-
criminated against for their loyalty to 
the cause. 
Meanwhile we have unionised in New 
York a force of ladies' tailors twice the 
strength of that in Cleveland and a 
strong wave of organization is in pro-
gress in many cities. Those who sup-
pose that the funds of our locals arc 
exhausted are greatly in error. Our 
New York locals can still master a sum 
of $200,000 for defensive purposes. The 
armistice will give us time to recuperate 
our strength and next season the Inter-
national Union will be in a far better 
position, morally and financially, to re-
*new the struggle at Cleveland for better 
conditions. 
_ » • 
The Annual Report of the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control in the Cloak and 
Suit industry of New York, just pub-
lished, is a record of splendid achieve-: 
ments. This was made possible by the 
intelligence and sound common sense of 
those manufacturers whose minds have 
not been obsessed by the idea that their 
business could only thrive under non-
union conditions. In this connection 
one cannot resist the temptation of plac-
ing New York and Cleveland in juxta-
position. The peace experiment of New 
York has not been regretted by either 
side. On the contrary, it has in a sense, 
been celebrated ever since July last by 
meetings, picnics, newspaper articles and 
speeches. It has furnished an example 
to government . departments and the 
gVeat public of what it is possible to 
attain by cooperation and concerted ac-
tion. We join our congratulations to 
those of others and in the words of 
Meyer London cited in another column 
we repeat, "The Board has made a good 
'beginning. It has a great future." 
One thing is certain. The eagerness 
on the part of*the manufacturers to adopt 
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sanitary, standards ' in their shops derives 
its existence from the strength and con-
certed effort of the workers in the trade, 
in short, from their very strong union. 
Before the cloakmakers were strongly 
organized no such eagerness was mani-
fested, . 
LOYALTY AND SELF-SACRIFICE 
THE CLEVELAND STRIKERS. 
Ai Others See Us. 
OF 
Cleveland Strike Fund 
Donations From Locals and Outside Sources 
From Sept 27th to Oct 31st Inclusire 
Local No. 
1. Cloak Operators Union of New York. ,$4,800.00 
2. Cloak & Skirtmakers of Philadelphia.. 500.00 
4. Cloakmakers Union of Baltimore 75.00 
8. Cloakmakers Union of San Francisco. 35.00 
9. N. Y. Cloak & Suit Tailors U n i o n . . . . 5,000.00 
10. N. Y. Ladies' Garment Cutters Union 500.00 
n . Brownsville, Cloak & Skirtmakers IT. 300.00 
i j . Cloak & Skirtmakers of Montreal 325.00 
17. New York Reefer Makers 600.00 
17, * Shop Collections • 766.35 
10. Montreal Cloak and Suit Cutters 35.00 
-•j. Skirtmakers Union of New York 3,400.00 
33. Ladies* Tailors, Atlantic City, N. J . . . ia.00 
35. Pressors of New York 3.600.00 
36. Ladies' Tailors of B o s t o n . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 
38. Ladies' Tailors & Dressmakers of N. Y. 1,300.00 
43- Ladies* Tailors of Philadelphia 8.35 
61. Cloak & Skirt Pressors of Montreal . . 50.00 
67. Toledo Cloak & Skirtmakers 180.50 
8;. Ladies' Tailors & Dressmakers of 
Savannah, Ga 4.00 
95. Ladies' Gar. Workers, Detroit, Mich.. 30.00 
91. Toronto Cloak & Skirt Pressors 35.oo 
Joint Board of New York balance of 
proceeds from picnic 350.00 
Joint Board of Boston—Local Shop 
Collections. 589.50 
Joint Board of Cincinnati—Shop Col. 475-oo 
Joint Board of St Louis, Proceeds of 
Knlertainment 14.00 
Joint Board of Montreal 5°.oo 
A. Guyer, collections 9.069.00 
Donations from Outside Organizations. 825.63 
Collected by Miss P. Newman 320.00 
T o t a l . . . . T9ft $33,854.13 
Amount previously acknowledged $177,274.83 
Total $210,138,96 
In the next issue of this Journal we 
hope to give a complete and itemized re-
port of the receipts and expenditures in 
connection with the Cleveland strike. 
It is always pleasant to hear what other 
people have to say about us. The A. F. of 
L. News Letter of October 7th has a reference 
to Becky Fisher, a frail young girl of 17 
years, whose photograph we reproduced in 
our October issue. The letter says: 
The strike in Cleveland has developed many 
noble characters, among them Becky Fisher, a 
frail young girl, 17 years old, who has dis-
played great courage and instilled confidence 
into her fellow strikers. And she is only one 
of several hundreds of girls who gallantly 
held the fort of unionism and repulsed every 
attack of unscrupulous employers. A better 
fight has never been witnessed. The girls 
were exhibiting a spirit of self sacrifice that 
stirs the hearts of all honest men and women. 
For nineteen weeks 6,000 members of the 
International Ladies' Garment Workers Union 
have been on strike in Cleveland, O. 2,000 of 
the strikers were women and girls and no ad-, 
vance movement has had braver or more self 
sacrificing exponents than the girl strikers, 
who were fighting for the very life of their 
union in the home city of John D. Rockefeller. 
Hounded by the private detectives and slug-
gers of the avaricious employers, driven from 
the streets and arrested by the city police, the 
women have maintained the picket line, and 
with undaunted spirit continued the fight for 
living wages, reasonable hours of labor and 
industrial freedom. Even the specter of the 
jail, with all its attendant horrors for frail 
women, has not kept them from responding 
to the call of duty, and scores of them were 
arrested daily for attempting to exercise the 
rights of American citizens. 
Humiliating and mortifying trips in the pa-
trol, abuse at the hands of bullies, private de-
tectives and city police, and even confinement 
in vile cages in station houses have all failed 
to break the spirit of the strikers and the bat-
tle was waged with undiminished vigor and 
marvelous courage. 
Becky Fisher has been arrested 39 times in 
11 weeks and driven in the patrol to the sta-
tion house because she refused to surrender 
her right to talk to her fellow workers and 
try to persuade them not to take the places 
of the strikers and help unscrupulous em-
ployers to defeat honest toilers. She has been 
insulted and abused by those who should hav« 
been her protectors. Becky has never flinched 
H 
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Released from durance vile she has always 
hastened back to the scene of the fray to 
Miccor and cheer her fellow unionists. 
She has a horror of the police, the patrol 
wagon and the jail, but her union was as 
sacred to her as was Old Glory to Barbara 
Fritchie, and fear was an unknown quality 
to this little girl when she was fighting for 
her loved union and the cause it represents. 
WE UVE TO FIGHT ANOTHER DAY. 
By Lena Yanhaskv of Cleveland. 
The awful conflict of twenty weeks could 
have, been averted in Cleveland had the manu-
facturers of that city been honest and reason-
able, AH that was needed was a little com-
mon.sense and a willingness for a square deal 
on the part of the manufacturers. However, 
the twenty weeks are of the past. It was a 
splendid battle, notwithstanding the fact that 
our opponents chloroformed themselves. This 
explains why some of them said they did not 
suffer during the fight. It was only when a 
few failed that the painful feeling began. 
One employer said to a striker who applied 
for work: "Well, so you lost the strike?" 
"Well, and you did not win it," was the reply. 
"No," said the Boss, dolefully shaking his 
head, "That is true, we did not win it." The 
striker did not say that we were really pre-
paring for another round, that the battle is 
by no means ended and won't be until a just 
basis is established for those who work. 
Think then how foolish for a member of the 
firm of Prince Biederman to ask a striker to 
show his due book and when the striker 
complied, to snatch it from him, tear it up and 
say, "Now you can go to work; you are no 
longer a union man." Poor stupid manufac-
turer. Did he think the man's unionism was 
only in the book? Do not all the employers 
know that the twenty weeks struggle made 
an indelible impression not only on the minds 
hut also on the hearts of all who sacrificed 
for their unionism? 
At the beginning of the strike the employers 
said that the wprkcrs would return to work 
in twenfcj^our hours if the New York offi-
cials left the city. The New York people 
were absent for a much longer time than 
twenty-four hours not only once but many 
times during the fight, yet the strikers did 
not return to work. Why, even after the 
people were told the strike fund was getting 
low, several shops sent this message to the 
leaders at Eucfid Hotel: "Even if you have 
not much money to give us you should not 
call the strike off. We will fight on and raise 
money somehow." There is nothing the mat-
ter with the spirit of the strikers and they 
have learned much this summer. Unless they 
get collective bargaining, recognition of their 
union and a few other things, there will be 
another big battle. 
BRITISH LABOR NOTES. 
By Ben Turner. 
The Workers of this country will have to 
look alive or they will find many of their 
liberties drifting away. When a strike occurs 
now the employers seem to fly to the police 
authorities for help. They call it protection 
of men willing to work—and they get all the 
policemen they want. They seem to do this 
in America and in Kngland alike. Since the 
railway strike the Home Office has instituted 
a special police system. Some firms have got 
their foremen and clerks to go round their 
•works to secure persons willing to be police-
men if called upon to do so. Some have hcen 
intimidated to give in their names while others 
of treacherous nature have given in freely 
when they knew it had the approval of their 
"bosses." They also have a few sons of pro-
fessional men volunteering for this service, 
and some of these have already boasted of 
the violence they will commit if called upon 
to act in time of strike. 
The Wages board act fixing a minimum 
wage for the Clothing trades has not satisfied 
the clothing trade employees, but it has laid 
down the theory that the female employees 
shall not have less than 3j4d (7 cents) per 
hour. Thousands have never had that very 
modest figure. It is a basis from which to 
rise and the trade union must sec that it is 
not the maximum but only a minimum, and 
that most of the workers obtain more wages 
than that. The woolen cloth workers of the 
Country may soon be induced to ask that the 
wages board shall apply to them and that the 
vast army of young worsted workers, whose 
wages range from 5/ to 12/ a week should be 
brought under this minimum wage law. Some 
women have just recently joined the General 
union of weavers and Textile workers who 
had wages unfit for any man of wisdom or 
thought to pay. They paid for full time girls 
—just left school—the low sum of 3 / a week 
(75 cents). 
The various trades unions all over the 
Country are .making many new members. The 
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Gasworkers union in Yorkshire have guinea 
a few thousand members. The Lancashire 
section have also gained a few thousand 
members chiefly among ironworkers laborers. 
The Dockers unions have made scores of 
thousands of new members at all the chief 
ports, especially London, Liverpool, Hull and 
other ports. The Textile unions in Lanca-
shire have been touched by the wave of un-
ionism and thousands have beeii brought with-
in the fold. The General Union of Textile 
workers of Yorkshire have enrolled about two 
thousand new members this year. Two so-
cialist cloth manufacturers have agreed with 
the union that their work-people should be 
members of the Textile union and that the 
officials should supply them with union mem-
bers when vacancies occur. This has given a 
good lead in that area. 
Tfrt statistics relating to the working of the 
Compensation act for 1910 have just published. 
The returns covered 34.829 employers and 
Over seven million workpeople. The fatal ac-
cidents in 1910 totaled 3,474 and the cost in 
Compensation was £532,845 or an average of 
£132, about $660, per death. This is a paltry 
sum for the value of lives, still, it is much 
better than it used to be. The labor Party 
saw to that in their 2nd session in Parliament 
in 1907. I know of a case which happened in 
Yorkshire. A young man had his arm taken 
off. The insurance company fought the case 
in court. They pleaded that it was his own 
fault, but the lad being a union member, the 
Textile union Iirwyer was put upon the job 
and he got him half wages of 10/ a week. 
J&P*t after four years, the union have settled 
up for £250 cash. 
T H E PEN AND T H E SWORD. 
By Gertrude Barnura. 
Trixie sat on her crossed legs on her 
trunk, in an attic bedroom, reading aloud a 
"scortcher" which she had composed for her 
recreant beau, who had failed to meet her at 
an appointed time and place. 
Peggy lent a sympathetic ear, as she scraped 
away the remains of a smoked fish, and set 
the butter and condensed milk out on the win-
dow sill. 
"Fortunately/1 read Trixie, "Fortunately, 
Jack Case was there, and most attentive. He 
is very well bred—not like some others. I was 
perfectly satisfied in his company." 
"That will hit home/1 approved Peggy. 
"I find that I have idealized you," the irate 
voice read on. *T see that the high q«ali;ie<= 
I thought you possessed existed only fa
 I m 
imagination." 
"How you can handle the pen, Trix—you 
ought to go in for that Sunday prize story:' 
"I shall endeavor to forget the whole im 
fortunate chapter C;f my acquaintance with you 
And now, good-by, from your once devoted," 
—something very like a sob cut the epistle 
short. But a broken voice wound up " i ' m 
going straight down to mail it, too!" 
Peggy looked uneasy, and held out her hand 
for the note. "Let's see how it's spelled/' she 
said, to gain time. " I wish you had better 
looking stationery. It seems kind. of down 
and out to use scrappy blue paper, and a 
crumpled white envelope. Besides, there 
shouldn't be but one M in imagination. Why 
don't you wait till morning and get a swell 
dove-colored sheet, and envelope to match. 
We haven't any stamps, anyway, and it's fierce 
cold out." 
After further persuasion, Trixie consented 
to take this advice, and crept into bed. And 
at length, curled close in her friend's com-
forting arms, she relaxed hor ink-stained fin-
gers and closed her swollen eyes in slumber. 
The next morning her friend woke her by 
a sharp rap on the nose with a special deliver)' 
letter, which she clutched greedily and read 
with heightened color. 
"You directed to the old address," it ran. 
"(force of ,habit I suppose,) and they for-
warded the letter through Dick. It's just this 
instant reached me—midnight. Why haven't 
you arrangements for wireless? It really 
seems as though you must feel my pulse run 
down. It's struck me hard. I'm sending this. 
special. Phone me the first possible moment. 
The suspense has been fiendish. I thought you 
had thrown me down." 
Two excited girls careened, in a fancy dance, 
round and round the bare little room. 
"Thank heaven I didn't mail that scortcher," 
cried Trixie fervently. 
"You never saw through my little play for 
time," said Peggy. 
"How's that?" 
Peggy explained. "Some day, when I can 
afford to pry my trunk from mine uncle with 
the three balls, I'll show you some letters 
that will warm up this room fine. I call em 
my 'steamer letters because I wrote 'em to let 
off steam. They're ones I kept over night till 
I'd cool off, and then I never sent W She 
paused to wink hard and bite a quivering hp 
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IBB ">?CIB"S2B1?B ipstii ys^jm ,]»OB D;K':V 
1P11 PK .BI^ ECMpy PB'BBP '1 C^1! ,cP8fi Djn 
iyn — lyoip PO M MI — tycttp ayii B»»S H 
Dij?p"cpiB?P lyiaynw jr3^i;nyx ynpr:iK J;?B 
-ymya \yivv, DBH nyajw PK tva^rnB Hrtyii 
jyVjm IBT
 fye»eBP "»m pc B^p'B'DiyB op ipa 
n B|iin i^ffim jy:yp |^KB» B«O njn;ypiB n 
nytam PK C^T — iy;<jt PK DB»p>B»a"»yD 
IVW lytaiM EBH CBT ! onp*c»ciyc D:B»:I» 
] IK ya»EB^ iihysti , y : " i ytyn
 Ptyayjyj OIK 
! nyayc yj ' t ts^ 
-OBD )MJ inBB- EJ»BS,n i jn PH tB 199**11 Tj» 
.lyEBiEiyo TMK C?CB= n |ya»M V>E;BP *"IBE 
ortyn e iy -o epe^s »i IMK IB tyotm VD 
,E"anB cyccBP i y i |yo^nwB*iK ny^acis 
-yjpMK iy3BR pyo^a n I M K TB |yo«ii vo 
-nyi'B n tyBKci^K ,E"pjiyj ny»»? lyreistr 
T O ."lyiyv y;'tfioc pyaDi'fi n PK cypccBfi 
H 3MK tB
 f1»w ny^B iyo»Mi n»o .CBT |yo»n 
- E U yt'i^n B noMta BO ^B» E»OIB cyE»BBP 
oiysoyo n — T O jjrtjni i«n ;uiv9' i i ?vri?n 
lytia — I « O P nyrpc ennpo PK PIB^P H PC 
^jnn»Bi»ann yo»^rya cyE'CB? n ,|yp"1DO 
liK r:yEonpy nyi B>O jyTy>i»w |y3"i T O 
n E:BO U iyn yo»QBP iff"1 P* E'<nB i y i B»O 
oyoK: n ccito'Kya »i iyn ;)yj3iai?iyo3iK 
-IT i r : IBB iy: : is :n;"K ynycya |yin>BW"li 
T O /iyE"riB n p.R PM^HBH op PK w«mys 
•Syil Btm«-c;:n^3DMK n PIBE^ inyt 1W» 
,iywyo yiyoiK jyvow Bins ys'OBP '1 y ; 
yiy»» nya'K »jy»-i;y: lynyiny1?? B >*t i^WayJ 
loo many," she went on. "I learned then that 
it's true the pen is mightier than the sword, 
alright I t cut things up for me, so I could 
never put the pieces together again, never, 
never." Her eyes were fixed on space. 
"That's why you told me to wait for the 
dove-colored envelope! What can I ever do 
for you, trump?" 
"Just lcUmc light this 'scortcher/ it makes 
me nervous." Trixie answered, applying a 
match to the scrappy blue sheet in the crump-
led white envelope. 
D 1 T O KOTO DSTT? 1 JK 5WWPT5D JK1 
*»-i(J W I 1 ' 1*0 ijre^n lyma^-ny^ PM. 
B*5 »K«r^ir«^»nB im inn E?$II PM ! ? mpn 
B»3 P^JSJIM njn B^JII ,BMfr-3ypD p»p tyr.y* 
J9MV MI* (jnijrJi 
Djrojnj ,ya'B$p 7S"IE3$P-»*IME'3MD* c»p pM 
HrmtfBjn » PM ijmymsva T»M cy JOWBMM 
,BMC |?i«un$ JI:J?- »»a ,tpuityaaiM imy» 
-JJ?J3^ PE fetlhjjl "iyE"31M typ» 1MK |»J» E*n 
-pamp ,iyi3m?ayayi ys^nytnyp tin »"rtauw 
-*C31M t« PM iv- w*> -3tJ«» cyoyii ,iya"n 
jmayjsoiM « I *B» : 
ys*y« ^M3$tt>"3nyB3*M H lynya P* cj? 
H lynya PM cy .B3>^pinnyfi oy^ M DIP Btfn 
BMBUOJTBOiD MTM E$n psfym /?K3$B"i3nyB3»M 
•poop ny>n pM Biii.imriQ iyB"nM-cpnpp n 
^M3$tr"3iya3'M H unQM P * cy . a - in 'E^* 
"i$ |1M »B7»n ?7yiX3&3»B |hn»* a»o e*n piiti 
-^mp3y»*n ojn ,tya"p3»nyE yflnntjoiipjej 
.iy:iMNy; pivu&s 
jn:r«p75 n 133 ippajn?- v o tyn pit 
|yBX?7 DJTI PM ^M:(J»"n5ipc:«M n p p» &V3TM 
-Bto„ in« PM lyaftjm ,p"naD yfam Dy»v»$ 
IWPa tyaiMiiya otptyfi *yj* »I?M "aoiViyB 
o$n ,B»CIH n B*y» lynyT i i o iyn PM ; | jn 
U n v p ^ n j l IX PJ711M E3"^ S«$y"3"iyE3'M H 
01X TO !J«3ip 1MT ,Ciyp"D B0"11 DJ?»1"^ H 
-PJBMM tou$B>ii3nyB3»M H E&H SjT»'« TM ,C17B*y3 
ty'B PM ,HjnEB.nM 1X»»M1 1»1M B?M pM Hjna 
•uppam in»M ailVArnnM jfaptf yijr« IIMT 
njnananj ijnp* pa B3»^EB H $T^K PM oy 
TMB n»o lynyntr BID PM D$H ,D(jt iya7(jni!!3$ 
c;oc2 H TIN cy .tynjnyj BEBcypyjsonM cn>M 
,ft»i)i iy» ix l ^ :u^3 ix npnuaiM u n y P» 
-"M p i i:)3 Bjn typnBEtnyE E»cnjn ;n:ya^j?n 
.I1K3KP ps tyE"x PM ,E=UD jii pM B"p;»: 
-IM"D:^ »»MT»3M3"HJ H TM ,ipB|jn « T»M CJ? PM 
BiyBtBT?53lM Bjhl SW(»»WJW'M 1JH pB E'»3 
H lie |j?n»n II PM TIM WW BWifafiiw 
TIM a>i3jt^m ,ijrE"3iM jwv^aiuiinD»i iv3 
*JU «M^ pIB* n? T*M Dffll ,C(H iPjn^lg 1» ••! 
.1JTC1P 
•tKonvB' o y o 
.16 .ap« ,pnv» P : 
nyc ixn iMD VPK oino Dyn ,nyrj;? 
? "iWHfrt 03P0183 oyH"?,, D'PD a jwna 
inpaiD \rm pip IPCHK' D»a nn»K ojyp 
DDBC — POT D'J 3MK ?D83B]D « D3VC 
|"3'M »T C(J11 fi"31M n iyE3M1Ey3 *i>o jyr 
WiJPttnpB n nMB jfnejraBMM EM.T in:H?-r-;Z 
y i B7)TETP , T n a - i r i " : t p D^T pB I;*; ;V?"^:K 
•l"Xfif2 c(jn ,c;«»;p jnvptf ?7M »i :x ,;;N-E >-
- » n jEBMBnyfiiyp ^W(j|r»»yipi8:»M nyi *.? --
-yv \* PM i7:yp"ij;2B iv MI lpnjraBnn ;•« j«c 
|JWfrl»a«ll "T IX PM ,EE»B-iy8nyp ; t ; . -
 ; 7 , 
JJ3*t| H| D*il ,iyE:t^fiB jrtjr»> n c;yrb;';;" 
pM jB"Jsn:y cyojrn ^ycjyo y^ M n i» ;»T^W 
•ffj ]?3V" j»*»aiire3f»»l?UMn^ ?r'=Nr;;:: ' : 
-H'MTM ix iyaart«iiB3ir,Tjn«a' ??« n -:K^: 
p i jtts»*w jfypfi n lyoisyj »»T mn /was? 
•BpjWPjn lyEcyi; apn IMM ]IM ,o»3in "»;"t 
-iPB'cnM iy i p"M BrBO'c^'XKT^NrH c?u 
.B7J11 
y:inr»ts,"iyB H 1« VI ipiyi^Miy i»c \yv. 
W^n cp"iEC-pi^P Jfiv** H B*H jy^Tr? 1 : 
jEuny- 1896 ril P'ncc-7nij; :yrn c;-~ =»t 
•njra PM junjfMTB n 193 IPP2?"1?- "••,= 1*^ ' 
-ayv.c jTE"iM»;M;n :^iM n pe np/tf'a ecrwiw 
H HJ n*t jH:y:vBijn grn ; w o p ^ ^ p sKr 
-aiM i?3(jn Diy:«Dp^p IMH
 tipqA v-z^z-tt 
BQlp — B"31M^ J?E ]1M IJTWIBW PBX^TJp: 
nMBirBioe:H yj'E3yD M Ml MTM -,(»C t;w c; 
PM ,ijn:ix)W;(« VI ^«D:IIH E»O =*n =CN?P ;? 
-1DB* Cy?M BJfBSinjTB »T E(JH ^^JHH^CPP 
pM ,cyi3ny;:iM cy^ M ,DJ?:»H:IM cyrn ,c;;'s 
y " : M BHtWyJ BM3y;BMM T»M n r s V"* ^•llt 
.ljr^ MDi^  I * UTHIIJW oy"3 « E»O ,=??v. 
-a»i^ p »n TM ,E'Drtn'jtf ipn oy =(jn i?" 
W e p i t f p jfwyMjn-Bfi^  p« y=»r.ff
 ffpvvc 
,TJT**1 N It tPCpMUDMM t^fBtf "W3 E?n I? ,:'! 
»jnM RHW K lyaiMPBmM Bjm cy =:**= cysyn 
nyn !BMn»s^Ti B'PB ny^yj PM yi:"E;:« 
1P2^EI? n »M ,iyn"»yBriB E:«P?- I"" " =^" 
^«c« E»Q ^ t jsjra-DB'uia tyn »n» t« 
?ljnjm BxvpijTB ^ « a10 »ljnjhi 1;=':-;-? 
•ya T'M oy $i»n PM ! tny»T?J cjr fN T : r« 
•y^oayrsyo yBijnam jrty»e pit? cy =*" ,*""7 
•3^ ojn pa PM Etna ar» tiB ;»rMC-?;Mc ::;: 
.ay=ry; w ^ 
n |yp:«ny^ I'BMM stp* p r u amp p? 
PB ye^ecMEMp ya'^nyiiyo 11* ys'Viyrw 
B'mvn lyniyn Byoyn ,.*? ED"II ^sy""^ "^ ^ 
.ljn^'P- Bvcyxjps B»: W iy:"' P - ^ ;!IJ 
l^ wya nva B ^ " iyayi- »n pyafiun-'y-:^-^1' 
lyaM i^K B911 iyp"Dp^^P H HW.iP1^" : ? : 
B"3*lMy3 n^ 2 IJpfM ^ H 7 ' 3 lyi??' ="" ''^ 
pM jt«a iyiy» B3«: ijn PM J : ^ P3 ,^8* n1 
-ya B»3 iyp'»opns^P H WrtV1 -" : - r "^ 
nsM3 nnyo taltfl -— iniM 12 nsc on =EK=: 
njjpnsn wyDnw wv^ nyn. *s 
.17 ^«p»^ ,cnyp"D nyon 
Wipe- P"3 4 T O HPfH a*3($e I # W i 
-j?v. p*-.p»iED pM t»K BHBT p t* . t tVPjgisp 
-$: jpirn op .fiKP nj '3P e p n v w V^r i 'P 
; r ; n
 r ^ W r t r i t U V O | 3 *»J pau«« i m p 
jrn»i i n "WM utapam P« W T O I r t m V D 
??;»t i« — ijrtp»o^a ipi* — DWP H 
;ryn ,cip2epe y:pTpnp:i ljtt**t Tpfc)W p»3 
JIH in^frtt l l ,op»n"ii pou sspmpfi ipagn 
->T ;na?:"D ,cip2ape ptJTH /WMnriVW 
IMI: ,i?2p? pr*E3»K tpspEp ,ipB"2iK)H>mM 
i?*"iip r-w * p* M W W W iiunp jpp |pta 
-<;«D po 1SI I«p /VHP p»iEpp?p p»p . a " * 
jymp nyrp*? pipn px pie ,iwp*n-"*p pi*c 
c*i ,c»J tpnpBtnpB p* ,ipE"2ii« prana c»i 
ipin*» p3p;»K pip"T "T jpsvpipB E»eipi 
tit P K / P » I B opi IKB nap K jp2»i3 p * 
-yii is lpE^pn is ip^pKDKa R1H OIK DHI IPina 
,0pDK2 PDMU B"S ip i E»e 171 
ip3»K i»a ip2«n ijflBptr patyt* p3»3"M 
.^«IE:KP nWDttKC n* 11**2 ip i i s tp2p;p.: 
nap « iP2*i; can ,Dip2ape 11 ip:pn p * 
-IKISB'VW 1»1 3213BHn ip i B'B ,T»»IS ipi IKE 
p;:?i=t? tpenp; piPBipptpp »i apn , ipa»a 
.1P?B'D 
•*npi cp PK ip^"s p?pn M»«n* TO fjni 
-pi pipt3w \pam IKBIPI tin
 rvmo p* »t»2 
.B21TP2 TU?W tp;3iB»Q p^p; 
n va ip2*n i3*^ip^p p» p*neD opi 
"US pM ISptMB CPP? B'O BS>ECp3 E"S pESp? 
-•tr ip;p^B ipBpir DKII IPDMK ,IK^HI Eipi3in 
-;KEIPI n ."DBIPHIKE,, I'snvi D3¥*»3yi ]PP 
DIS «;«t po ipujiipa Ep»trpj r n paio pa 
"»3ipftP* n « a p p i n E(JBB,:(J "CBIPHHJEW 
t» ,E:p:pnp; p^ jp»B tp3*n o n m p « ^ H J ^ C 
D'J |W P » I E D ]p;pn a*; i n aipe»p 17 *^*P«? 
ESP» Dpi www w i t r n»o .pa^n p ip B»; 
n ip^npsipi is P i t a i)3 , tpami is i n B»S 
IS B"n:p;p?p5 '»a T.»T IJQMVip D911
 fpi»:p* 
]1M lPCMl.D^I IP^T " t ,17 ^BP«(? l^l'PWB 
.1P2BB tr>i&; BIS v * 
1 ? ^ I»K ^ gpyi N ipi»p»E(j pE p^apBE »i 
-an » EBinn ]i« tow$a»i3ipo3in n 1MB i»^ 
vi lpa i^^ uLj^ n ,p3»3p» n vw Es»^  ]p?pp 
.BB« IS Dicpi^ (Jttf 
|P3^ffp33in 1PBB3P J(J E^n — | p t j — 
•3(J E(JH M 11K ,EB(*7P1S liTK ,B"3ipEB3'E >1 
t»2 !Pi3Mit?ipB is l i p a s e n tVpa«i TPSMnyj 
1P1 riJnpftVqplVB
 l j n ty;3 |(^CMK t»K C? 
j^ensDaipn « P E j jnpovwiBo 
-p; HJE^CMU « E(«n o n « npr p:»?ap p n 
DIIK ip i»n p;npir n pe |p§nn »T P « jp;;it 
«|M« ip;:«;p;c»n» jpam Tp^jno p * ,tpenjj 
-E02ipn B»O Epipp;2<ein jpz j^n IIK cqrumjrii n 
-ia bpjpaetoipi
 t\pssv opi is , IPE: IK IPJMM 
b\t ip2(*n ip3;(ttpj yai^ffvnjnsw *i .E:(«P'I 
-11K 1PS3(*3 DPI D"PDM ipC1(Jtr B B'B BStfOpj 
.12P3P3 1P31B 
B2"B ,EDlfi IPV.P3 | IW VX IPOI^I pK tlK 
-P3CMK IP2(?n 1P8M2 p^'in 2 ^ n .8?UP P« 
-IPE D1S 1P3"11S VO^ ,P1P3?B pipnt |P3MS 
-3K111PB tps;*3 PM t'K DV11 ,?PBM JPB.'PP^V, 
-31K 1PJ12"H ,1P2P'1B ]"K p« IPHJV,p3 E?pi 
. " P ' i . lP=^i:p 
pe ,17 5»8p^ {u Dngeyn ny ty^wre 
,nyDDytsByD jyc30 oyi Tsn ^ w n jytai 
.1911 
3,506.70 Din 
1,375.35 cp»E nnr"K»»»3iK 
1,674.50 T:^E c:pEpi 
60.30 ip?r>2 
50 c;«r==B: 
53.46 D|jwn«ii pE?n»«sipi E»: 
41.00 .)) .t .K ,CEPP«E
 fc:i?E-p 
6,711.81 fen ic 
11,058.60 ^ B I B » P ; :BE3« ip^pcipB 
$17,770.41 
53.06 33*E3<1B PM 'ip;(«yu-c ,EC|JB 
1,332.50 o'ipvc 
557.25 ^K3«c>»-ipB3»K n is 
* 265.00 C33'EiO PM E3P1 
1^76.38 — cpt>nB jp^po | i« cp»iac 
265.25 .« .» .« D3f»i»3fi 
816.10 .inn CMIIMC j^w>% / p i 1?2"^ 
1 7 6 5 7 ejwnp'trpB 
4,740.81 ^ k n TO 
13,029.60 7«BI«V,P pi;p jpipnips 
$17,770.41 




iycB3 DJH pa .onriB UUWju v* JT^KO 
H p i p't* 1'"IBB wa^JjTJ agn D(jn
 #p$m"o 
-pjntr H BpwaOM-w BMH ,iyfia^ pyimaptfw 
,B*imy2M yr»^ 
ijn ! finny: ot»ie B*n *iy lyanie jny'DB" 
pM I|MH WPB' jwnytr n nycsiie p i o»n« 
jjHVVJ 1JM3IP1* ,TM1 # p M l EX»K T'K ,BKp 
,iyayjnyB i n Dim r'jB e«r ny .p^J p i — 
!B»>: IB- p* ,i'y»^B ay** a^n ny — 
JDSBH jrwTjKnisv'njMi ,^jnn»* J^B H 
T?B3 p i t asy1? ,y:Ba ,»i yrtjm Dm pjraijm 
lyjm^onyB ^ B pup BIB iyji»T /in*> s^ nn v 
pit __ »«pjrsM nyjiat'ie -ijn p * tywiy-
nys* ?on»* ;« p»i opi3 i n .lywimwirr 
- jn | E*»ie T»K nysnyp nysnyc in»* ?D«HE'O 
B«n n ,|y;nu n pie wie »»a tyiBW* 1JW 
ipiN l y w j p n nrtn'B twsjtf >^BB * B'D 
pie ,rt*n DjwjMMtjwoMie w * Din* ,01:8 wie 
~ijn B — D"n» in?; lyowjw nyji'ECKn E*n 
.jWBVijrB H
 f w w * 
,ajn I|MH an:jpip Btr»a — anajrev »H 
111 VHB n tWf *'* — BJKB' p i * T'ie'0 0*11 
BBIKH ,p»"w any* n ijm ^naya* MI ; W * 
.iyjH:y=Bn B — w<e t'lnie BSUPMIB nyn i n 
•IMiD pie pie lB«eyienie l»i B«n »? iyn jystyn p»« ,B)w ijmjDjraoMte ojn pie itfutmu 
-tya njm^ B njn B»B jjDiem B333 J^B etgto M 
:B3yiBy3 M B(jn
 fjm'n»2n 
yB^ B n 0? PH 1H11 — 
mvie "3 IJMipSJW D3»»n iyJDBJ]M »*« 11 
! ijeojnw 
apipy: pie tfttift l'tnie ]y;^ya i»ie ijf 
0*" ,BBP P*i ^ ^ » pB Wn lyxiKiitB' ajn pie 
p«i | i | ^»a:r" "»yT tB DUBVJKBf W&h* T'K 
-ja ^ypB^ ie B«*B y^» i»? a<en ,Vay3 c'n:=» 
tynB^y^ nynenie IB IHB VI a<jn »| : njna 
.iynyi:n ijrt inn D»T P»K p i 
ty^B" B"3iyaD3>B njn C B DupBiet:"* 11 
jam ty»iB"y^* ,"t3MB«nyi p»? B y^3y:iyB 
annypyaiya'ie- lytyn iy»w p»t pie'.DajmaB 
ya^ayE^B JW^taWi n .a"? nyi:» iu »|Mie 
on»ie QnPttt* inajratr aonyn Dfil ^wtjp 
B'D put mriip v B^yjiniyj "|»i BBH. ,nn»K E*B 
BBH yo»B» »1 ^3in»»yn ny'rian prnjn:B Tjri 
fimiBnosB: lyBiEv ijn "WB lypBionjn T? 
ljnpi»Mie |jniya nynv IITH B*»K T»K'D tin 
n»Vwy ly^B 1}i °BH "'P .lyaiyr »n r»ns 
yimi yS'BO' ,yj»3yoipo3m i« pie ,ttpnBo»y3 
,B»ip^B» jw»3BBtBn H oiyBBn* Eijn 
rn n 
(yiBiB P*t Bay*B (,) 
-^«n ,B» Jjni Di»2 (^JDK iy;i<=r;'; ;»:'; 
rTyMfan^p B ,o' ijn lyny; ?i« ve "»«c 
« pie Qt ny:*j)T fifrov pyryr - r— r E 
cy^HB pie iyi;nuae> Jhm Be^pMiiin 
- m ,iyB^y^ya3iK o n : n lyeaut i t c ";;;,.. 
-pw IB MI ,tr»Dnan pit :t;(jtt;HH f;t-.;r 
,ny;3»i K p i owiya yt-gn ;;';•.-« 
-»n ay;p^3-TBKT IIK unn^p I'BMK 
PK'C .in yjmyiB pD«i"u K iy;err;; t»« *s 
ly^ M^Ey; 199**1 SjMMrBi jromi y;»:=; 
•"T E»B. n» ajn ;H3yay^ <JT ,iycnn |'-;:-ie 
nyn p« 1*1 3H3jnMnB>m HT /umona r ; 
ipt VW ^yJMB-nyait ]yn^c MTK ;-jnn 
. ; ? T 
,«l»tr u www v* /n ta I'BMK ;»•,: 
T'ie Dijn
 rT«VI 13B2 W»m K T»I ^U: iM;;-:;:^ 
.a»p^nn nycitn njn' pie irr;iM',:r-:;E 
.nyoBU I'fiuie i m P»B lyfin^ny; z*n v* 
pmx pie ,pnix iy33B3y3 v* v^*t n 
. cVOVWi vr M =e" 
"»mjn IM Eijn u MI ,tynyty; -«n i»n 
,0MB* tyjn^yB ayi M^H yoMTiinn n =";: 
.iya»n D» H «IMH yoej?: (* i?:i;" i» 
i«r p»ii» 11 t'K Dime p»ni M pie iy:i< 
-ny32B ys'^Ey tie ,apnyBy3 nij; =«n V* 
.nrisuya tyBiKiicyais tjrsm ne:=y!':;;;: 
#U»3B3y3 pm» y»^ HB n T»K ijnjrni P" 
1»K lynej ; iy3(j")aj?3 TMT H »t r«jn pnw r" 
Big p;i»o "3 njnyMi TMI n I»H DI*K ;:"i* * 
-By^3 yaponyjDB jrortaujn wyo w •'"•'"; 
.UQwiww iyj"' "^ 
VB 3»i3y33yi3 ,pm» pie VD is jya*;;;I,,t 
inya pn ?tyi ynyiy^p B ^BB B DB» C'C , : "* 
.TB^Djfa ynyn3iTy: y:;:''r;:« 
Btr»j iip TMI njn JIB I>H oy r ^ : ; t<:. 
ysyBitfiiyi ,TB a^yfe jyinn B "«-' , U Y " ; 
v"iycie)i ;'£':* 
-pj n»a it niDs "T «$" D» nyi i111 
...•no: pn nc; ,=«r= 
BBip T^3y ? r w I'D'O 11UI E»; c; »'* 
tyB»in v HMH Dpspsu'isit B ^",;f D1S 2 
••••••••••••i 
nyjnyn MJJDTO U*W% njn «• 
-tfiun p3'xio» pit p:3jr n pa j»"K IX BK/IEC 
-*E^*S»tt I? ttjrtw 1M =*n Hjonpa .tirctj; 
pMjnpinjfJ « — Piw* PIWUCBB* pM np3 
: van 
!tj»*a , w a 3 = ' - I B*BW M I ,»» ,*»$ — 
...pioTM(P*eD)n B HTKB P K pi"n*« D«a 
-ipDMK »» E3J#B DP tfll
 (*W DjnP1 P * 
aiViftiw l iwa * v w i n uftmvisag IPQ 
-pii C^3KOKBMK p * DIBP n P3 morwii P K 
-r*3 piijrt a$n — ^jm ojn IPSKD m i 15? 
-:IK pe — B"i* JMH ^ H tnj«w»K B;pp»i 
."rtviya 
I-;«T EBp^enpt onp
 f\ypw ix w ,1J — 
r e
 rtyp*n n tpoupwHnK EKn pnjrt p« 
pM .PJTBIT PB D**1W DJH BWM1JWDHK ^ 5 ' B V 
.opng Q(j ! I " 1 K npsij — 
ipisatt4am w : " t VfVWfl 0*0 W i p 3 
=nn piijrt' tpn ,p*WBJUHBDin p i vno DIX 
t?b T , (J2 ,1*fiBp.s o n * pnw !?!$aB BIO i n 
,snn2p;3K. IPDKII BJ^HJUKP E»B orvK E^JII 
.DB3 |'iya»* l]»n^ ipai3p; PK 
! 1P3JM IX B13»e *]3»fi • JMW EB'»B'D — 
{(JHE?; 3(JT * C J ^ ' K BM-U pit 1JT BKfl — 
/ipemi lptKfjpj pK 
anpn^ttTtfTjrwwiVflM cm* &gn Mflnjn 
.Bp'ipy5=U3 
t«wjrt i n B(«n , e n c pstfep m & R ' i t e * 
, I P ' W I J » ix ipBKtym .BinpppiDiR jiECHn 
PK mjrawnjn^M jrsitejr omit an&ntfBtf P K 
r a n p y j Jnfy^uit ,pHB i3*n 
. . . immjn u p !in(ji rnmitr m* — 
lP=Kaipfi ,...tj?3n^3 EC»: ci3»a B tpp'3 ...!«3 
....BIU-IK n u n i V i p a w tpp ...txnyMo i t . 
•Hw ix pit (si "|*n Sjni ijttMi B'ttt"* ppBpBtr 
HT anmi ^« op Amnjn p n n np; ...wny: 
. . , ! EE"B'D
 W V D «IM» 
•w ,*fi»M$ ipoi:y; pH
 r v t BtWJfJDlH 
.asijips nniK i im^n m n n n:j?TMr 
Bit Eijmjwi* "1*1 IIK lyattBvya P K n j o i p 
•pn:nt cin pB "ittTM tpi:7i2mzin-«i"n«y 
....B^-,10B'3r: 1pB»3 pK $t t«B 
fiP0:»n8 E»1ff K )?E|5-|E^3(f JM1JJ7 T»K ,0^? 
»»n»JW K pK DMK-HJt t«l HJHEP; CH « n?|*3 
:ivn=p-
!p»3'B — 
para^cirfi H ipDnpJBMM t^mvj B»O
 rivn= 
-yj PK rlSKpilJ^ PK V« Bpipy»MK
 tUptW 
np Ml
 f |»»M p^ K v* v» lypipc^iK {yc^: 
i»a .I?BM7E:K IX pmmi B-HJ IB B=I!J?; E^KII 
EHPEC IP Ml ,XfV\Vfi 1MK P'^3 K J»t3WMt1l 
BH»K is m ip BKH — n:pn jn:pjr«D«TiBMi( B'O 
: IKHEJM «11K11 K 
! ^3to -
EBKrpianK v i lP-»n Q'^n mw n pn 
.EVlplX pK 
-p1? E(*n — ! B»c:n cpn tp:ncpi DMP — 
"ipp2 t»l i t H » " l " t ill ,B?T I K : , E ; K ^ P 2 p n 
?P'3»E ,E1KB 1ED3KD pe*rC(J11 T»K — ]pa 
,.."HP Ecnpt — 
IPtMips "M EKn ^y3»»ow npaiip K pn 
.ijmi^ P3"T fjMK 
? IEBIME CBn — ? iBc:nKii iKn — 
npcp3 ;$T ? a ^ n t* tain » EKH IKH — 
? lEDinE D*II 
,P'13(JB-iP-nT l> pK E"3^8 1*IH ?1»M — 
? IPIKIIP; np=«a-np3'M K n ^ — 
' : » .. .jrpwijWB CKT i r r t»n «i»npT — 
— ,E"2"1IJ |pB 
1» ? Ip3:t*3p; EX'K Cp 1ET»; 1K11 T»K — 
?E"3iK n p 
.1P=1T t i t 'PKE ,pO ^ 
tM E(«n
 rtyjin I'BMK anajnjj pip K pn 
: ipSnK ijRsuyj pup1? 
ipspn 3^n n^ K3 pis- PK'C ! »K ,^K — 
ix tp^pse t»i 11»« f W 1F=P*T .ip^ut i n 
IPtnp: ornp V D ip^jni ,njoo Dip .E"3HK tpn 
,inp? I ' o ip^pn ",Knpn , P H K ^MO P K cpsp 
— .;KHE n 1PB«11 B i^i 
-"? IPDK; H ,E:KHP3BMK CKH EIKEC it 
-M*» ,jra»t:jrt"K . ip^po E<B iPiKr.pi ^ic ip: 
tp'oias pEn«npE-E33pi3tr;;3K B»O ,p;n:pt 
fIW31B3it p3pp,en?B PK tPBK/rp; " t l?3"t 
tM ftDMttVJM
 rH»»lW US 1P3»K I M iwitjra 
-OIK EB"3 PM ]PB"T H PK D3P3M33P^ P H E'O 
.npE3*nK t 1 ' zw;: 
I'E'D l?3J«;p3 1MK 1P3"T 13"1B »11X H 
' • * • 
26 nypuni Mpon** an*f> ijn 
-y33in
 t\9V*39iinwn \mn \VP "iyn£o"n 
,BHV"X^MB H PB apiya 
pny!> ptjr PH ;H,E n»3 iy3"iB° VM 11M 
P H , P W yeiBTBP ju»p#ai^ppyt DIP ps OMTH 
.13H p t | 17= 
)*Mf .lyBB r^ya IB* o«n BiBEanyTytn n 
n MI ,BD*B Tsnanpa n E»a CB3 n iyny3 PH 
-yj PH DB3 typsMi I'BMH ,nn»H qnii ,D'nzp 
JIII p« "ijnnyp-iyoB3 npjpBu?»-ipD njn IP:«BV 
-JJJP pit >M» e^n P* rWH&llK J1S3R i,yo"ii 
-jrouD ,yVy3yw B IB: jrtjrajnior B lyanjM out 
ysup !*•! ljny=M"nyB is BDMBIH I»T ansyn 
V jtttiuaitfci snwp*w |m yp^p^ y3yo"^ 
-yty njn "|H E$n j^j?tr H MI ,Enymy;cnR 
,Mrt njn PH tyaH/rayann tysa* iwnjnsini 
-B:U3 PB ny'DMB y3yfiBto"iyfi"iy*o yr»^By p« 
PJWD3JTB H "3 IPCytJtf )P3"? DB11 /iyB"3"IK 
-3iRntmyB |1M wjnwasi t t vsyvQv MI ipaun 
.Biipaun njn p« iyn 
-oyn PH ? ty=iT BH'H ipo any; pmnii 
IHOD'JVi njn : ty;»Bsy3 E»3 iy iyp pnBB~iys 
, yr'fcjy »t |B»M1S 1PP170P3 1*^ 3 amn Epn 
BTR/T iy \V? 03jm02jm ....1?^DM3 JflaimyB 
-3yBw PM "QXSO ../jtyllS 1JTJ"tB P3 U7SM3B 
•yaisoMR lywina p«r PH BIH/I ."PIHB^BIB 
...V» lPB^ BH 
•yj pnjrt V ' EBH eno p;»BDBn B»B pn 
tysuya is EEBnyj EBA ny inn ,proc jny3 ETB1? 
/M"1E-T:jtfP pit 
f^ B pitjrt B(in ,nyiR3 n aH3ynyjjnn 
mnna ysyBB a^nyB ,yn:yiyiJBu B3yjy3y3 iyEBB 
.IP;MH yapBB^ iB pn ly'oMB pjjriwivpj B»O 
"»U ,"H^yp3Ml JTWriH^jyi PH
 r lHl l Btt»»3 1H11 
ntfiEH/ia I/BMH nyiB lyfcyis BJIIH tyeytya ir; 
,W»TI pn Bpe,BnBP;BnH
 rmwv pn ytB^a^n 
-ya B»B aHjyc»HBMH ,B^yaynp aimi^H pn 
^JQI jnaypipann IIH \W\X n y^"n y!>H "rtiti 
.tBao^BB B BB'»: anyji is 
HMH i n Biy^BH 1BD"IP3 TH ,B3jn »1H'D„ 
piijrt B|jn — "yr^p^jaiH jran^i in MI MTB 
.Bin^py; 
"BMH tirOliJN "IP BHTI :»n3^Ml EB»»3 PH 
pn "^i3«irB3*a n is i n ippipis ipaHtpipa 
,iyBB r^"lPCB3 
*ny ...iyED»a ,nn asyiyjiis Bfii IB^ — 
..."^yBoaBP^ AVt&W* BWO 3Bfi':
 fBiH,)i m 
punBB iyBp^Byj3B ,iyB^jn«i» B PH 
- B P E yjnyi»»BB' n tiB ijonny«MH i n BBH 
-IS PH jttypBiens
 rjwj»(frtnyi B»D IIR fijrt 
.IP'PllXrt •J*W Bpipp lJJMH SB"a 
s'oi^n CBII ,1PBC»B
 #CMH f t Eyries — 
.tPEB^ B* njm"n BJjrp "»n»H ? IBBC^BB T ' H i»t 
-15B ojn pn npDjn t i t 3»n;j?pyp:»>H 19a J 
•3^ Bn B»O ipBBtBra T»H DBii
 r]M»nw Byagfeft* 
I J^ t rn t 'V PB anysMtya pn JJJJMH yssBaiyB 
pit TH ,iynnBBiy EBFI \t\\tf bz^c
 ;;» 
TjOljn yj 'B ns^D lysDys pn -eirDsnirui. 
,"nns jm*V» »inHM P H pn piB> rta PK t>i 
MTH BO 1*1 Bjni ny TH ,T.y3BBBnya np c«n -
.T:"-IB pi t £12 ;n;r i»J 
»|jn ny .isn pn E:ypy3 ou e«n pny1? 
,P»T Byu yjB^ D'iBDnys ly^ny D«II TR ,sBiwiyj 
-JD pM n:"iB |yn»»DDMH ny ayn nnya f% 
tfBSM" 
p n HMH iya;Bpy3 B nBB v t :^pjn — 
nynys»3 B*B lBCiys 03y?B — y;w3 i;r:»?-
^ta^Bf BrtbliJf i n iy syn — ,iy:Bt ;*':KVH 
1'BMH , i n T,'noio ,m:iiDn ya»i iy:n eyn 
tj^njnnjn ,msy lysyi nn iy syn ;C-.H lyacy: 
pyiiB ayn pn
 #^ HB HTH I^H EIHE iy MTH m 
-ya^Bnys E»E pn p»4fj i*t B»B " W V W I S ? 
. . . in is ;::=:K^;C ^;: 
^B3"p BBH ny lyayn IKB
 fny;is;"K ijn 
,b2>to lyny; T»H ,EBny; EM IIC |«p 
BD3yp n DHII ,n^ya »i ECBH ,bvQ ,11 — 
/run iyo m BWyiw n« Ijnjn ;i ; - ; -
iyjn"^y3 BVtj ^B» cy tn jyattiw MM -;:? 
.tW*nnjn nv^
 rtyB"iis op 
•pR B^B" ,«T P3 1»H TH
 fB»Ml ly |JW# 
^2»o BBH — "T,y3n EBnmy; ETM p i t cn-u 
, .sir;??;; 
-DI:B^ H PB ?cn»H iya EJtfiy; Mil iy3B 
Btt"3 »m annn B PW W P on'R =Kn B»^ 
yst^Ey piw ny P H WH?TB\, P't pe .;n;f;-
,]y5»B3y3 EB"3 1^ 'EH EOip PH pyiiB %* 
-t$b„ »n BBn — p w iy BH71 ?:E BTR— 
iBB a«*rtltr IB^ iy P H — WR/yj "cyB»cr»5i 
IJHj ny Eiyn MTH /rtgaiHH ?P3«« ":'*=' 
n an»H s:yiB M iyi"o E^B" ijnyisn JH 
"lyi M ,..BMn n an»R ED"I M 'X jjronv 
BB"3 iffy Bnyt M »tt*ia I^CR DHM BSIRB 
M ?DBII
 ft»H CBT v:yo wri"* '* "^c :*" 
B lyoy no'fiH ny ayn Mt aiyicy; nR: c"'>* =?r 
— lysiBBBnyB B Bin Bflyj v:vs B — >" ""'" 
EOip pn ,T»na I 'B'B iB".By; "B" (* ^ =?" 
BBT B,:yo lyanno y — ijW»B5y: =r': rt»w 
.n*T» on»* IPO tio on^ R tyre;; ^;:H 
-3RE31T iyS3B3 BJH iy33B3y3BlR pr.;7 »'H 
1JTT pH 3HS "iy"1B ty3MT3"H p«l — . '? : ' ' ; I" 
*BB :33i3BBn iyi a»o ,tycB3 n "i"='K " "** 
-»By3 BB»3 .ly'tBOiys ty3y3y;;^ "; Bfw ^ ° 
tnyaansBMR IPOB^BTD iy BB" /cr"1H '""^ 
H B11H BR*H tyriT PH 3BB 1»B " ' ^ ; ' j ^ 
tt inn ,BIB iy3Mt3"H nyn —
 tnjMBVW 
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#Bnyoi*nys IBP3 D$H ,jpniaya "QWDPIW 
; injnB 8 TH JMH pn rtypw cs" 
,jytajnDy3 71 a*iBtf p« jsnnys njn nytyMi B$n 
?nyn ,"pi U T t y a B$n nyii ,:JJT 
,oyBy -jyj i»i Bpaymye HBOT pn ctjn 
jBiyBB^aya "p >^8C8 jyayn oyn "lyn^a pa 
•wp » is* irnija BW vi jyn 
,nyBiD 8 J« 7J8n yuyxtrt# n T I c^nye •»* 
; ay a^ nya^ime 8 w btoyfi ^ 
rjjnn^ ynytDyBt? ps cjynyff "p jypyw *x 
?toy^ B nyoso^K pn TH bpyw nc 
•jypsntnyi jy:>y^  JWI pe Bcmyn njn *p B$n *i 
— lypwiya yntnw "p BMrt* ** 
iyo8D 8 ftWDtr w j y ^ o w jyfoye oy 
?|yp«np 8 ]yc8i2 8 wan pa 
,D B^ JIB ly^B^Jp *! IBOJ^ Miya WBH pK 
— ?|y3i8B yaya^aiy&'-pta *i 
•tytee D»II nyay^a n iBWiiya ! "nwopiw ,3«T 
...?|yr«Bff D8v, ytru** -pfryBrrta *r 
— lypwtfya yay^ p*i pw v n e 8 IBB J^H *S 
; DTTDC "nyayv pH BBB^21« VI 
•lynj^ nyB nyay^ pn *pn B^K e»n ntres p» 
...? Binwye ps B3«^ye ,|ye^Bcnyfi 
* 
,yn*vw 8 BytttaByty oy MI nyn yx T8 t2r«"r TO 
: fefywfe ps Bnyts8^ B D»n ye*B» « 
— y^ »8 w »y^ 8 *« rWBBnx yte* 
"...B-iyB^iyB jyay* p*b jysyn «T 
.1911 , p« ' *•« 
28 nppyn B3yDi83 B*T*5 njn 
fynyayjDMK ynm Btf l t t f t pw o$n ,iya 
-"aiyo^H H .lynns (IDlfM jnyv ts^ o i « ; |tM ,*IBO8P nmpwrM 8 Bwsya DWi $tf3|flP 
Btttrowrowpb yva8a n MI Diyp"it3D n 
-ainuiyc y^8 jya'n ,5M3*#HJWM'M i j n hfi 
-ya ^naya PH D*n DWma D $ I W M Dim 
3385> M M P^IBD oyi D^n upav H .pnifii 
.oaypya e$n M m jyttfunya 
DM iyo \vw AVvvv* IV iyo DnyoK> Dtfii 
r:«a PK oy ? jvayii i m w lyp^ioo pw 
•UJNMB 14 W3 iys8t? nwt f ,\vw xt »*»• 
: jyayia i*p i n tie jyo lyst* ,wn 8 i»$$l 
?iy3"^p:yc8nv i^ya Dtp jyn Djm MTU 'tt 
5w»»M>ny»rH n lys^ym *IBC8P oyi 
i y i PM .jyaipt 19 iy i$ 18*vs Dirrcya u ip 
-83i* iyi38 !8 layavn iy35>yii ,iyoD2nysr 
.oirpcya |JH1 &$n p^vstu 
-lyiy^ao'o y3"eya58 H ^V
 f5yfi"ii* pn 
.oaycDyoK ly^yayi 8 o^ rtMxya BSipi DESC 
V D W* pn .PV^D avy1 imm T » I D p« 
i y n?M ^D 8 nyB"3i8 oyi 1KB PM oayo 
•»ay *pi lyftvB iv w>: ,tyD8ay5yi n rain 
ptfiva iv ysMPiin w $t3*a PM oy ,D3MDIO 
C'3ID IKBMMM Din PH l ,BonwwH i»? 
W3 B$n W^ VBa |«P |.1B j l |W |"P ,P"1DD 
P"IDD i y i Ml ,ivoy3 P"IQD 8 BWWM o^ 
-"D i"t .pnsuya oirrsya r « 13M5IP!>P p« 
DIV pmo jy^yii oyo^n H TS flMM PM uia 
nyo"3-i8 xny"t w lysyas^a I*PD lytaopya 
o$n m w n ya^ni T B ,iy33iiyit$B y^8 
8^D nya^anjf 18 .lyenyaoMis p'noo oyn 
12 nn^^ 8 D*o ^38P^ pn ;ympy3n^D v» 
-Vi D"I^T lyn^rip onyp^api^p n .pniv 
pip tyo"n8 0^ 3 pair 5«t |yo t8
 rbp"ibD 
H PH
 r|ja5»tt\ 8 "113 ,38D |yV383 
wo nnynoya tynyii (yjift nmniQ 
I8T ts8 p'noo nyn .ijnijB pnopySy 
btttfB "S i lyat? .ty3383y3 ly-i^^iyE 
-jj3 n lyayn ,p»nob Dy3yi^nys oyi ^ : 
•aanynifs oiyo^ms n jysyayaD^ oyo 
s^; .jjm^tov B IS yj j^BnsB H QDnya |J?D 
"ya tyiyu yo'owp nyn ps y>y?nw H 
prmva DiH3yo8 |y3"t " t MI BM5 iBD*B» 
tV^eya
 f*ivP«9«B p» PK^3 isnna n ps 
-yu BJnyiwa jy5ijt " "n pfi yt3'D$P 8 DIJT 
prom P,,hiDD "iyn >*^ t n3yn xny^t p« ,jyn 
iy3,cy3 jy^yii " t ^ i B»i9 pn jynyayanya'R 
,iy^38n "T |y5*t nwj ,wno iv I'Sayo I » D 
-ivc^n8 tDa'DDyo^Byn ^MK T>K W£W H 
-"aiyoa^ nyn pc myrsoyo H V I M iy3y? 
.DD3yDDyD8 y3,D,13 H ^83IJtr 
-»m 8 era iyowir33» B W I a»?Bh*B nyn 
.Dyons^D iyo 
"5*B n I8T Bftnra 3iy32yt^T D3jnnynB 
D^D iyD"3i8ivD^D ^jny^ao^o «Ti yn:y3 
(^Oyo"t "IMK Di'jir) 
oyi BVBnv^ MB 8 jynya D*n» t2'«" •»-
-iv:* P"i^D oyT PH jy^nijv « D:y-Dvc« 
b»h Bjni p«noD TmaMJii'Sp nyn ; » * ' 
l^ 'V8tD'38 n oyn i n a^yayaDMK fy^» 
CMfTI P'HDD 8 itJftVj Dnyp"OOD"r H Vfi 
tD8n»3 113 D»n p« (jDipi 18 BUhnya ^ 
VH p"it3D 8r8 »iynypD inyapyr.8 yo«? 2io 
8 Ijniya » * t i oy pn ,^sc8p njtfy^; [< 
b>: onyt (pjna^) ny .jynyaiva i^N C"-N —• 
pn fionfc oyi pn^nm Jul jye cnsv. p«K 
V3 |1fi Diyp^DPIlJI^ p PBTP38J1$ |yo82 n 
58D p*p n8B iys"i8n iytD83y^yi''i . ^ 
*iy yD^c^p 8 5*! .P"itDD Djn Bny»<w c; 
^oyD8 18 ira^Bmai »t |y>!jt ,fjnyii t:^rv 
*n »s lyo^c onyaoyo H jy^r PM ,cut 
3000 nVSWnww DIM ly^ntjv Dip iy?*» 
lyayp j8i ts^iy oyii D8:y^y"i ijny^ .jypajc 
,|y33i3D$n y»: D^C jvpanuw W nmihye 
.tri8nip DJT'3 0«! * 
*|jm3yd p« D I 8 ^ T lis yasna 8 PR'D 
>n ly^yii MM ,t#*VB jy^yn lyosc n ^ 
im ,y5»oiy iya^T nyt3"3-)8 |jni .nfruwi 
n8 iy"T n^ D T"is lynyoyn 8 «? |yoiPjc 
i^xn iyn iWn^l "iy3^ «! iWyn MI ,O»»: 
?iy3yay3D^H lynyii pyii P*MBD
 r 
Ml i"t i n jyayo Diniewywawa n 
-aij D*3 i i n nyntj ty3yp " t ^BDunwA1! 
woftpi "I'o jyn .a^^H P"IDD cy- |yo5te 
j m ,"3 D^T pfi ,3ynp Diny^piy cwy "i 
dy Jin .asipnni yoia 8 tssny: oy ts^r 
jya^Dsn 8 \vvip iv 3ai:c^n 8 pwjn Dfys 
.oayc^ycp: 
.*DBTJ}trHJi>- D6 
%Mins 8 inn ooipyn m w y w - i -
33i3"D p*t .lyosay^yi H |jn»Djm« w ww? 
"EMK Dny:ya:8 MM tD^a T^ H oy ^c^: :s;'» 
IWUJni 0*3 1*P Dy T'H ,P"lDr i< WW* 
4jr9bj?D iv p*nBB 8 MI ^nnwnra 
-aif fyiynya T^H P^IDD nna«5iv?P w 
.IB1K jwmMusnny inyr 8 nvw ^-'sv: 
-18 i n PH T^ H iy D*M O"V yv3»a H "M 
oayay3y3 DU i^a iy o^n fiwsm "*-" : 
-ya 3,Dyo5y3yi MM 5w iye w i ,P" ' - " » 
-3^3 jya*M 18 Vfi yv'Dt^ pn vzv:v-1» 
iy3»pnyo8 yiyoys n pe * B « - « » 
i8D i*no oaypys B*3 ya"P oijn H P * 1 
.3-S^  "^ 
t^ H iy T8 ,iyt3"ii D38t. lyaa^ry-- " : n i 
Dtp ,w^#5 ixnn3 B^D IW«BBnyB3^o-
pM P"it3D iyp"epi»5p oyi lysiiP'i'* r 
4MM 33ipmi ye»3v 8 ww* OJ"1 " ; !?;;;: 
llfi iy38D yiyi38 *IMM JW B J ^ W ^ , 
.Diypitfii o3yo">«-CP ' 
rSWllBf 03*? ;w»5iv5p P« ^ ,1DD " r 
) l ypn^ i i wj?D-i«3 D*i«S n j n 22 
-OT *i -IV3W iv inyo jn jsa twK D*3 I » « I 
lycPWiW DWwt ya?y« ,tyo»:y>yn yjpiy*e> 
,Diny?Piv «p?D*n tyaipi ,yo>D$p iyn IKE 
•KIT .ryfiW D'3 "tfya i"P *wyo jyjyp «t Dip 
-map Hooo jnyo**n piBran 8?^>8 iyo D3ni 
w iyo»p3^ayo *p ,yj"T oy a*w ? W I B 
•jnyi ytrctp n PN | jh ,T$ya Dip (yew 
.irmMfltn "in*K tyrrvivpniv p n y n r o 
,o^nv>P^ lin**i |**i p« DWI >Api l y m a 
;y;;^jy: PK flpii* J t t i t f ^ i y D i * * *n is 
jytyn pK py* o:ypy3 o$n n m D"« M?8 
.p'noD 
aau**is B^rntf ytwon 
c:yi Dip jyoipya bifn f t p ^ T K D jya 
l«? .ftjffjyiuifp I 'TD nu**» i«t ryayj rc 
ttfnyn iyD«ayJjn n t« rtyiw PK » U « O 
^ I otfi otx\ ,p*noD oyi jym*&i¥3!f w r a p 
D>*II - i ip:# DJ«T — im« ,p jnw D*J 
pa tf'jM P" IDD oyi lyttfsnjtj o:ypya jye 
c$n ,nyD**tf itp:#> oa^t ,D>**n pa .1915 
jyj^n; iv yaipe j**p M»oyi D>J ^ jyo 
ft "? tin IIK -\VBVW n p« iyo"a i8 n 
/t fy: iy:np 
tyo is l y o ^ y a oyvt i sewuyp n ryn 
-yn ,p"no& l'nsD ajyooyos is jy5»r»jv >$? 
uiift ,|yDwy>in n .iy5ns* lyoso n yy^  
lysmvpniy aayi |«p o*»a tyaijn ,i*p;#> 
n tic D»*j>a*D*Dfcnv nyi rn$ P^IDD IVTVH 
*IMK D'3W : D3"n |y»n# D$H jyBuyo *i 
o*3 iyam jytwyD ya^yr H ,"P"-IDD oy-i 
« w iyn PK lymmv Din.iyv^iya urn 
*:$> .:ya onny^pny nm«l Bnyo"ii p*t pM 
*:y-is is l imine WnDW t^« oy^s TK ,iip 
i^nyt .p'ntDD pniPi p« DjyD^yoyD s w \v: 
MB D*I jyafcfn lyay^DDSSDC yD3W*D¥TB 
MI o»« * u iya:B:ya p&«t n'D .^no »n*a 
T^«*» .BBK' nn^p 8 lyiyitjiD IV b*a I ^SN 
VQ DI^II ; BKjy^yves&j' 8 I5>BK "iyi^ BWP 
.onynijiDyj bP3li"UWin<W D'JIQ lV2^n 
rani Din JIB «wypnyj8 *n : PWW r « 
IV D3XH Dip — "1802^ |WBpy5*P„ 8 |1B 
bifttnif ,58^ pK lyny^s n*D iy>n3«mya 
nys 8 Dtthn ly i iny1 o«n iyn*ifi D*« cy i 
.0*2 f w p 18021? lya^jyr 
^cyacnK |ynyii jwjw lyoso n 2'iK 
DJ9sn »*| muP*noD ivtyn |)»*bv iv onyi 
|**l o"V DyT|8T ftyno iv lyasroay D^I y i 
•IMWDMK warn pn*n nr 
»« DfcVD i y DIJT
 r*iytD*ni D3JJT JlpMp 
» !Wny« ^ t w»mui»p n urn ?8
 r l » i 
X^n pK pK ,P"-|DD I'tD'D ITO31VJIJ yt3'D£p 
iyp»opiij5p inrt**tfCO *1 |Wm O"* nya^y: 
,e;ycDyD8 Djn T O tyo'e^ iv -pu** i1 : |*H 
*V£D 8 T8 ^ M K Dnn:yc^pyn Vto^w n 
nvr«j D9npivtfo*in nmm ?$T yo^D^p >yr 
Tipyo Hnv^yrri i n ya^yii ,njra*a n iny: 
PR .jy:y>i$E »i 185 Dm ny-nirry-itr-.yt: 
18 p« jy3,nD,i; i n oy« yc^c^p n ^8£ 
-ivs 8i8 eajn D^I lyaijn »? 5>$t
 ronyBopy 
*T ljn*Dipo*n TT annyj jwayrujjp n 
_ .yc^eyp njn ps paj^ Bn^B 
•unna »nw DJJT Dany: nyoeny nyi 
H T8 ,T'K 3313"D J»*t .10 >8PI*> [IS ,P8^3 
rjyiJVrpnre D1: p^neo cy" >tjr mmvwiw 
-y*,i iyu:^28 iy5«jT * m pa yirstjp 8 m: 
isn D*O |ytt"ai« w ;D*axn ly^ic D»Q jjn 
- ,sy: iv D%.K ,-i"i8ij3 lvo^pyrpy ^siyzyj-n 
"DM« "yitj lyttftrnyaif w^ws w lyayn iy: 
unna .na85iv?p p« F^-DD cy-r iy:yrv 
"1^2 nyn JBJBHIJB D^8 Dip crsc p^a 
,DX^DmyD3iH onyv. :$rs 
-
1>D8:^c nyn T8 ,iv DPMI » " l nyn^in 
j < w ?«;s^**3iyD3*« un lie D;8?8= iya 
. l ^ i 8 "i8^tp i3yt»ib s Tiy p« D3**np» 
•D^8 |«i D*3 m"i8"; oyr, >8:^^M^yorK n 
cyv» Dtpi i^y: Dt#T i ^ : |y&KV w jn3Bbc 
H proyti rW*jy* n iPD^ratWM pu ro*« 
D*D .D"an« |IB |yD*9ts'D*iK iWyii oyr^z 
•q^aya:^ pn oyn ,p^8 yoio ytMipiyi n 
oyi |yayaiVB*w ^ ^ ^ ^ l y o ^ K lyn i8D 
.K*3tMT 3^«nV 8T8 "18£ DD89 Dy ni #P,,nBD 
p« ,D*cy:y2 w: DDIP Diyp^nbD n w 
-ya ni8T tyo D*« tnsitc i ^ : 8" w**i oy 
"inyv lya^n |jna nc D3yD03*3mo8 .iy^ni#v 
.jyayaiVB l^K P^IDD cyn ,iu5ip n:ypio 
T8
 rDnK *i*t D3yis^* rntjRiya nyina 
t]M jyjy^E MjnWDPyBUBD H jriM*3tfr»f 
- " i iy:y^c *M C^V. ,cyn D*D ftttisya lyts'K 
"nwivBrornii n n« iy?n»ByrjyDm n iys 
•8c iv lyait nyc^K iyiy?2 cyc«3 n .v^'nc 
"8n IV W*B 28C P» Dm*^MipV&2 P'K iy3 
y^8 i8"i 1^3* C8-1 P""»DD u n .yo^r.v 8 lya 
.ttWKnya i*no ixn p& iVMpwa want 
jyaysyaB^w ijpani ^«T p^noo iyT im PK 
-Dw H na fl«5; iyey^8 jys^nys jye no 
fjyu8E^3 D$n P«IDD i y i D8" Dfinmnna 
.py: l y i ^ i yc D*3 ^8^ 
Dfcji iyoi:y3 jya^n lyessy^yT yiyi3« 
-DM8 D$m iyo |Jhl T8
 rDnny5»p-iy p« Dtyn 
D8T »m T38^V5>P PK P"IDD oyT lyaya 
TTOW |W D^8P8> y5>8 iy3:yta lynsc » » B 
.^3yr**jnyo>*M 
-y*i H D3*i**nbiyfl Dip p e i n wrv 
,\$ DPMI "»y .yD^c^P i n pa D5nr*n3yoijp 
,p*viDD I'18D i^y: Diji P2 D3W*pi 90 t8 
•unnr W n iw •P"l>*, W pa fyoipya t'K 
21 nyp-Wi wponw W*V*6 "vm 
KPSmnni 8 pntfama ftp iw i n 
"I«o iy"iy* HMK Dayo 25 pa Dayooyos 
-oyD8 ya^oayayii Dayo 15 PK /lyaoyo 
iyb>*n iKi /lyaoyD-mD *ijny V I K wye 
DIIHSD oifii 0*1 IBD i>yj auya D»nyj T O 
- " D i j n ivr.ya PR nyajytip tmvia 
"i>ya y^ov^ n fyayaivssa OIK TB , « U 
18 ^n tany^D ,cnwnoD H TIC aanyi^E 
PK 0%v\ Tjhrca JtoiD yoMia ny^nyaaiK 
DjyeoyDB 18 TB
 f»u«D nyi D^D IWIW 
3uya p*p D*J PR ,Diy2oyo ynyt3iR V1K 
nyn T B -tfy3 !yfi8fc> iv
 #»D'o "iy-iy3M j>»noo pB n:8Dciv ly rovy 
V B — ya»ic n DTDIPDH yo'osp n 
PK i n i r v y?8 anaainw — mm PR 
vnan 8 i$3 PR ,&3ir)oyajif r« lyaPRB 
"5*0 n IVDUtfU* m m 33inD8"iy3 vwv 
— : itfwSyHn ynaya 
pinoD "ijn is DDsoDyna* pR anayonya 
oyn jyBnyaomB pnipnM PR n;85iv>p pji 
-iv3*
 ftt"p:n«mD*u nyn i n n ,|ie>n ml 
PII»>P "Bff PK jyaawanya yoDjtfp n g n w 
.1""1D D"IMPD |1K 
P"-IDD nyn t8 D38"IDV33$ p« jHayonyj 
•wDpyuwKD H pk fiya*n 18 pw D W I 
IVDU 8 jyaifnpya iya^n na»Mv?p PR D"iyi 
-yaiyc w D^panayiiDna iyn \vm\ ,\^oy? 
/ W W i * yny»t no yas? n ly-iyo 
i y i T»H T«
 rD38ncDy2^ p« anayenya 
nyta"3i8 H iya*n ,P" IDD no D"V nyvasa 
-awn 8 oyD*3 n nyswyaya lypnyaoMns 
•oaanynoMH PR o^nayo^^oay y~i83-un 
,D28np 
*3Sy y^8 *8 ,D3BnDya3$ pR anayonya 
*ya:* pn*uya jya"t jySo'o yooy3 pK yon 
V D |IM ,|yftr* ynyraiR iva^my w # r a m 
nta Ml JW1 DJH jnyi o^ a ^ * T ovy^ iy:yp 
ya'ovy1 H nyoaiK nyta^umvaif P"-IDD tan 
iv yta^ D8P H BD^rya w i n ^yaaiaanya 
,|»fWjnia*P ?ytMyDD -tyi « inHayowpyi 
-pnw P"IDD njnas^i^p oxn ^«t: iyo D*T 
tWM wwwiRy Jnyayrn n PK
 fiwn 
8 lyisniVDMns pnw ea^casyo^cys p<r 5*! 
jnajmta^ i8c lya^cya o n n m ,PM"IDD 
,I*nta iv Dip 
18 D*T
 rnyo"M trnayeipin yo'oijp n 
•W taay^yac i^B 5$? taayo 50 lie taaycoyes 
-a^ K njn pc B^nyaoyo nyvasa i j n HMK |ih 
-e'D ya'ay* n lyc^yn «
 #|»*av ^8a*B»":iye jyn"> iv jyoipDMH bjm oy imam ^jriy^a 
nv ^ u ^ e o m n p>p jyoipys D^a ny»t i w 
.p»noD PR fyonya ?"noa8 ny^r a r t 
tytayp-B «t .^rmip iyn? jy-.^ys
 ;— 
pM Ml D13 »1?«
 flMW H D'a T.TPB ;vr 
aai:s*n ya^va^K n .P^HDD D'PE ;;$r-;L 
jynyayn i r t w i:8D p»»na 8 lyeae tv ,"••« 
.D'oyaya p«noD H 
,iynya TS« aaia'n: o'vnttjp-iya .-13 
jyo t8
 r-iyan pu jywa >*t iy y ^ ^ 
i j r iv jyonya ijjmv D-iyp^-ioo y?« ^iv 
TK ,a»D*taca"M wm i y ta^v, »n ^ " ; - K 
D*H -iy .jyayaoMR P^IDD oyi >yr | W 
p0m DnyiiB'DpyDiaBD H T* ,KTB iy:^ 
-pw n W i n n ffipv^w n |yonyaiv T« 
.|yi"? lytio DAn Diyaoyb yivo 
oy 3*IK T8 aau'na |«t D»a ,>np . i ; 
j'P3 P" IDD oyn lyo^mva* |«» ^ 4 0 5^ 1 
-iK»ya 8 P"itaD i n T^ R |m ,WT*D lycbp;; 
Tin IWU myp"noo Wn«MlR H .ny;;; 
•)H9nvnM D»3 P'ntao nyi 5*t iyo r* aaia'u 
18D DMR i n osxnBK' oyroipp njnna 
Diyp^noo wort tQ H PB D*T ^ O V P i r 
"3 aaia'DEypys jyoipya 300 Tiy is \m* 
-*>nys iy3*n -iyn* ,D"3"»8 iy3«E y~yr.$ 
tainypyapnw ^u iy3*n 30 8 ,mt$w n iff: 
1VBP8 i^*a jya^r 250 8 PR ,B"m»$ Tyi 'v 
•cay jya'n jyp^noo D*H H PR
 (p«nt» PK 
p»ntDD nyi 5*t tyo t8 ,oyn jyaya tyiyr 
.ty^yiEVK 
18E jysyayaiys^R o*n y n w w p D'O 
ynayp^noD H psa aaia"o n ytD c^tjp i n 
-131D IT jjntfipi
 #aaw«D in^R D^5 .DiyB»a»D 
raa«5 MI lyp'ntao iv unyneiv m m DIKP 
-ynya tavy' 5*t ran P"IDD n»"t um 
fltfh 8 *i85*"i " i iv b'o )vw> o"i: 
y^ta^ D p^ nyn iv taa«r obwnft njnni 
lyiayeo iv DStnotn IRE D'3 Q:VW iy t« 
3313"D PM DM? .P^nDD I'"18E "1^3 IHJIt 
Din nnyo D'a Diyp^iDo H pit" iy:«" 
.P""IDD PR jnyDB* '.v nun 
D*T
 fDy»M5" 3313"D D'*I»P85*B "UTlVa 
P"IDD i m T>R pmv ;y3*n *MIX 8 D'o r: 
5pt D«n'o n38D^iv jyoi3 8 inyi pu DW» 
-^D* NhyjyKn H is D38oy3 y~«"- "y :s 
n^D PT*' va pu pM Dtioya poifn enro 
fn«5lpjp ^*a pmv anayoip .ayo y r r n 
-^iiya iya"t ryoRD H TB jyawya »i iiaP 
yoD8y3 y?8P*? n PR
 fDnn*5»n8cy- i r 
i n PR jyanJj oyn i m w ^ b ni irap 
o:ypya inyo D'3 p w ;y38n PR ,t:r:',i" 
.P" IOD cy- n» -
•unrn D3*r — D3ypya ma iyc D^-S 
I8 i i 8 "iw?8T naytMD 14 pmw — w w ^ • 
ny b?n'D IBT
 fDK3ip i8B ycopy: ^ w 
DRnys D ^ M ?83*BP»anyDa>R n TR
 rnya*t 'Jj 
nypnyn Dayontw tnvb njn 20 
tnit ovar.s tya*n iw ,P'*"i&D>D'pii aaio 
!- QiyM ynjn-« P* D3y»D"D ,oaypo 
-N I«K ivnw pn?*J jjmwW8"3»PD-osMn 
-p"? 0""* oaypo yDDinyo H pit .pi$' 
r$; n i m • .Pi** M PD lyoipya ypsa 
Bj»*e^ P D'ttRrii H l» o^a-w romp 
g ins "UBM^SP P« lya^myo ovv jyj«» 
n pu . O W P yiyoMK H no oaypo 150 
c:ypc 200 %TW iy&"3iK D i^yop KPorw 
Jineo "an raw Burmnainn H lyns 
up PK rtJH^Wa tnywySnyo ovy* pa r« 
-flrwta'fe Stt e" rm ins fcm /lKonyi 
-r: pn DSRoy: DWl Dny-ncwyoi:8D 
. . D W P ynyi:8 p« p« pi** 
4SPT&HD Wja^ D nyn* i s * 
,-y:n« wm jw«i iy3*u 15 Dm 
ft nyp"ioD H lynijn ,oy"D nyrna oatft 
•r« H CD*?3 ,tnyt3«DnyB jySrpD jyouya 
r t o>niptya iya$n o w s t * MoipMjire 
I«E .nyp""»oo lyny1 w D c^yjya rovo^yj 
pu vv 18 1*1 iw^n jya^i l ip yoyy5> n 
-is iyi n Dinypyapm* nyp^-iDD 200 
cwnoo n T» ,»3>i?a oy^D **o .D"a 
paw "i 5"ii
 fi«2iyT i^noyj Dip iya$n 
am p«it3D w TN ,IBPI?) oyn ijn^iya 
Wt WW 8 B'D lyanay *pt 
mifn Diypvo^yfioyo ftnp tfomya 8 
•yn «t 5»t jyo TK ittuvftn »"v nym "a 
T» »i ^ t iyo ,tyDyjy3-p"-iOD w»i lynya 
iv t^jvya ^ r jye |M ifa K 1K5ip 7 iya 
»i iV3Vn ,tw |jtti .D^a-ryj p« c:yi -iy«T 
•"rSyaoyo H IKD .jyp"iDD ttfijnyj D'J 
W»i no »8Bjij nn pnun DVV n PK onyp 
-*D DyT DSlpiya D'J "t y i D$H'D |1M .I^T-'D 
.orcya yo'Bijp H ^8D p« •jyn^iya (Iff 
Wia DJiji
 #m^« n«D V^MD P « oy t« 
Hi tO'syjya-p^noD n jynyayn iv
 #oy>^ D 
•IP Qyn na lyb^vniv p^noo oyn |jna WP 
"3 no MU«B oyn ^ .n^ t>D ivnjyo 
i'K iyi>"no;"K onyp^noD n iyo IVP tw^e 
ciy^noo H po 600 8 .|y«'xpyD >m 
TK p^ ntaD p» jnytDB' w unynwv jyi«i 
PHftfH 800 ^ y I«j ; |jn;yD»ow y5>8 lyo 
ro«: o^ anK nyn iv jyinypDiK |y?yu y i 
J»U«D nn waJ j fM ynynj« n ;n^8a 
?«il ,P"IDD Djrnyts^n^ ^IKT |*D D«T 
.c"«Dp8iD3^ p H ^3 Drocycya -jya^t «t 
Wn« uny« ovyi JJJI P»IDD ixn 3MK pK 
two ijmwji -iytD"aiK H jifJifti
 rjyaya 
'CPJ;: PD :2«D3ij I'ra D"3i8 *IMK lyonsn 
. .ffPD jyo 
onpp^ noD n tjra^n ^rono pu DM> DIP 
oyi jyayaoMK iyno *»a—nSija nftm T D 
.P'noD 
,t>-iyn^ D IK^ID'OD^P iym« m DM? 
« T' o^o tasnyj c>n .pyD j y m e$n 
t»a ,|yo"n>yv:"k p«) oanya |y5»yx:wc 
-.pyo tic oanya nyi .(nya$Dp$ iyol3 on 
n .iyDi;ya:ij pnvms vx ijnwtjntD 
nyi D^ D jyoij^w onyn 33WM y n ' n a c 
*i5y ps yo'D^P y^y^yso 8 pc wtfnwny 
-283 oyi iyD38"iDya jySjjiT v&vii ,tnyaoytD 
VW lyoanya fin p<noD D'JID IJBD^IV iyx 
w iysoya D» VH OV Dipi (awwif) jynipD 
.pno 
•y-iB po \vw\ Tjny^D^D rum^vs n 
: yD o^ifp u n PN D n^ynya anyaayiiji owi 
,1 .ptfi tfi^\ .mi ,10 ^ P $ * pDi8o oyo 
,17 5HPI0 IT»1B8B' .T ,9 K^p(J^ » y^t^ D'D .K 
,38 .p(#^  ^ponycD s^ .o ,73 >8P^^  i:»5mp .a 
,11 5 i"OBtfypj*fi ,D ,67 5>KP^ ^ 3iya:yt^-i .o 
-8^D iyi pc nno8 .o ,35 K^ptj> p u n .o 
PD *nsro .a p« n w p tt^en ly^D j^n 
.T1KIJ3 GU»lfBn D'KI^  D3yD 1JT1 
.taanya nrp« a^.jnanavp y^y^xyso n 
D^yc«nys «pi B3W lyosay^yi n jyn 
•nyc nniya yo^c^p n pw T^K ,nne a«wi? 
.jyoanya iv yo 
pywfi vcvw nyi pD Di^ayn nyn 
onynyaDMK "t jya^n jyoeny oy^8 iv DIJ-I 
lytosay^yi ijna«Siv?p H pe uia^na oy" 
.pivjDD pa Diyny*5 p« 
n Da^biyuoayi ot#n tsy^ D nyina 
u jyn ,mK^a .rpy jnrn iyi no Mtiuwi 
\0Tk H .lyeiiyadmn p^noa oyi D^I |1M ,yom: "inyr iyr,y: iyrn Tno nyi pu 
•tptftP'njtftD'u 8 lynyj r'« p"n»D IVT 
"DUpy iya^n D^I jy^a^K n fycmv 
(1 :jy:ijeijn fyc no
 fp»-ioc i"i8D on^o 
TH (2 JJ*DPmD3^ P"3lD po ^ya'K cyn 
nyo^ai« nyiy^ (3 .Doayonan yjyrrnn 
I"P .lyr^ns ivtvyo p^8 ociN-iy: o$n 
.OTDD'ipy D»: jya^n Dyoio^P"t"TB 
-ya lysnyaDMiK i'« ptnoo *w~i \w 
n fyiijSnyfi nyo^anx 3,500 jya^n ,fyn«n 
jyj>n y»»*5 75 s t'tia namram ,nytw 
.jyaypD Tya^anye 
0^ 3 ^n iya^n p^» Diyivj*py£i:8o n 
•WfW jy>$T iyt>"aiK yny"T t« ,oaM5:ya 
iy3$n Dyoi#3 n \vv ii« ,V"ios P« pya 
nyesnK iyrn lyo^aiK n TK ,inyrya ^»JT 
,i»nhmi o*3 r?« »i IM o^n r t « p« 
ipl «m .?yp"*«3D \&m iyo"an8 n IK 
lyair iv m%arn D»3 cyc«a n iyajjn iya 
-18 y:ya"K viv^ 18 jnara'Hs ,D3ypo pv 
.linnyppnw i^«a ,n58a ^T jy^yr. w a 
-$n ,pyr,8 »nw iya"? tys*" *^i \m 
-^nya n |ynyn«* jyowya oyo^s n jys 
I ' 
X9 nyp-iBii wyDW tm*b njn 
(WH) ny nm* iv i>i Hnani raflro ^  no 
*y3 D"ii m
 #B3ity»*j v f c w w muri o*n 
u&m pn .fynya B»"t iya«5»p n wna*u 
y&'&yp n e$n lyauya i"oyj>8 pn tK ,PK 
p« oaypya o*n n D* I I yooys o«p isnaya 
H pn .iKO'tai yin^K (u MOTTO i n 
? n w w W pit ?'K ny D#H i r w 24 
W ny byn , C H nyoyipyo D»fi ,uuyiiK) 
•nny jttyaynyaiM 5>n*v KTK lywpDJH t r j 
pK lyc^oya Dtp Btfn *w *H IWWW H 4 
.p>noo nyiayJii^p Qjn 
•IPTtya ] y r n oy Dsypo ty^o 
B«UW WWUH B38oya jyj"? oayt>vy5 
*ya oy oaypo "yjyj"«w 5yu lyMismyww 
Pi99| iv os^naya ot$n Snipr H PK ,T* W f i 
"iyi p« T8 ,iyaypiy38 ontn no iyo »216 
nyo"3-m wri 'M I * yos^ya nyv383 
•"3 s u n w w w» w » nm yDsoyp 
lyiiya ftft »ayv*-iB nya^p KTK lira , $ y w 
*IBD8P nyn *n ayn w ,P"noo oyn lyr^nyD 
! )y3*u 18 (ybftsnyMV b*n 
•ip H warn Afiwo mw^xrm n 
«i jyanp iv am ,i$ w**n w pram D*9 
MI ,UIK BPHI ,nww n pK pms nyo^sns 
n .ovy ^ : PK P"IDO nytaiK DBTPTTI 
18 ,1V V1» |KHf »t |1H IV D^ n )y3'3 oyoip 
-tfya i»oma anSimyj 8 tssnys iy3*n " i 
.BDi5nyD 
-MiMMM 03"n P3 jyaifn oybip y^8 
iyj"T H| |1D V338D 7*tt flwvn TM U?D 
pc M*»n H P"18BB> lye^yn PK praaip^b 
.^"1 MT8 0^ 3 iyj»t Di|n ^"K^WJDli 1V"T 
PK ,iytD^8n3ij nyo"ii P"IDD nyn iy3^ ?IJT jyn^o^piss jyt^o \yfyw oyo^3 n \\i ^o 8 
.Dn^ cDpyo yiy^t IW»DW |IM 
•Tyoip tamely: 
jyaijiBcyaoMK «pi oijn c^n lyojnpyo 
H iyn D^T ^ "v iys 'K Dipftp T'« iy TK 
j"K po jyoipya o>*n P"IDD i'n8D n5ya 
t8 ,DJ"O D^I Dpi , B " * PK jyoipya n« «ny 
DyojyBDpy-p"ioD p« o^ oyays-p^ nDD tym 
JiniHtW DfclWW IK 338D3V pD IPD^^n 
p«noo nyn »3^n pw Wtti 181 .a^ oyD y^syn 
•iv i^wwa jyiiya 
,DyDl^ 3 H TW T^^83 ,DiyP"1DD n 
tyouys pntf t3838D *nw D^D pw i»3^n 
ou l » 5 w » " r B W H n tB ,|ynyt3«K 
p»noo I'D i^ ya fyoio yrnoMa n iyesir 
\rns\m Diyp^ioo n ?y3»n !8i ,wmvi 
p« iyc^8n «t jyp wiv H ^V iy5D««v 
ljnyn lyowya jys^n onyp»nod n ,«IBD8P 
oyo^3 H layirom
 fnytM?»fWDn ^r*iba» 
nnyo »?«« lyoiaya t3»v i j n j i n wnvn 
T8 BRpfti lyniajra |y3*n oyoi^a H * J * 3 r 
-P"1DD PK ,t3»¥ PD^IV n. D3«BWD»i 
A 0 f f 16,920 ["P8 D^BTI! 
^ • v w a DIV .oyojyBDpy mri3K ^ - T T 
PK wan P« DDi8nya jyo c .^V n ^ 
DDlfpy33^ tD^n EDJJT 0*11 ,D1VCC' ttw>«. 
O^n jytD^V JT3380 IV .15W J?D1D ^ 
8 TK*«p t jypiD Do^pya tfoyp'B D-I^ D TT 
-
Mny^jnw 8 m m p u H M onn in** 
m mvm p* m v IKH ,D3yDDnttr 
.D-iyp»iDD rwri"5-OM3 y ^ W E :
 1V : rV 
tMjojm nK^8i 700 P3 lyc^Dv: Dsn cr 
-jyfiopy Diy^J PK o:yn »*n >*njn -» 
. ^ n 8 iK^-m nayt^ D 8 [tfDriaya oijn on 
-58nyaj* oyn P"IDD nyn jyiv
 rnyow 
onypMnoo in^v n PK lyaijn y^;"«
 i?: 
D*II oyi inn ,nya^yn D*HD» pnyun n« 
-nyo PK au^nycva |yDipya"|ya*n V33n 
-y3pyiiK tyj^T y338D PK ovna nrn 
pw o*n b«X nyi "3 ,oiKt3^ HE |jnne 
T»y IK tDD^ pya nu tj'Dyjy^ p'noo in 
.^5Djy»ii IKSITI 10,000 
iy»"i i D3*r B*"T nyoynpyo SmwyBn 
pM 3yo Dwy^yn i j n y t« ,bnijBjn p'i r» 
-lys'K iyp yo^ D^ p-DJBO'E) n IK ,iy:-: r:« 
-y3 T^ K D3VD njny* IKII Dtpftn b»o pm 
ivnya T'K oy"D njnna .jyiyayao'i* prip jiK jn&'Dyp "iyi HMK nynytD'iK-oann V 
-**5» pK yo'DIJP^Ifn .yD'otyp-siy^ yi « 
iv i y M ynynanys onn^eyj iya«n yo':ip 
• * IB yiytaiK po y^rD TK ,in8ii PK oy . 
Mt8 t)D*pya D'3 yp8» \V2t$n DP -^DD rr . 
IVD 1J?3* ,13K5lPjp pK P"1DD nyi Ml $% 
nynnD ynyt3iK pK T8
 f|yoMi TW i*r "-
-Jyayn p*p D>n*vy3 ou iyc c*n cp""K 
IW^HDW po I8^B njn jrayaro IJOW 
"BoyoD'D n?8 iniV3 PK DWays^p'^ w •* 
•tya^ DyapiiK ojypya ni3 o*n iyo »n ."': 
Brno w^vwwww n ivay^ s -^: r r 
IW"h D*I I jy^jyo H pa yoD'5 8 uama 
lV3"t ly^ayo jny»n IID jye ,P»IDO r* 
l yo iya"T ys^yii ^yaro ?w ^ ' ^ 
"5y33'D lya^t y35>yii PK pr»va ynwn^ 
"iy^ D P3 » n pD jyoipys jystjn ly^'s. 
lys^n nyayo ya8n"n*iyD n .Wi 8 w 
PK ,^*n 8 i8?*i opyt jyappya »^-:*"; jyoipys " i iy3*n iWtov po*« y""'* 
.1*11 8 " « ^ " P& 
.*p^»ny o^y^Bnya lya^n cvc^s? i 
- ^> ayoM^ nrypun o'»»n n ^ ™ l 0 < — 
Iyn*iiy3 b38toy3 iy j " t p^noo !'3"%.i w J , 
•nyo ye'oifp niP^jn n ?8 »iya«>p w,; 
nypntni eayonttJ en** njn « 
InK D«S WW " DyD3 •wtfwfc P« mm 
|mP3)tt 331038 ,3y0 W'J"K WPlt tp P« 
.QD8PW PW B»n p**TOB i j n S J M 
l-M ptntsD M i own w » wuM»n ha |njn vw ."IK**P 300,000 pD twynsa DDSP 
* |»»n EHfll D^KPltf n .nitfin 70,000 
l-nwa tw^cn PI * 1 w "iyn !« l » # i w « 
I ™ l« onwiinD W n I1B lysyaya jyaijn 
[wr'i iy-tfy3 yurnK H n i A p 150,000 
•rtK n& W j ^ j f i Tin \jnmm BVDPJ0VP 
l -w .ynyjyp PK MP*VBM PK DSKPBS ynyt 
•j73 D3»"i3y3:yD8tiv ^ I R |W«t lymo w 
hpn |IK nyey^ P» Dj$K>py5>$p Tin IVI*N 
-MB TO jin^n wyDvy? .lyajiDnynytwiK 
hyrnpiv:yD8nx iyo"Panyw W U D8nya 
oy .|yoDiP"P"iDD KPtaanro w w ' i 
,Jm 14,000' pa 13,000 PD ovy* v t anyi^s 
r4Wtantt)v p^neo oyn typi 8 
w CPW33"18 isrufim |W"» D ^ E S 
nyi is jyDfctoyaa* iyj«t ya^yn ,Djyw n 
a r t i ""3 ,"ii*3"> I M iw»'ijnwD inpnyos 
lp)U"K ajnftx p« MD"p 8n8o«3pyof( n 
owuya DWP iyiyiT Kftrii ,DP""»BD yoma 
PKPWPIB ,%i iyj"t ,nj8^ jyvjw ripa'M 
jift P S W ^ PB o*n /uyvaito *HB o^ J 
.tyoipa* D"v iyn "a jyjyp 
••.ye lynijn lfiwtfi yiywi* PD WO** 
w rt*tt)ftU*P y^y^ysD 8 iy3$n iv L>3:8^ 
PH 3:«^ys ny"t pK ,y3tf> H tyBaanoya 
IOTMB Brtmw | I W W » W $ P nyuiK a*tf 
•T'K "1KB f»DS DVy1 PK tfWWMBP H PK 
Bftni isytjnuB *n lyosay^yi n 3>IK 
,lStt£Bm$ p»noo oyi no iyo T« j y rew 
iV3y« n jy^eya ix p>r »'©'« *pw Djni i»i 
IWMWD n iyanp iv ^TB MI iv^ tD o^ n p« 
.pinoo o n n«D 
3iy3:yt^ oaxnnsnB I^ D DamD "iyi 
•tyouyastf t^ y^^ ^ 
iPttjnpBD ^nyajwn pa wnya nyi 
"^2 1ST Dijn B»H nytaynpyo 5*ny3ye>n 
'" w w ^ m oifn PH ,D"»$Byn \"i lyry^y: 
W !« ,DnP3DyD y338D PD 331tDBMny3 
•oc^ p iv 8 IPIK onn c^ya pniw PK p^noo 
4D1K lynsn 
PB p"it3D tiD tys^ii 16 yoeny H PK 
MW D^ T .-is^n 270,000 tyjjwyapyn« 
^wyawi .sip 15,000 iv »warvn PK DMH 
W»3 prm p^noD pa jya^ii yo^ny H 
rjj IPo^myTR^n bipi onyp^nDD 3^84 
w D^T o p
 rnK5ip tpt& w »*»ain 
l » n p« prunriBa y-iy^t |yD«nma >*» 
8 TO •njKJii^p PK p'ntDD i»K-iy:y^n 8 
rump .rpy j y c n n D$n 3;iD3Kioy3 y:jK> 
i8Q ,iy3;r.yiijD OT&tfifO n jwnyaou 
n 3MK jyp^noD iy?ijT iyD"3i8 H ya>yn 
.iy3KtD3y >i? D^T jy>yn DyD?#3 
:otfipfi MI jynyj po»n lyajnynvo n 
•|rt»DV 50 pa wrDD"31K 18 (1 
[jnjni «3"3iKy3 D*J ^ «t D^onynv p'p (2 
JKtDju ny-i» na^ 
D n^y3a^  jy^^t ayo-iy^D ya^xyrya y^8 (3 
H jy^Dyo ty\ BKC irtyi po ytra$p 8 (4 
-OMK ^n 3^8Dya Dnjni D«II
 #D"an» (5 
DJH iWnipi V? ^ t ,D1^ DP81D3^ P 1"D 
V* Bjfti D a^nK n oifii ,pnB iy35>y» 
.n^Dj^K jy^n^v 
r»» 8^» Diyo8P T B w r m DIOO*D iyn (G 
DiyDyis n^ s » n " i i oio'^o /m5tp 24 
-D1MP0 VB B'n^MI w&yo
 f*iBHn 22 
T D r n « n DID'JMS , " I8^T 22 onyoina 
. I K ^ T 24 Diyp"D"^ yBDyD 
•yn^D ya^^K i i j : mm IW"t oyT nn 
,0"P3^3Mi -iyiy:y5p ps i ron 
,oy"D tD3yn,TyiB-D,m po ntD8i oyi vm 
oy r^ K
 rnjK5ir5p PK 8213 DXIBII i»>yii 
-nya I^JT p*<neo iyn t8 jsnijnya cDo'D y^s 
,pcn po iy3tjn yDK'iy H p« jyiyn jyn 
D3^ 13P n :y3KTD:y |y5yii oyotp n ^«B PK 
fyn^pvaonK ?w t'K D^V n . lyj jny^s 
njn jjhi ,"iytDyE65* ?«n
 ri8e"iy"t ijnuny; 
-ya:^ pw iPVWTt DSIJII D"3"i8 D:^PD 
10^3 PIC y338tD D3«5*B \Vtfi$\\ ,iy338S 
PD 33n^D H .lysyc n lyrv^ys DSynvi 
•V^P H D«I jyiiya T I K PK &y"D nynn3 
•oyD iy3'3 pK jy>yn DTjniKtapyBUBo yiy: 
•yipai* nnyo tw»T lyByt' yiy^t 5*MI ,iy^ > 
D3KTD3y in Ptttfn Diyi1B,DpyD1380 n 
H PD lyaanyn^D n i yy« |y9n3Bmyfi iv 
•3^D t*K P""ltDD 8 PK ,D5KP$5 ijn3K5^v5p 
-\nvo .pen iyo7 \vi w^m tnv5i>-\y ^> 
lyotny oyi »3 "i^ 83 ty38n DJint^ pB 95 m 
lyr^iVD D^KPIJ> jnjyBjnoys n fie nn 
lysy^iiyo ly:"? wpi n po ."lysyc yny^r 
tynoKViyD nyn3K3 jyaijn oifii n pa PK 
"i iv 8 iy3'Ey3 itPBK 1*! ;y:yp ,D8^P iy"r 
-jyvaijp n^ K3 B$n 5«jifB»»nytt3»H n 
-ya PK uMftpfe 1*w lyocynp JTWB mno 
-3»m -n MI ,DW"3wiB yin%B i»im 02813 
-oy^ n. ,pei8D oyo , ^ 3 nyi38Dpy^K ,aiy3 
PDWWT1 DD'D ,JKDV3 KJ I^KB DD>D .^M^P 
-8D8P .0 PK *pD3un J I ,nyomD . B ^ W P 
17 n p p w i Biytntu 0*t*$ *ijn 
—*<. 
I L " 
JBHBW1HHI 
,77 J*p*> p9MM .3 ,75 5>KP#> naB&iiP .3 
e j ^ c n tftrnip D'm5 ,.* .3 n w p or$en 
5HP»5-3W WtHM DP«D ,y*B*yHl>»D TlKip 
piip va i jn no jyowy^jn ,5»np .e ,26 
IKDW3D nip : ay4 | i jw r n » wyD>n 
.tD^ PD mS'OfcD PK 
•jynyip IJ/T PB oanya nyn »vi oyn 9P 
Dtfn ,iyo^y::^ iyi*iiya PN VLV J^^ P 5ye 
trujBin pn tyty^yanifD nmvnpi taayriynB 
,i*wyiWP oyi i'B 
-nwra T^vttsenn tfi b$n oitfByi iyn 
pK p""it3D ny3«Dpnj5»p nyn jjr&YiM 
c$n /nyajyiin nynna ,tMypt)nB *iyn 
iy?aiK »a "»8a$t Dip ,DP«D oyn D:$oya 
pen p« , I*DDIP PK |KBW»$P ny^ yayn 
ivtaipytpy ^Kiyayen n p ^ PK ,1910 
-*y* pn vwm nyt) bTHinow* nn*wa 
n T8 (84 nyoia ppvtiiftyn iKeayiiaijp fyo 
IK iyun Mp TIKKS ivoipytpy ^Kiyayen 
H ) " i pm /tt#to#p pn 0VN9D oya^ oya^ K 
.a't^ia 18D lyrcya iy?>yii (irdipytpy 
on? ttfruBnya o«n T IMM .tpy .en n 
tD"V u.ona Tt o«n n .prvi^tjn lytyn 
ta"3"m "iyn iv lyoiaya p^noo | ' I«B nynno 
,DiKtae nyn pc nyo"3iK n i f twwt t f iv 
n« yenoynip n PK yen«aaiK n Sjrtyio 
•ya iy3*n D*H o w ^ n m * n .nyo^a 
.et> ttyiiya pwn *HK5W>P pK 0"m« 
. lyn iWU .en .n pK *iyoipD 
.p^neo •nna^ii^p o'a^ H iv^njntje n 
,tpy j yen nxn tyn ,1911 >na» pn 
. pk |jn»iiya !yD?«nya3» t^ K aa^ o^ D n«»3 
po w o w lyoipyani^ D \vw fltofaWp 
,26 $Wi> pB : ^ 5oya ,B9ftm9 ya^onin *i 
nyo tya^n oyo^ovp H .42 PK 37 ,27 
•nww ivp^ pytpy Mnnwm n re ,D3)»? 
-nytaa^ K nyn po tMPWMyp pipimo« 
flMPA* onypiipi Dsycnsa on«5 5K:^L--
a*D3n pn me \jntf\m |yo>«nya^ ^ 
iV3»? PK ,iyaijDP8 jyoie |IM irau m 
pnip va ,ont3D yo84 DD>K 243 . few 
jyenya o$n nyanyajna 03yrryns-D"n 
,3K bajnuyia PK pym# w-'jyiawyjjn n 
ynaya^D n jys^pyaoMK Dt^ n rmaiw 
IVD'DVP ^neay^ynp o5>8 IVOPV IV DIJQWO 
po ^yaan Syvoyo ,10 5HPI^ ps ."*r: .k 
po ,p^ 5p »1W1 p« ?'D3)gp bpHDon .'•.: 
.41 fiy# 
TB ma tsa^ T |1K oyoan^a yo*oip H r 
: fytDKaitfin \nmtyt" 
,n5»n DvSwn /rynD .3 — 1 >KP^ 
PK sisye .> ^^y^3yT^^ .« ,nm5yDPK j 
.anyajpr'c .s 
Dyo ;4 5K*5 ,ppona .o — 2 5KP»5 
.e ,KB3'3 .e ,?yro*o .K ; 9 5w># jnj«p 
.e -etT ,10 ?*W»5 plMp^an J* ,n»?8^ »s 
nJfa .n &wm .en ,i«53 .K ww: 
JD ,11 9MP# ponutD .e ,p«p .en 4«K? 
r«p .11 ,13 5Kt?$5 'pojmp J3 ,r<eL'*yws 
,16 5KP»5 mmw .K ,14 Swart 'pemw 
-^ .n P^D11K3y& .D ,17 5KPV5 183iy*W " 
n^*i3 .o 21. 5KP#5 yniK* H n« rvKp: 
PK ?KO3"?P rrm ,e«n .K
 r rn ,23 6«rr 
tKo^n .e ,ppe«tDm .a ,25 JKP»5 Diya^ u -: 
,27 5KP»5 D^ yc .K ,26 5KP«5 fllPM •* "K 
,30 5 ril»PDi»o D*D ,29 5KP»? w r s -r 
D'b PK r^Koe .en ,32 5KP*5 I^"W JT 
,36 5KPV5 |"De3»D .en ,43 >W¥> ^"" 
WW?»3 .o pK i«oayu .o r lWPg ' 
-'B .e ^8 5KP*5 tDyvnnp .en ,37 ?«?» 
ii«3«oe*B .e PK iupn*ft»D -« sttwn 
nwaytr i i " J * KHZ 5 2 f ;* jR2S 
,73 .5 PJ*3 .D ,69 5KPi^  Dxna .? -68 WF 
•^•HHnHHHHHHHBHi 
I 
"lypijjn nayo-w on«^ -\yi u 
|-$ o*2 on "a p^noo nVT evil Vfcw* 
|:v sis ra P»9 1 i n ,»«5 nnvr [yttfsn 
.?*Joa*D on** wya PK R W H 
?PK VJ8* n Dlfll "l<T« DD"11 pK 
h't e»n o*w »tnp nyjMU'nrp'K i n 
ITP no iw3nyn*D h pnawva DJKTDJJJ 
?rc •us n* BITS MTK orofiywa i*uv 
hy DIP Dtp nyn pK ! nyo"3n» j " « — 
cwi o«r r* #o*im nvw*a nyn nKa ony^p 
lipoiDunnD' »^ *PIM DVJ^K p*p pis? ny 
:K
 r m n w frows p»«yw p*J> Dim iy 
|nx torm p*t CKVK oyii D'U o»ru p« 
"" .|yo5yn 
| ^ i g yp«D \VP 0*11 .T» WOHB rlM 
?o$a lycn^yn BTB »na jjnmfiDMM 
h*p urSjns nyry^ maw TK iya*n TO 
u r i » wwin D * n 80 5>KP*5> re ,iy:ypnyjs 
|-iyi fc no nynn^ K nyaoyo |«M I^DK IJW 
•„p»noo pn ivnyot? ?»n 
r'K IKPD 55$a nirwywaKirn^Ka nyn 
;*tf IWJW I ' W K D?KPI# ynywuc n8B 
pfaii vote .ny:)"ntf$Bny IK nnvr pitta 
jyuiDanm y"J .e&gpyja* |jn»iiw JW"t 
TO"* tyitfiiva jyj"? jyajinyoyanya y"J 
-;ut iia w w r a yjyio ,y5y*D nsa on.TB 
.vno D:yD"i«) on"? nyn PK nyo^ans nyr 
•::K |y:"i ,iy^"x ytyn iyrrnc T O jyii 
tn#»o D»T*J ,21 JKP*5 pa onyaoyo yny? 
"»E p»nop pn ,pn»u pa onyp^opittfp p« 
ainnya p^noo nyn ,pnjiDP ynyxrp 
"""lyo^ pK D"l^"t3 DH"5 H ^53yiDB*in 
|tt*n 1VD13 jyoopya PK .ow-w \*w 
\mv omyi fyJuj « ivnya iyjyp iv n^ o 
.p'nDD jytyn pa xnay ya»nay»t n 
OD^8>V*D 8 pn nyi ?8 ,|y?yMiya ?*D8 ^ J 
8 OD^H«V«O 8 PM i y i PK iyo"an« is 
jyn riy^enyDJiM p*p nyo^ K O»J ODSD ,D*3 
J31>l3«n |*»J1'TnO 8 IX ODip Dy 
VIM ivi^iya D^ J TT II#D w j v i ' n o 8 
MI | " t " i lyjyo pyo^ans yonn^yJi^o^ 
pw ,iyoDHJ8 vw&fyB yny^i PK >Mpnm 
VIR ivr^nya DU T IK T* I ^ BPW 1 
oy [yoyii D^D ,Dyo*3 H jyn ,"3yu |yau 8„ 
D':IB |y>«M ,iy^j8myc ix [yoipo^K no 
Tin jySBpnn 
ojynya ^tji o$n 45 ^KP*^ ,D^8a:yny^  
lyjiiiyuja n .P'^DD prrsyn lifB 8 i * : 
PK .jyayjyaa^j iyn*iw iyj»i wuv i y i pa 
pa yasoyp n PK jyawa^K n t8 lya^n TO 
• T pa DV'K jyjyii uuyiva WW ^ , , " l ^ nyi 
nya ^yoya '"lyo^niK J W M lyn'pm^o 
.Ijnjni iyj8o^ 
•jiK D8ny: tyayn oy MI ,W*I jya*a srs 
D8nju t|MM pravn 3^M3$y PK onyaoyo vw 
on^Bcnna 80 ^KP*^ pa D^ y3yD jnyww 
.Dip^pyjt^p 
lynw |yj" i ^KP*? iajn pa imnunwfi n 
H DKUCJK :KDDO"31K [jnVUlOV p'J 8 (1 
?yo ntn iyn;it3^ 358n-^rpir|nj« |i« inyx 
p« B"x snoopy (2 ; 0"3n8yj ny.nna o^n 
5*r D ^ D W W (3 ; o'Bonyii* n*a 3^ 8.n 8 
lynjio^ "iiv MI nnyo [jnyn trunsyj o j^ 
p« aaij^nois ynya«>3 8 (4 ;J$D P*M PK 
->v^ no 3i;pynyj8 y?ie n (5 PK ,D»anK nyn 
-,,K pa yon8:oMK nyn o*p ,oyo*2 y^8 
H pa sanriifD H jyayayaai^ j iya»n ,oyj 
ona oojyonaK D3"oya tys^n pK nyo^an^ 
-yj i n Dijn o*3 P^K ptfa .?KP»5 nyr;iK 
' 
» -ij?P"Wi wy t 
. P* naiyDBDDMK MTB IVJ"T »t D$M J**5S 
H Difii ,ot#n urow *WJ PK mv H MI ^JK? 
"jra DO DBM.mya'K IV:"T prHldiTDtPWII 
D'uiBya Btfn |yo .votyo&vwH VP \VW 
nyn ym D"3i8ya pyn iyo •IJHJIDB' y^s 
.DBnsiya o$n Dtp 
-3$ Jugm oyn $tf8 wjn P«IBD i n 
wnai t t i rp** w o w i n iw ,DB8tyy3 
• i n y w o r y a B pn pw u m aKDDD^aiB 
Diyaoyo ynyraiK |W"t .!> .a TPPBVD p« 
anaiyiifB P""IDD pM frVHI 45 fttplf? PB 
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PM lyaanynay yoM-ia p»p ,*IBDBP p/D'na 
p*p D'D |yftm |y^ 3>K yo^yDBtyaatj yo5« H 
.linrnenyfi o*3 lyaawraa yj"5p 
Din iw"ii T n o PM nyo"3"iB "lyraiM 
•uipi D»D 5ie nt* «t iw»nnwnn PM ,ma 
•J» IB pn tyD"iBiiBwrnB V? ODI5 PM aaia 
Djm 5MP# "lyraiK T J jam p^noo DWMDW 
-iv »*a -iy3t$ jya^ T nyc"3iM n .jpon »t 
-EMS? B PM pNnvnMMnwiM ft m m * 
o^o tyaayays >v ?» oaytPD oyn ona ,p*ntao 
-JB "2 ,nyo"3nB Hawaiauppa nynaypio 
H "3 ftMOMD PM DTVnWOpyiJWBD TiVl 
, iv P^DD-BBC jym p« PK ,DiBopB"ita:$p 
tyoifa tyma nyn PH tytaaynp n fyny^ya 
•tffw "lyraiK PD 
lie yaB? n y w WD»II oyoip y-waiM 
ima |WMn B pM |»D5*« "t JPM ,w\0 
,pintao Dya"oya5K IB bna propim i m a 
ta^ o no PM « m Dip nyooay^p iyn ny3« 
?yn ,*IBDBP jyo5yD i^ivnyD B Wttnvp MIM 
B 1BQ lyDBO DITM D5m 1TM TB ,D"11 1? 
.DVDIP jnnaB t n m a w n * IBD 5yi*o 
iyn^ysB T*M IV ! 10 tew1? pt l y w a 
-BP3«ai$ i n PM TJIM BB y^n
 f5y*vyeD TO 
pM onyoBP H iinn^a«n» iv b"aiM*D3ipv 
yiytaiK po jya^Biv H na ,ta"3"i« p*? oxn 
Itaiysnya inyo "? iy^r yssoyp 
-ytpy frwayrn n TB ,aai3E$n ijn PM 
y3"noi5D3"K yinaK H ?IK TiW)i3 i m p 
tipav 5K3BB'"a*iyDa'K lytam'pQ Diysoyo 
rW^TOna y?Bi^o ny"t fysya MM jy5y« 
,jny"K 33^ D3B D^ D n^ D |y3"53iyfi 
yooany H frm »'Wa3jna«nB ,OD;ymW 
! oyoy-n prrtf^M im DOD»V, pc -v=y-
P0»n iyo"3iB VO imn nyfiyc H ;-.H 
H D'D ^^anyo p* ,yDoany n j^ r ^1K 
TB fOnn lyai^ r n^o .o^no ycatpin 
B T B 33B^yc nyraiK D:"?y;:^ ;- ;>;JJ-
T3iK Diji o5"nonwnyB P»IBD ?K"v;y^r 
pip yajyi> PM ,tjn«S v^ 4jn«s y?^:y -,v 
;yp (o^ii nn»M lyoyii Djy3yi) UDuawi'ti 
! jy3"?a t>-3 yaB5 npmt »»o v> 
.pj^p W^Sp B D3»n w n TD
 (noK 
qntogm PM ,p^^, w PM ww vrtm nya» 
tsM •IWJB PM nyta^3iB Snijv w « D>C 
-"M ,taiM nBa "lyoys PM nyoyia \y\w np 
pM lyDiayaomB iyoBD yny«i jya^n »t ijn 
? P»IOD Dyy^ oya^ K is 
B pfi tynyn prMm lyts^n TD ,M3TIK 
lypifrt oayoiBa on«5 nynaM IB o«n i«^ s 
jyn^paBai^ iv DIM ,tayi:ynya3^ o^n ?XP»? 
.iyo"3nB TjypiD «i>ynv--|nw « 
ynytaiM "3 PM lyaa^ D'o-BM^ mrow "3 
£ip ixny^  T» T O i w n w i Braa'D^pnysopo 
•"iyc PM opyoya lynyn onynoyo y5y»a ts 
.I^ap nyn IBB jrPDUB ny^t IKD D;^2 
iyo»a PM unw MI umrnnv no i ^ " " TO 
IjrtH
 rBMt^  |yu)i JJ prvwa iv w win DOIP oy 
nv-tt^ t 30 PD iynyDB»y3 nvev^ yoDinyo H 
-am -I$B B ^T tvj"T i"ita PM pir tmra 50 
-ta^ a nayplti inyv "iy3'M D»D W o w 
.iyo"3"iB ybTt'auaiif 
jMiyayi^n ijn po-njnna PM yna^ns 
po u n n a PM yiy>~\to !*nM«pn*oiPWpy 
DD^ yn ! D5MP*5 ytm^Ba-itf "lybyn maw 
-inyv B pe lysy? oyi lysBD Tya^ 'ia raw 
oyoxni , |y»a» yaav — ,iy»ayo naypio 
-yastj pM Dpyoya3« bWI lysy^ PK nayar 
Tin PM ,D^3nB ixnaiDB* yajB? T"" W W 
f^ "M ixnysmyD r e . aau^^ ya^aj*p» 
b w Jyp^ DC jnyaana B I^D I^BOBP P* TK ' 
nytaiM PD ytaoys D^T noyapjmB TO tfiw 
mo T O .|yj*wa iv «IBDBP nyn 112 ,ivit 
ny^ M PM D p^a^ D o^env ny"M iwr, -y:s 
.yD '^nta^o ya^iyooyiw PK Krtwm 
nypujn Bjyonw DH«* ijn 10 
;jny [JTOT*5 iv -T:8DSWK PK r^n^rvfi 
;ynny;y3 y*8 pt fynMB '.V p« .OPHipB 
.yrcsE 1B34V9H& nyn pa W I M P p« 
roa P* awDJPwi nyanaiosrs iv" 
H Mt',|Jwpnifii ^nw Sy*B pDMYDnniE 
JD"318 3(#D lyanaioirlO 8 lis aataajnosraw 
•nw0 8 D^S |y:vn MM IVP pftinoDMM 
njo-DePW* nyfrMPfi* -iyi . 5 y W 3 -lya 
PK DB8B#ytya H p« VftXtov 8 tyontp p« 
- .ia«5 nyn:8 j« p« MI 
w o n * wnaiosrS nyn PK I$J D»3 
,I«ta 'KD ,nyo"2ift$ uvi IWi nans 8 ;$D 
5tc s m r w i i PK Dy , i rp nyn$ MIB 
Hny3*n JttWPfrtM lyvasa nyn I^E nsna 
-OT » np"ffHl yoaya^yo:^ n jjny»$B 
PK- PK'D
 #D'MrDB"318 T M PS UOTP 
|iM ,;yEBcypiy tt Dip tyoy-iyo;>8 my"t 
yti> i'nse ntyiarooaytfaM^PK cv D*M Dy^ 8 
;:ttfp:"K p* SyiPMtir y:n« PK .IVD^S'IV 
nyoc* p« D*&ror3*prp)irip |jtfn$x ya^&ti 
yp;»-ip lyrayn D3"n |yaifn ,D*Byay3-y2 
nyo^sn* nm ,f«n MI
 ryJyB-y3nyoip p« 
.DVJh |yB"3i* " I Ml "nirc 0«31»y3 \V2$r. 
D"Prt22'V, H &JJpJ p^B L3P8£ DJH 0$ pK 
,D«y-DD"3iK nxn ps amvp-tyB nyi ps 
•y^ DV" lycayo rK ,^MK iy3$ DPMUD oy 
|P3yJ ,nyaayan$B my"t MI lyaayj jy: 
|yn»$n rtpsHH'mn jnyoya lyoaiK KonDc 
p« /lyoyn^sya jya»M ,0"n myeyiipya 8 
-y5 D'ps "inyc p<oyafr pw vv$v iyo*aya 
tawpt ;ypni w m n i t n y5$ yryn .jpa 
nyruntfc nm pfc g»"tix y*y*s p» DMIK 
-18 p n s w 8 is pa aanmtfB -im ta^ s 
|nyt |yoy?8 iss nyrmc TO jytMs SIJD*DD"3 
,y;s-(2 ye^D^a^py ya*D3 i^ 8 HMH nvetuv IV 
nyfi *.x inyopys DB«^ytya n ;yp : i»tey: 
-115 iv "3*ijn yanij ,D"VDD"3"t8 n I W - T 
"lytV1"! fiMK tyisrcnay i y o " 3 ^ nxn ?jxn 
i y i ! K1 T«? ,|yoMva D M » I 8 D*a y:N'ic 
lynsnipa "y^ ps *i^n ^y" f i v i ^yo"3n« 
T9T13TSJKK 
•aiK -pc nyty? nn^ K p« I^D JDbtptf ynyi 
*-8 IX t8 ,013 "1V3»# Wl DDJM1 ^WIICT "yt 
H Ijnijiiya lyayaya K> TK DMtptf yiyn 
tyi^K p^noo ^KiyayKTi « n>D ou3M?ny 
D^a orwh ,ynay iv T>« D^P na*>iv5p H 
"i^n Diu O^HM njytMo-12 n im — TaiK 
wzwx » PK b)^p3V v i \vyzv: ow 
18 naya'i^ K MI /iyo"3"i8 D5»«, ya»5 yiyaiy 
?tanypiipi oayensa bn«5 pD 8^S nyias 
Hfi vo^vn ,iypMi:tj p-iiya va pn nym iyp 
IPD"3I« oy myp"i$tt oayonsa DH^S H 
! D'3 iy:"p « . ? tjipi g lynjitac 60 pw 56 
iPa'ay* H oy lya^t nj»«ann trro o"nn H 
•a^w yaa8^  T5ainonyaw n pfi Jjrp^ wJini 
vooaniya n — iwnm'Ml H PK j p r 
on«5 ps |Hj lya^xni nayan^ w pn aauMJys 
•183 on«5 D'aic nyoia iy3ij»i>» ay" P« 
iyir.8 i8 oyo^'-.yi fy«w VH lypnipi o:vc 
oay^yasij 2^n -"Kij2 lvoipytpy S«iyayc^n 
oiyp-i^ M Diia DMTO n *v D*»M>IP ly^y: xt 
p« p'nOD 1JT1 T'2 JP"10D pn-inWWDMIU 
.may w p»i ey« nayJir^p 
•ya oijn ,nyty^ ,TVK MI O*: iyo"M vo 
.jyty^ya oDv"ya Dm o«n IH^K ivm ,D>n*D 
o-yaoyo nPta"3iK onia »«wi ,t:i« ">y3« 
Ml MT8 o^n^ya |y:^n n*o ,62 5KP»S pc 
tai« oijn TI8«2 woipytpy f-fcoyayeri n 
.a;83iyo;i8 iv oS^no^myB 
cyn jyonyaaMK o:ypva ^ija iyo>»1l vo 
ta'D lVDtpytpy ^inyiyvn ">yi PC Dtfwra 
lynytya pnAfn I'o Wi .IJ^n^ya yiynax 
-;8 o'o D^nonwya v w 'n iy2«*n MT« ?* 
» WW 1 WJWUB on«5 njn 
cnysog: ? y y s ^ 
2ND JSniW-8 8 TB 231PD JT31 
,pnyE*v jyrcyji "WPM oyn ,01*00 
~:* i«n pvftm yafcro wyoanya |IM njo'3 
|W«I ya>yn jywJMD jyBBru VIM IW"H 
liK n y c ^ K i ^ /wo rm /M iwn ipB 
-'OD»3 PE yciDtr nynyayn B VIM prnsop 
pc wwvpiyB i n P:BT B ,MiSp*iiiMy TO 
! j$o-DD":nK oyn 
4 pM 3 ,2 lie jyonyjnyojnK oyn c o 
TOPM iWwanya'li V* iy-y^c Dtfn ,iin;ioB> 
nyc iye o^n
 rat^ o DO"3IK |sruit)B> 10 8 
nin pM bwwaina jyo?* o n oMratn 
-<ftew& iyr:yn i in$ into 8 PM pnaMB 
e»&ipifpy snnyo w PM .TSMOIPW iys 
•jyovya ro n m n r o o$n VIM IW^P o$n 
n TK riytMWa o*n imp 8 PB Jan I D iyn 
DPJIB IJB«I ppwnyn nyi p« pnw^itin 
.ya^yr n 
pM PE v t f w PM o*n iyo«aiM i i n 
pruycBB* 8 pc eJypuroy v i D " * TO'IE 
jpMferftn iyt3;yr5»yD;'K tB iv p*&ifo*iM 
y:iyi*e n TM ,D'MI IW 'UTM "iiny1 
tre D'IK v i o:ya"V ibSM ,mv^nio 
p* ipunya H oiyt^my ,o"p5y;e> IJPM 
oyoa no oy ?M
 $nm nyfiiyp cyi 3$ MMYW 
yhrvvD .aawa^nyriyDMT* 8 iv prime 
oyi pM
 fyoo8ya-oa:ny*:yn pit lymiffi 
,pn'»n PM PWfftpxifD po o;yoo-iBByi 
nyo:iM 0"3iM tyijiosr 10 TM ,iyroyosry3 
-"inycyj >ITH jyii-ya o>*u ,|yi:yDB>ew »»n 
.yoyi*By r» iy i$ soyes »ii v$ 
oyi pc iyoEinp n IB ,DPBB B PM oy 
pM lyamw PM I H N M V pnwi nyo"3-i8 
-DD"31M yOVy? H .3*0 D'.pB V#TW 
Dij-t joDavftr *i v^rumw iy:"T pnaipv 
•p:mp yayiymyB pm ,03yo$c nyn PM 
PM ,UBnTOHM n lyanp l y ^ i M w n 
n« nyn iv rnyeaiM nyts^aiK oyi jys^o 
nyc ivsi#n lyo^ani in MI jame H 
PK ,iy"i3ior miuimw 3—2 *i By-uyr( 
pc lynnxcny TO. ixm ,tnyeo:riyD m^ 
ireBMinyBnyp T« ^jnyfi^v ypwosoD 
ic^  jycip MP'TVDM pD ?y5»no y^ K ps 
•jrwya yopiKctnyc ,y":» is
 liyD:,-c^; 
-ya;^ v ' Dt»n a^o iyi;iosr OD« IS n«r
 ;:.: 
-yn n .au^sny vrtnmt K PK D*-
.oanB you jyaayns DMWJ oyr. ssuSr 
|W"l D"^ *ojna3ifp pc yo^o^p K -.«: 
n« yoaspya ya'j"K lyoipynifB c;vjvy-
"*W(a 8 lyan^nonyc iv DIK
 rnjnn?E"'iyD,»: 
-H nyi pM .opy^iB ryTy:"iyD"z".» \vt 
V* yo*^Dyi33^p H pc iy3"K DJJH w*Ditv 
KT8 D'D lynn'cnyo^anK 18 iv mnantya 
: yiKis; 
-811 ?J*D MTHII9V 038 |8 Wfll "KC„ 
jyn;ioK' 4 8 jyiin^E B»J iri'H D3«: D:I 
nw DXH pe nyEoay lyor^iy^'K nyi 
:njn |yiw PM njnn'Dnyc": 
p*» O1: ^T Dy W1 ,DMM DO 038!2'DM 
i n pm ,!8T aijo-DD'^iK lyroEPp-v njn 
-'no3"riiDB: y^8 pvwxva v n B'-w 
IV jy5p*r.o:y in^oyii nyj'^80 ,-i pn ^J« 
D3^ r IB^M ^3tr nyi .nmo "lyoory" ijn 
-iV"o:"n TK ,-iycro ip\ ww TC'PK T;',K 
IV 3i:v3 iw.ya O"3 IK proiar 8 o^r, ;»jc 
f a y^^yn ,y?8 amnSsa PM iwnneia 
,PM .ynoovwM nyi PM v t tvr^'ne 
PM DP31B D^ 31M fVWW 8 PM ,?:yc'*vv 
•ya ye^PB n p»o 3J8?P3"M PM PM. c^ 
VI VUTI TOjyti ,-iyBiyp cyi pft'yroEw 
t(W\ jyc .ryayJ jyv^ Ma 8 v*^- 'w i r a 
nM H ?8
 fD3M"ioya:M pM iyony: v * 
inyaya»o n T^M IMD DXH PE t j ' T c c : 
-noonrK nyn pB o^v-DD^ntK i jn nw 
-iyD"3iM fUn^p n pa PM jmB i r y 
.ynoonrM nyn PE pr^ MUt y^MpM /*-:•" 
-ya oy BSIJII oaycijo lyrovy1 oyi r« 
•18T iv : 5$) jyo jyii *Oi5T»ro"V8 Bw 
-3^v; '1 jypMiya iv ryopMB iy;:y"»= OT 
0«VDD"31M po aJivTpnyfl H D*r, c"? 
.0"nnyc nyj^ o^ya^ M nm 03M13V: tup 
Tjny1 P» jypynov^3u yom; n W 
• • • 
nyp-Wi Mjttmo on«* njrr 
r« ivna 1500 fyj'DW IVD \vp /iy&"ain 
Ijnrqp v$$ IV380 nyb"3*iii n ."«WD 700 
.wypin ?IK ponm ,pyi 
JPM1B 100 TlV 18 *P ?VJ"T Daj/'Dfc pK 
oayowtf ,fl|W n y r w nya'tnip "iyn p* 
»nw IJOIW P* DP"-IDD *m D8nya *? iy3$n 
D:(OI$O PM .jwwnya DP"-IDD n y « i pa 
m o Djrn PK oo"ii i n pK ?yma H [W«I 
-D» PM DEKtnyny^ao'D nyn .Dvr;8ai$ 
j ^ r r a IiM oninain m nyrayn o$n 
ou5 onyiv y e a r n s ps aanyp^yays n 
38,750,000 *PIK tDvycya DIOR ivcvy^ nyT 
Dayarww 19,715,075 jyrn Jntpt nyi pa 
12,910,565 joJjm pa i w a n r p t i D^K 
H .iyma jyj"? 6,804,510 [IK nyjyo p/rn 
T W * w * ur\ PK j y n s pa ppm«Btpfi 
pRMJOlhw »nyn
 fvnpjmB pc ly^y^ ptf 
: lytaayxipB r u y a ^ a H 
arDEycya jyj"t "iio^pna« ixn pK 
PK nypiitp n n pK ; JJPV1B ftVttyiB 28% 
77% DJDyn-pin pK ;35% DWitipB "in 
.33% lyjipoyBipB n PM p« 
OTPJWHI iyj"? D*H jiPfflB 5n$v n 
TfD D?« H ?K TJ1K jyt'MI
 rD3**31^TnO PK 
PK tnna<wiya lyna iv tiionytta yt?n 
r*te ny»? lyonyanya u m a yiynnyo r?8 
•flow /uifc pa |yay5 ptfynsona'K nyn p« 
ovti ,njn J in D^panjytDB^Da^yr nyn an 
PK orHa H*"t lyaymya fyjyp iy^r «i 
r#B lyj'b^p « jyonyanya lyayp i* *puc 
W T -PB'jijijyiiya y ^ v ^ o yoma n p« 
•wBnii anon Inyt jyj«i iittnyjmft H 
PK Btfnyj iv 5"m3a8 PK ^8t y^a 8 jyonyj 
DBP m.DMK onyt oy PK ,a:i3yiiya y"j g 
vcnvaKia H jyii ,0"* n lyoipya PK 
"iv iytaayn$a iyi PK jy?yii |y*i*iB"T«5«3,fB 
M Mm Dvn b r v f t w 8 iy380 ,DB^P 
n r a r a Qyi o^o fifayi PK onia inyr 
pjyajwiyB H PK D38oya mw «n owi 
•oya n D^8 Djyoyiys tnyono vvn n ps 
oyn H pa D^ Kptf^  n jyj'M o*p v^ .yo 
.maan nyiij p-iy r : .pn«i; p« oiyono 
-:»^yn V^P-'KIS p« j^^v oiyoyn iyn iv 
pa yj^ K TIK — oiyp"Myp' n yw iya 
H .Kpnyo» PM DJ^^V y-iyoy^ myum 
TWi pa i^ ; r y ^ : ^ v « j yt?nMv;K-iaw 
wvv Diynoyo D^K pn* wrwi ""lyo^o 
p« n r ^ i T ^ D ytD n^y n T^K PK jyiiB PK 
n nsna^iB w « *JMK Dipi D«H ^T^P^K^B 
-iK nyn nsa u w t i n V5"h n»a ajnjn^D 
•IV^m IIK nyjyo pu pjntDya onyii w\ D^a 
H PK u n n m v PK i n n n jnyn m 
wnnyjmB H iya«^ n y^DKKQty yt»o^mm 
Ljynw K pa Tnaya ayn m^riB "lysso oyn 
Diyoyn n PK ,D"3IK ny"t «IMK "5ya»*5 
-a^E"iy r:»a jynya ayii oyn ipiM PK ppn« 
tDBnya n*3ii n o^n *nK' jyovy> . ^ n 
DD p^yanij Dtjn DVII »18PV? 8 inyD^ivo'iK 
VV IK ,p:^a 100,000 nyn^ K \tp:v ~\vi 
vtfvv
 fD'fiyjya-p^noD H /mftp 20,000 
PJKIB 7 fjmya PK oJn^vya otjn |f*ji» n 
fl»ii 8 
-jij |y:"T Dirn Mpip T^ID n lycmv 
n^iD pa "iKB"nyiya:ijprt -iyi p« jyo^B»w 
-?*D >i lyjyDjn jyo |yp ,m»B pK BHpA1 
-nya Diyaoyo jyMia mil ,Djt?>jr jn:y: 
.}*8^ fi [ya*Dyn lya^yii v n inyo 8 wvw: 
PC D3IPJ11 H |JO*n DIJ-I PK 
^Diyp^Dorn 
fDiypnifii mai»5 
,DPVtfp PK DiyfifeTMIfjyDD 
pyDKo-oyn 




.iyo^3n8 |yoi?a ya^ooj'P 
f 
.\V\ri& -wlp pa jipYinjnyB nyrnw i n PK 
' • " • . I K ' 
. ^ 8 ^ ^ yaa*cjnyB:»K.jnjn:« it'iii m ,0^31'n^nB ?r=^ »T n iyi»« ,i?;:'?ye .n pi 
wrom nftyn lie 
TD Dlftl Dip D'D DV13V2 D13 ^ T 1»IJ T* W M I MVOnRa DH""? |1D W'Vpgnjn H 
? l |ya$n ma PR tfltsiril* in»3 he i»o«n -j"R ya"D jyn«w vt yru&v*:"* TD tag* 
nvc T D is ,iypa8iya om tm Drrnsw |y?y<Bis> pprm yaSyn y^n nn pum jyprn 
-"3i« Tin po i w m o n ^wft lynyo^ ^ R i«ni
 rv*iwmfi no B 3 W I » I D H p* 
T D is ,PR ttfnya taiR D*II PR /nB~iyo .»«* w n 8 D3m-.yc DayDxy? :*n 
•\rmsmw* iyoy3 \vw i>\ 0$\ pro ftni ,y&3inya 8 I*R 33n«>j«n n 
tasnya nvn T « IS»?OT Tyiecya om |ifi pR Djnytaa'R pnt nu ryn ?R *« natf-pa* 
"8? D8H8D O'D {IK S^inWip DR180 D'D iyVPJ83n$ IV.— PR Dip pRjy3y5 |«o 
,0P18D ^8P !» "iyD3^0 8 PR y35yil ,3*180 .D3*UV"l»nD pK iyD"a-iB |P«r» H 
tyrm ynyi38 B'O lyajnwira ya"o PB pK pyiiv p a t8 ,iya$? -tfta nya$ no y* 
-383nyn TR a*n ^3uyny3 iyo"3n« iyn pB ou 5*o DJTT PR jpnHftriB 'wa lynn^s pn 
t(Dioptopnj<D) piDtUlpWn^'W lyn t8 |ya \yn& \ym \t ^VDJTS jpmfi DIK jy^ ys 
iy33my33>nR oipi a w n o^^n na w bvn jamna lipav ^no n 
PR ,iyMnB-nyt3"3i8 j?e»PW3R*iD n iye>nw NggiroviB urn na8> s PR v n p a w 
Diysoyo y\ "D MRiaya twu vm\ a$n i«tt '4aiA) 8 p t fyw n w w « ppna pa 
3313yM3 V l W "D PR RB13 D3IP3P *1 pB D"P3'DynD 5yD>3 H IP3V11 pR
 #y5»1 W">P 
.pnswM pR iv "WW T^ R ,in \vv}"mn »i ysJjm p« 
Ipl jy3^y3iyB DIJT DRnya IMR 3«n T « lyo ixn^o ,DytoD^B»y3 »83 Dfraw inyrun 
-^3 yayBytDD 5yt^Di8D D>D lynynvann .•qsnBB' ycnnvjRiD n ma IVP 
'W*av"n"io nxn pn vw P R ys^yn jTiwi . p ^ s y a n T w r o 8 lya^r jyiMv^ Kia H 
OV^R t^ R PR ,lxnnR' y*3y^ B :»8B 33UyiW3 nnyo TD 8 TjpSfcBWR DJH lynyoenyD »J 
oy iKin .BRC yiVD.RiyBif^ p 8 pa nytpnyayo onyo^iyB njnaySDMR iyn m TKW Sw n* 
in^R BM5 .jyo^s »^D03'P D38ay3 imw onynyaonR "? iv nn^ R oyn DMP PK -»t 
H pB na«R DnyonB-oj/h n p n aawo -RDBnys I ^ R tys^n «t pR iHfWti yaw* 
TWBJVPM "un pR D3^up'"i»no yoDpn^ tDC -ny jy^a ^it8 lysya pw spm "i iy^y» ,iv: 
-3yv H ~ W,3»II8"ID yn SvTwvmi iwn ,nyonyii D^O D' RTR p a w n a P« iyaanyJp 
PR oa^av n" io po DB8tnyBnyp y^snta ?J^R PK isnyanaiRinya V'-H .iv^^ D*" 
.P18B y^aRots'nyB PIVJRIB 8 B$n nnp ,iyTyo«DTWfr 
PR Dy3*?yt8 Din oaw b m ^Joaw^R ^*R iy DWi ,DH'R ps oaa«5iyB w wn 
v^ ^Riys^R *n D38Q DVII lyD-'uiR-Dyn n oa^tya T ' R »*n ny t»3 jyt^n^ tv: | i r 
?lyDD^ijopn^nta yma ys'pytR pn .yaRia njn ny3**R DMH ">y WW D P * ' 
T*U9 ypiRtM? y&58 18 iy3»h onybyn h -y3 T D 3ijn T R lyojm D'D yctnv n 
-vy5» oyn IRB o*n ys^yn
 rn385ajy PR m w -aR-ia n PR |»*nio n IMVH piin ft 0^3^ * 
DiyoysnyB Jy^ B Diyn^mriR^ *>yony^ B jyo- n p DBIRO | jmn T^ R .Da^avn^io yew* 
18B lyaynp PR ^8D iyo"3n8.n PB yas^ n inRi 50 wwl n IRB oijn aoJjro ^ITW 
iv )yB?yn PR ^RD PR DKWP^ ynojna « | aawnays iyi IRB ^ w a ^ ^ y e w w 
.IjnaiDtfDB"*™ H irr'vnyn PR o^n ya j^m PR ^ V P ^ iy" •* 
-www in^R oijn RpnyoR PR »n p* aaip^ioMR n ?yta^y3 niuifr 5IBOSP IW1*1 
yDDpi8Dte' H pa M « R D5R Diyoyn n .1385 jya^ K w » l® . 
y^ Rp^ -? n pa .na«5 PR D 3 » W n«no -aay Swaw onytsenyD ^nn>»3 Q*1^ 
l y p i m D3j?Dn«a D H ^ n j n « 
m pro s 
JSDB^KN 4 •« pa B " T K 
cjn DH8 ? ! lynxm oipi .lyewD n 
ljn»nw iw lySpr i r iww n W K i i n * B B ^ 
•D'ltna yaoDBBrtfypy 
IVDIIO ympwM* I M P iv i r v m n »i 
Dyi ou |ya*n K£H1 »IWD1Dm«pa»M p« 
-esrw 8 wk »Htfl Dip jyonyj iv HDID 
•03W l i t " ! 5»» WW »ww iya*#T w pM 33tf 
,18! ny-us p>p can *nyinmwttM>* i n 
n vm PK yooBya n ipM pnyfriyo nu MI 
.BCBBWI a$n p*5« ny yaSwi n«o ,yvyrya 
I»)B?«18D T ! »5«n "TyamrRDn, nyn 
IPDSyii nnnypnya'K iyp wpn ,oan ly in fcu 
•JMD 8 ut oypna *iy pn p'ftuyinn pw PK 
-INDIYI Bijm y ^ t t y r i t p w n pro ,5yty 
•lywte nBwnra iy"> 
IBD p r o w wm "lyp'p iyp*3ip3« iyT 
•H"5ya I«T PK fin K i8Q i m $ 38*Bn$D B 
H Jm D*U tyooBva pny* lyviooya PK jya 
nin pK.tyin'DDin yvyjya n PK P O 4 H D 
.p'DPtnB 
8 ip PK oy TB ,tnn«Dny B>B3 BTB |y« 
fgmm imv* D*D Bayona* i« nyn$ ,nm 
n»"? lyopBitutp yi^yeynoya n \vw PK 
»"•«? i s i iPBotpya jya^ynyB pn i$3 D^J 
ipaipi ypoByrpnv n TB ]yo«3 n PK ny 
.DIVK iysw y,x8i,BD3^p 8 oasoya snoopy 
Do^ Dwa a$n p4u ny TB ,i$3 Doyinyo "iy 
-
:
; .DD3yon38 p« yvytys y iyn 18C 
*1 BO?)! Dip "!pB>BD 8 ! P W 8 „ 
IPP'&ipoippiD,, oyn pa nymyw mfa>$ 
•aw* pn PD r n ixn p« tiDyaiyD i y / O T J 
mv\\ Si« CMpl DDBBnyanyp 8 t» ,"33i3ynya 
w w jnsatsD'nD 8 ly^pmtwy PK |yp 
PD D"P3'«5BP31B *1 D'D iyD"n"18 PD ,D"P 
•'csycya vajjm jyt5'3yD n I ^DK .p r *a B 
w OTD tytsDytrya yny"t ixnn^D .DH^K iva 
lip-^M ny .0"p3^t3P3^B iy3^n^D-pt5'8D 
I1B 5"HD 8 PK |MJkH iy tB ,|yB"13y3 D^3 
.mp-D3***pn^B iyo>n3 oyn 
n PM iyp^p un^^pa nyn pit? PK m * 
T8
 f |Wnv$ y^B pfi 33nn»Diy n PK'D 
WW W 8 IV D338^3 Nfll nyto^aiB IB 
PK - N W B I P pn p« o^yjyn p^noo pn 
-"18 8T8 ,Di]Dnya T^ K D^y:yn^BB:yDMD 
8 m \m*$m* i n jyn jyo^yr Djni i j»«a 
n y i un n^n v n m , iyo"2i8 BT& .i^nifJ 
B ' W J W D U yplBOtr p>p D'3 Dljn ,DJlJO 
DyuijDynyv n n*B nyiij ,03jnw3^K n T B 
•Sitjn njn .lyoipya im»J pK [yp ny cufii 
-pj"3P DltJD BTB IB ,"IV1 T'K Dyi pB DB» 
.TQP j^irD ipa^DiHfnwi inya « vx IBD 
j m r m pn *\v~\vw PD tD"v nyt:iK PK 
"HjmWB'vra i n D ^ DDXM i^p Di*n ly j^p 
p*5» i n jyp fyo \vw ,v» oy iycyn nn* iyQ 
DDyn p»p D'3 otjn iy3"P .iyo5»nonK ou 
-^yry: H „ TB ninj^p PK m s B lyr^^nya^K 
nam** iyT JVM ,jwtf8nD>iK *n ?IJI "DEB^ 
j o n m t f H |yB»nv w»*a nnya T^ K "ivm 
V'P'VVM T^K iyD"3iB nya^anyiiya nyi 
i n DIK ,jyoiD yenia lyayftva*
 rnyi^ iv 
PK
 fon3 PD jyiyamys iv yJ^eBB pn PK 
-"v PK lya^ays i»? jyp ny yaJyi) 
-ynnyo inn) i p t p j n y f t w i M po iyo 
#D"np38np pa c v pKnynv (nosrnM y3yn 
.DT1D PD B^D PK "lyilj 
iv i n taw ,nyoya D*«Dy ryay^ iv CIK 
,iy33u:^yrDD"anB ynyoya Dna wnyamyfi 
. W u m * n o B iv |y33B^ya nyo^aiB i n PD 
-JJD DayniWK D ' W ^ U oyn T^ K wnv n 
-myB pn 0338^33^ D$V\ ,OV^ PK »»y«o 
jrwnn^p ,dyvn»nt jnyoya fyanpw unya 
/33U,DDytrya D'b D«myan inyo jjnnw 
->»oani«K yiBD^KD jnyoya |ya$n iv PK 
.BKt? PK ?y3 
Burt Djj^s DBT onya^nye p p w VT 
n j r v o i M nyT p^ jn i (wrr) DD^DJTIB H 
| l« ny DJJII ta^v n w * P« ,D^n»v 
.lyaymanyfi fl^av ny*t pn j y w jn jnau 
Diy t i i f tnw iyv3B3 B PB aannwiv H 
ny PK iyp nyo^aiB nyi TB jytniya D$n 
m aiimm o x ' W PK tmm MT»J DO rys 
-3"K D'3 Ut^ B D1W JIP311 T*TO \"1 fYh 
*83&nK jnycna -n j^ DJipjv n PK lynn^fi 
D3Bn3V xny?:iK TB lyaBD on ovum ,iya 
nB DJH IBD n5>n ynyoyis 8 w pn Iir5»l 
pa tmw D»T iy3"i « ! w ,DB^P nyo^a 
?ovy» 
nyp-Hjii tajyonsa tpvfy njn 
iifftvn ijrttwwsni whHftnH PK jywayc 
|H«J iv yoeny H PD |ut IV^T trwpntfi 
#iv5*imy tv i n yovy5 n PK ,onnp « tic 
iv I* piw in IV;:»D jyo^v yiyoys H pm 
;t»PMi 
iKPnw oyi iv *ima lyfcnvyao 8 p« 
. t^n D^nww .ID D3»T ,5yp<oi8 |ym pe 
T8 ,Sw*W"nytM»n iyi no ojjnnyne nyi 
-syenoDrK tfiP'9M»W9 pa Wf l *un p« 
•r« » 1 i n ovoonpy pw poifn fyo 
-ynvoaw y5* !v:"T "t pK ,D583$B>"3nye 
ny*n ,y385> jr?yMMW*fi niH 5»MI ,JV33B3 
iyn jn i iw 8 pnatl PK Dyso^o y^yMrws 
-*n owzv viw \v&vx\ ftnp onnp lyosny 
nynaww t238cy3 «f o$n ,03y3y3y3 i n \V2 
ttM )PXP ftttfW»tptt3'M 1KPDVV1 H 
,Tno jytyn pa nu'wya njn PK yocny n 
,iyonnp fr*b MTK osy^ysWK o$n nftm 
p* ,p-i80t? PK anK80 OMIK i tp PK IIK 
.IV 1M PK
 rn5$i .B*D winnine 03$r ,D*P 
D8H w w *i oitfi ,DPBB nyn grnwnn 
MI rDD'cyjyz PK iyD:«rD pa oyoD^ D KTK 
•myron tsnnyjpiy n m i P* oy 
lyjyp lyn JBWW SVttMEf?! PM Uh 
I W W T B Jny"i PK DWDitt n jyc^yn 
.trtWW iv ffW «i 0380 Dtp ,JWM: 
-r« iyi pt wwayiuijp nyovy* iyi yiH 
-D?D o'cy:ya iin PH ,pp# ftovfrvvwia 
•MWa PK'B .tmifBM M'tfw pisotr nyo 
-:yo lyyfcnynya oyi VB TB rlfitpim iyt' 
-y3;B3iK "iny? p« ,I83OD$P iv oy PK ivc 
ty3"*nyc ID 8 o*o tsno iv lys^n iv onyj 
lyiysnnyfi iv in DIK ty3*rv8?,:83n$ PK 
pc jyo"v p« yon83:"« ny&MW 8 o*a 
;P»ftWiK nyn^ o"np38-"iP ,0MPan^D0**an8 
pa 15 pc ojyajn whttf wifixrimn *1 
PM o^ uysya iyp:8"»P I^B nmj' 8 "WJip 20 
,"i8^n Diyn:in nije 8 pa BUPnwWi n n*H 
Dtf^ 8it3VP DiJTMWK H .01Mb pa ?8C PK 
-«P5^ayo H PK
 fny^no ^ny) bMitt iw»t 
iym D3Jhl*W'K v:83 H tyn^iya *,v iyo 
on|n IHI iyO"318 Dyi va MJrtl OU inK 
ly^nijv iv iMril »oi« nyooys iyi ppip n 
n — .oo,cy3y3 r n ^ PK T ^ D W»«I IBC 
-onyiy338 IJn PK DtttU^a lyn t'K war 
.nyo"3i8 oyi i8B V8^B lyoo 
6
'3»H 18B n n r P« l»«P1 10 , » • 8 >5.l!)( 
.o>n»vya b»J OTJTM jyo 14 -• -y. 
-3ivy:yi3y3 yo3"5- ,y38E3"« H ".;-J:\X 
PK .o5»nijvy3DnK Do»ay:ya *i ar.yr, ,-;•; 
oiyM in W?OT jyayM nrn^ jysyn •-; ?*« 
Do a^y;y3 H pa lyoDjjp n payn ,^;«--r 
-oyo ixny^  *IMK b38oy:DMK i^e^c:--
h w « lyoio y3"?p ruy^yfi -"-; : 
$2.32 B*iwm s»:np?? pM p , ,^ : 
1.05 Bic?;iri -, : 
49 (OTJftDjm) 2»tr;»; ?HE:;=I-
11 . .(lyniC D'ip30yt3) B*BJTJjf2 "?(Jtiy-i.-
4 B'c?:jr; tnyscyr: T?cc»?p^: 
-nipr onysoyo yaJyn
 riMrn«nvafm n 
8 D3yD 20 T'K DVT n PK ,§2.00 T'K ;y? 
! w 
-3>K nyn PK p n 8 onys i^y: yv383 H 
^83^6T"3iy03,K n PK
 fJ^3V ^^K^^iyc 
pa DyD:yaDpy y ? 8 bJmpfys \y:v 
,nyiy^30^o ^n^v n i«3 »M5 fimfi imr 
.OJ»n t^^r y5»p$J n ysJjm 
xnyoyipyD H PK ,D'EIJ Jmyjjwn ijn 
"WW i"P o^ 3 iy3^n ftapnt y>8P^ i pc 
-3^K iyn pa*33^"noiv n jyam pro^ wn 
ooip oy ^ a i^o^n jys^ r B9H n ,vw< 
.?83^"3iyo3,K nxn iv 5ya piC,tep# en 
ixn T^K
 Pnn»^  fyayn fom vwxv1? n w 
^Ks^sr^ jnyos'K H .tvniya on nnyt evert 
D>3 T'K'D pK ,1^3 3W3 08flya iyO'« C»r 
-lyoi^ K H t8 D'*pan:yMOMi n lyoipynp^ 
-oyoK 18 jy3"5> DOMia JW pr;v ^$ r< ; 
PB "D.,oyD3yBDpy H ry^n^vy: rt ,D:J»: 
.33io?8inyB nxn ps «o PK Do^v:y: n -
PK *;«<& H o«n 1908 n 1803 HE " 
MV31H BKrfM |*U1» .03SK Diypl^l' VH', 
|<w h PK ,DP"1DD yomx v^rt ;v:^. 
y3y:^ K inn^K nw o*3 \ww oticw e?" 
.0"^ ppjNro nyiiyrno IM'K 1«
 rtnyffiJ« 
unw iyan^ny3am8 iy3^n DP^ICD ytr1 
-830MK yoMia vJanynynyoMK w*^1 "^ 
pa jyo^yj (nmt \#w n o$n iv"iy" -IK 
nytyj- nyn .1907 PK 1903 PK IJWWP r * 
•np 8 pa o"V PK t8 ,rnyoBnyr D3"? em-
o*3 n'3n ^ys nW'toniniW i n CP^ »B,? 
yw^8pniD xnyi38 nyi8 DI$:8*3 P*P D*** 
iJn nro i83«r ,inyo ii?3 .jyeawnuBr* 
yw*J*pnm iy5yii JVW pw e"V" B^ MP 
Dyn jy38t yovy^ n pc p»t jyesyonBDJii 
nypnsn UBSTO D * I ^ nyi 4 
,j^ i:i" ^ : , K FWW1 i*n* |iM «:**E n y.t BMp3»eyna is£y'*;es'« Vi ^ - ' K - ' ?"? : '* ;* 
23,546.40 BUjtfljG o»»a.n* nyon* 
158,914.92 wajwya pn iu 
-py?:) y=:nir(»K,V= VB B ^ a 
1,871.00 Diyseyo (lyec? 
oyn"5 JIG rynyci: Jhynnc H p* 
,"»D$B y":„ n pK pM "nypntjr. ttytnga 
iy»»Mi IV D"n;y;yf»y: 8 DWW T* -^" 
m
 rwnu mytttM PM onyaoya myniM 
-^D IMVD H *n ,WIPJVI"*ID ytnia nt* 
prayi ,D*im5HP iw Dimracnr ,vw 
D"* nyi ps tfipny lyanaywya 8 Ditnyj 
myayn 8 enn^ Biru^ M no*nr»t jy«
 #w 
ii |w c»«yay2 pn istatsjuDMM 
$238,095.16 in«» nw»i 
n « ttfnsvyjDMM (jnyii Db^y:ya »1 
WHIM IIM (yniB jruyjfcfB n p« o-yacyc D3^:v ftBW"nyo)'M H PM ^ U V iye 
:jyajujnya yi:y:£$s n TO tr: |y5rupt wrufcBWM inwyj lW"t 
yoeny n VB e^fiyayrp^noD (l -n& PM iyp:8-ip T W TO .D^ya-p^nao 
,-$u 8 $7.00 D"5 lynyo T8D Jtfavti 16 .DD»fiy:ya twwn 
9m 16 n w PM , w i 8 5.00 BHttjwD
 l sn ,3nB „ „ 5yn ^ ^ ^ iytjrn ,,„ 
VH P»IOD w ;w »8* nw ,ww s *3.00
 w „ 5 p 8 W J PK Dy T n ; ^ E n y , r I y n n i 
. tnyn DMK P$5> iin tnjraDW3 5000 ^ y rg lis « w « « w 
•oj» TB n n a awaya™ (2 -
 8,Bn njn |1B D,ra W3B n nK ^ 
«nm isnnr n BM5 DPnpn m m mya ^
 D W 1 ^ wponeom tapra PM MI 
TOT 8 * p i"« W«? -un PM T^M nyacyc "gpn»B »« w w to»r«r»D 
- ".y:t:y?3 8 imp V*fl ,$50.00 — nya 
200 - vanw 8 nnr jnyv rjni ,$100.00 PW»«nm BP» w m oijn n m » 
jf« j * » * M nnm iK >mi ^«^-r HE IVDD^P H pnyii unjTB^ pa y-y=8B 8 
o^oyjya 58t;yoMD
 rtny2oyc "*E b?cyj»3 
H iyw. 1*1* ni »IJT»VIB c"yz-:yc H ^L 
H PM ,o,Ey:y2 D a^^ i^ yoMM pc iyDDijr 
nnw V3^ y^ i ^my^cyt pnr*w pB lyoct*? 
.tyoD^pyJa 
•y: Tin PM
 #n»2eye 8 inip 15 |jm rnu?m 
•eye n^s n^yaya ^ewyo^B (3 
\mm vx "unoyo M ^8B PM .jy^ne cnya 
,o3-i8oc MID p»? PM nn^ ^ 1 W3v iyn PM 
TD ¥40.00 ii Ktt'eojnya nyaoyo iyn T^M 
4yoDi$p-Da3umy 
<vqr^a cnyanyD nyoD^-pyta (4 pe
 fiiMp iwrt "»'• iy:,,T iroe«x n 
DW*a H pE w^EiyB Bnyn'Diyaoyo'iyw pnwv n DT^ .1911 p«n pa 1904 nrr-
t2"p;;Dynt: ny r^ ay^iv jy^ yp PM ,Tnt3 PM -am 8 v* PM iyo^nD:y »i •DMipiyoBnM 
l»"t ,D^m8 p^ p |yanp D»3 jifw iyT "1'c iwaw PB nyacyc iy^y' ve UpvpyS VJ'O 
»w* M v b l b ya^yt H W oroaynya «i -!•*«' ?M3«c«3nyoa*M 
.P»noD PM v im BROm »t MI '. " ,
 y c v y s , - , s c 
W « P V B K 9 « | nyOTH (5 a H ^ ' r w ^ n o D ^ a w B M O l B B W s 
"i jyrn
 #p«anM lyo^M |yp"t onyapyo 
WW c^v njn IMB jyaa^r** y?8 PB »IB $ 48,322.84 **m* IJWTP 
.tsa'OByB'yailM Jva^ T «t 22,600.00 . . . . (ciy:cyc) =iey;y; B»*IB 
tfnwK DTIW B e^yaya jypjwnp (6 2,840.oo (wvntfvmtyvimv** 
D*n PM oy njm *n ,t$w i y i iv njpno ?1 iyo?8n PM £anshwmr inyo ly-.yr, jmpjj 
•no t* ,IJW *tf« typ *um .»»iro yoDS^njnB n pit ntfyo«n*e owv; - ^
 TT 
1jn3^v5p H 0*D P"10D DJH 103801X34 "3 Dip PC T380SWM V3 MIM |«l C-; ;v?p.(1 -
?DPOip 
IBOMP "im snp ! WJPTW au MW iy3*n /UK?IV>P PK Dumvtmnndmrpi^p H 
•no .lynxnD T * " t ptfifT yfi lynmB oyotp n PK flfmmmt immm m* :*»< 
pup ni PM DJKPMJ iy?3iK jyum ,ty?"* w n |ya"W TO pm o"x njn "3 T« |yo»« 
O>KP*5. W H P w jnyniR p& ommno n . i » " 1 PM nyoina onoaifp n PK n* 
on"? H pc P""ioo iya'a*o-*i3<D "in PK /tttftfl 150,000 nya'M iv Da«n os'ns ,i»^ 
jp*a njnnyo ^o 8 M^aMB^ anyoa^ M i y i PM D38"i3y33"n8 o*n ,p i^ ra PM D-H0"O 
D*VI .p<noo njnaM5i\'5p Din PM pwiaya 5^n»3« jyvasa PM lysyn uv m ,biyaoyo 
PD imp « PM iyn* ,IMPD iyoopy3 DW lyoanonM xnyrjiK jw" i ,$T?8 WM owm 
I»a"? naM5in>p pit DnmwopyDi3«fD-pi*5p *i ! iyaauB*n you o'O 5IB iya r^ vo 
.3'OIMB D*3 T31K 0*0 W 
"W3 »IBD8P oyn prima lyoyfic jy3yp tt DIM juwa ftp* PK *IBO8P « nr9wva« 
49W oiypnifii oayonKa on"? 5M3^ c,,3nyD3,M n PK y38? nxn PM PM .WBQMI 
PK'D .prnm oa^niw jyno DW Dm ,pnin*B D S W Vbmfi ynytaw oipi DIP 
nyan iya»n vo .lyofana* iyp D'mn yo!>» n D3$PD "wa ttto'ii *n* yainE s iy 
.pnyn o*3 338? oyii DBKenyn yo^ s H IS 
r|y3"t o?yn ny?y>"iDDH3,M i jn PM MI nyvo»5*B nxn pM o"V "ixn o:y3"V n 
?ip8 fWina ?yo^8 ?«P8 .|»wya3»3 Brum no DIP ,ixnyi^B jyoso n D«H :B 
»njn3y VI no oyoo^o yo?8 H .?yt"3 tP© ?I*D8 ,|you ©*B tyo 8 .nyoystr ySwai 
iwnay n^3 y t jyp iy338By33ij iya*n D3^3r-rno h jyaJjni *IBD8P ixn .iyiyoy2 PK 
.D8?p~WB"m8 i j n ps 3yn Dy3yoip^B oyi D's 
n^ o Ml OP31B .jrnn Tin n^ o iyay? T W *itM ,1B08P fJn jyay? TO ni op^ is 
oyi J'M PW m pM D8ny3 D:yosy? Din \V2*n n^ o ni JWPI p n PM ya*3 jy:«" 
njn t^ M oy m ,yBBoyp Jnxnic xnyi3iM T>M n'o lyai^ n nftl ,P"*IDD on^"o on"J 
* .n38?ir?p PM vno-piif5p "tin O*D «^E 
jy^y38?B PM !y3ynyn |y?yov ^ t jyu ,33 i^38n nyau W D » « PD jyo"* IWJ'D 
!yv383 PM iyiiy38?B DVT PM iy3yajn om ,T5lWWa *p!M oy PM m« ,nnBEya « PK 
.o"v yoo,DK'y33iM 18 TD fyjy'cnys « 
•no8T "i%fi iyo?8nya jyai^ n TD Rm o^v 8 lyoipys PM P"IOD njn3«5ir5p nr\ PM 
m jronm WaiM irnp'rira w jymi PM ty?08t v i lyoBnp ynyt3iM prn^ iv DMJ 
yt^vi3 hiM myii ajnayinya D$MDJW lv^vn jyoBinp jnyti^ M t8 jh3*»frjnyt3iK ?w 
|y?yn a»3jm 0^ 3 PM yBBoyp yoojny pM jysnnaya jyoBrip n |y?jni TO .IJO313»I« 
PM DimropyDi38o-putf>p n o1© yaBoyp PM ,|inyii ojn3ymyB ^3 fyoBinp yiJW3t^  
' • . .13BMI4P 
poyn "T ii3 ,op^nooy3 myn a^ vaww na 0^ 3 jya^n oiyp"DPi»5p wu8ftv*Pn 
PB ,oyon8n^»Dnyo"3n8 PD w v a n i ya^»n H 03jny?y3 pra»ii !P»WW T* 
^3 M?8 "t iy>y« DI^ T ,D3yny?y3 yysijn |ywyo xnyt3iM D»II Din PM , » r i n r w W 
ny?3iM Diwnyfi ,jyo8o jnyt3iM pa D^panayqenyB jnyoys n PM jyoyaiya B»a 
.yaBoyp jnyoya^ n PK S W 
njjp-wi BJJWW D*T«* njn * 
vi PD utfiwri jwrioriiin PK ^ W ' H nrnnuroo n lyoaBioya TO pm tin 
•o'D W * M*
 # |wnyaon» p^noo I'IBD w i n s ^M fya$n o*n ,|ttyirtfa ramwma 
in« pcwpi jytww y^ B n MI lyoamoya TD prn ,iyt>"iw oxn W K Dasnoya w r a 
TO pm ,P"1BD B IBB ( n nytJiK BiyBoayyaas PK onmnw v» DDaiy Mtv ,pwtfB 
prtimu PM p"noo njn TB ,*r5»«l P* I*5P TD |jro«ii IBT jyopiso n o* lyoaBinya 
nyi PK lyaaBByaa* TT c*n HBDBP i n nyij*i ,DyBc w »u PK ,nno iv O'J |m*nw 
.Ii3t?n p« myo B DBnya *p |y3*n onjny^ n tra PK jyDBo H D*J .D"V lyjpoan 
ou T* IWW ^ o D*« Dip nniya PK p»ioo jytyn PK imomi lyDDxna iyuw 
yeojna n P& ya"K pn ,Dyo*p yDDayomyB n IBB PK yooa^n n n»B fypiptryaa* 
.IJB5> pK onybP 
mfcrW'aiB TB iyt"ii "T pn jyjyayaya "? jy5»t TD tB Dnmssya oyn D^V n 
jnfcm yosyi o*n nys^anB nyn Dip PK /wnpim |"P ou PK jininD-wanB PK 
.fjnyii trjypiyoB ryno 
,iyajBDy«» noBp tun ivaipi T D PK *IBDBP PK iysnya ,D-ijn$Dya tni* atp D«X H 
B DIP aawiya-iycaiK W ' v n nan pB w m iyn PK 5*O weeny DW PK 
njn D>D PK D"prD'Dtm ny^is nxn D*D ,*IBDBP jycru BTB enTcya w a v - r n o 
j .Dnyaoyo p v m y^ B PC n5'n nyoDyD^na 
-P»IBD o5n*vya I**JV J I O I ^ W P W 1 * H DIP iwisaip IWtfi rovm IBB 
-:IK TjrpJP lynyonya pK ,Diyp»iDD jrojn"5»'W IX yx'D^ BiDDpy ryayaya ,D*fiyaya 
jyvwyo t* PK jyaiynyo iv jy^jyo nBB v^ayo |jmya iu T^K DVH ^"p3»5onywjB 
! f y w v i y B ix c^j oys^ yTB D*n
 ruw IBD iy:"P 
jjnynya T D ,^yn — nnJijn 300,000 pB ooi^iyn oyn jyiynya ciyaoyo y^y'B 
,«IEDBP PK 5bsD B no T*K TS»3 TB ^ ^ ^ " D njn D^D |jhiya nyo^ K |yj"t TO J P J oy 
.f«y> DIV yowwij Dip D'D D"iyp""iDD lyan^rya iv pnyn wnoya «IIBT oy^ B Dip PK 
rvj iya"t I^D iyn
 fnJya jn^ ?yp"iDD oonBiya y^ys yiynnB pn lyaijn vo ?yn 
/oma-Jyoya pM nt3iow myp^noD jnyrjiK lyaya iv yiJBDEro^ K ixnwa nu D;yovv^ 
n D'o inya^ nyo"ii VIK "HMK oansnya lyaijn nna TB ,0 ' ; p«n» J"P DJJT PK IBT 
.|jn^noyo ya^ yT 
ir&—?vn PB P»IDD B fyin^B iw D"pa^aytftiK yoi5ip3B IB ivnya ohfn'ft 
o:ypyi lain D5»n p«9a» IWWW "iy5oya n oyii n^ ya Syca D^I ^MK lye'jyo "wypio 
y5Kp*> yimaB ynytam pa onwrynD *1 pn iyttf*n D^V nya^ynyi PK iyn ,jyajy"ia 
/^pt IBBW nn>jn W^o ^yo-iys B jyay^y: DJ**JV 
,pn T^yD WtW K^  l^ BK ftp DIJT J»n TB ^ W T^ K 0"X iya'^3 IV 1^0^ PK 
! jyaymyQ lyoDDwma nyi jynya DI?T D>ipi i«" 
ftM BIT onjhs lyvnBn jyEy^o PB pK ^Dyaya-p^noo jy^n^v DTioya |yaipi VD 
.jy^ ni^ v ojypya DD^ Byaya H jya^n n^ o TB .tapss nyn TO iy;i*onyn r5»or o*o PK 
DPD$3 njnjy5iv5p n p nyDijni H |WP5 jny«t n^ iK iya:yia oa^'fi |J*yii y^ aBo 
ttn'l : jya^ T I#DK TJIK nn^ K taayp nyaK ? pays ">^K oSni .IsOTB* ' W W iva*n 
* M M ?yavn «T PK ,|yjiKiiya wnw T^VW ?jy3i«ry; cyc«a n iya»jn 
1 Wi wm VD .*iyo'K ipm jyayayasMK D^a D»U wam po nn P""IDD i n .imy^yc 
inay5iv>p H PB jyajnjni^B n T^ a
 #?ipB W PK 5^D P^K .jya^ yaya Dyo«a wv^vfy 
.WW Drt'iao DfJW ^yo^aiB |ps»:p B on) .D^ D n «IMU n^ yotrya omy ^u oyn |f»» Swipr'nwa** waw 
MI nnyo p^noo B *IBB jyBB^ oaypya n^o fyaijn D^X nyvmp rm B PK .pmv "WIP 




WWP rs FISD in 
(tyjuip-iycjn yai^nnjn 1*8 ») 
nyuw JIB DIIJBVT nyn pK ,iyo"n5jr¥;"K inyo o*o ,iynyr jyayp nyiy? iy?;iK MI 
-BMK y5"inin T B n ^ v 5 p pit p^noo nyasopii^p "Wn PK ,tMwjnw$p toryse 
.o"v w n r a fc Pa — ;v;y;y: 
lyantoa 8 jyoanya ou iy:yp T O coija PK ,*IBOKP fya^yn » Din'fiyj'jya$n va 
jyutfeyuv P""IOD oyn jyaipi Tfl D«H oyn m nnynBiv i*n T O lyfcra
 fayn jyhs 
TT lyfcPD I'D |IK ,fjn*iiw WPDWDMK PK D*H Dip o^o jynynBi* T* |J^ n»E TO 
.Djyiy^ya PIBDBP rytyn w i jyaijn T O DMII Dtp tro ironm* 
jyooip PM jyoSKnyaa* o«n JiuvBM'yiyorK lytriK yaJyn jMranttyp "V" "3 
PB TW MI ziypiip to H pa M 0 W nyi lywiya oamayanifB PK ,1910
 (n«n p* 
"MV n pa nyo^a-m n lysmvoMiK ,D5KPI»$ iyr«o mnpo PK PII#P nroufci'fr *• 
.p'noo oy3"oya5K is p* OT» 
PK .lynnB p"ioo PK Rhyyi p n m onoya o$n piip w TK ,TT bnyoenyc'D 
(TOP o*o o*n b*M ayn «
 fayn « o»nya T O tya$n plip w pU .nmya oy PK nm 
TJIK PK Dfn .nyojna r^ fc PK ,-iya^D'n tf» iypiiyaDM-m ? t ,P"IOD | '3$J DW$D 
ptfa MI ,^ KT nxnjK \"p ^JTJKJM ? pn$* t«3 PK JJPI lyryn ^ : ,j$no w tyartap 
.P'noo PK fyoBo yawip H lyonyawoMn* PK ;u»5ir5p PK jyouo.H i y r r ^ r s w 
y^ KPitf yronip H *IMK mast? w a r n tyo^nya o5*n TOftrfp PK lyp'noD D1: 
.nyooMpy n h i (yaipnyo^K JIK K T » ' 
"iyB oyow lypi^1 w *i lys^yn iv jyoanya oftfti
 rT3W$iv$p PK |yp*noD DM 
H PB y»wyiip3»p H 3Pfty .DJVPD vww'tv oijn m i p w TB
 rD"Pr>M n iw,«a 
^Pl*1 W PK OnoD IKCtMVT PK 'DiySyT jyt^ MW T8 ,013 VJK3 jyD"M TO WC^Z &WS# 
-jyoKtiv rwwp PK Kpnyou PB onytac yiynjK y>« pH MI ,ny380Pi^^p -\w: :yo'*rs 
i • v • " • » « 
-yoyanyB iy33yna iv anayait
 #op"nooya iya*n T O PK |yp>nDD onoy3 lystfi 
-BMK e"X nya^ynjn PK PK lyo^aiK iyn:«^iv5p H PB yjK? nyopnny: i n r« JW^1 
4l(P3V 5«3*B'"jnyDr« iyr:iK PB tyoip iyoi3 cxn iyo5»n« 
,D:»*3V ya^onv n o^o |y5tj»myD iv oyova v t a ^ n ^ P *i pe 33i3KTDjy yarw n 
PB Mthaw H ov
 fo"ijnveya jyaijn *iyo^aiK n Dipi njn PB D*MO» piayaivaw "^ *"^  
IK pc w\ oyn MI




vwn T^n i9lP » p w nrro< D»n ( 
-p* npow pu Sya^ S1 j'fi^ D SKA 
94- Chicago, III., Skirt Makers Union—Isaac Levin-
son, Sec y, 123a Washburne Ave. 




loxnpjae^K cpntn |J?D$J 
ironifB "^K Dip TD (Mm ,D*J yw 
pno Dsnin WK Wi oy^« .lyp'triv |{| 
prfinmvB PK 
'.DTlBp IJWenpD310 100 
— T"1B IVD"11X 8 TO IVn'3 TW 
ijS** j'tPD 1^3 B?&HP pM 2«S *< f 
j wit ijni jpntn lyotjJ iy"K pt» $ 
.DTiyp 50 tDDMpiys 
'P; ,D-ntsp 10 ^ J >"injn D3"n67 $ 
jj .jyaw D'J WK DDIST Dnm«B iSw 
I DTl»p 10 H DD'ipiVD own nn^ K |jm 
fj w oMttfiyB IIK $2.60 iv ui« DP*B> f! 
' DIP W K pa m* pit DTHJP 10 
D'J; •OTWp 100 nyi$ 50 BB'ipiyB 
"5KP*5 IIK Djmu ,iyo*p "iy"K 1$ 
.nyompyo 
iv puma i ) w m^nrnv 
JOHN A. DYCHE 
I 32 Union Square : : NEW YORK CITY 




. r ers i  
—H. Altman, 146 Macomb S t 
UG. Toledo, Ohio, Ladies' Garment Worker 
Kopp. SccV, XOai Moore St. 
97. Winnipeg, Man., Can., Ladies' Garment \ 
A, Gefier, Sec'y, 306 Elgin Ave. 
98. Cincinnati. O., Cloak & Skirl Preiaen 
mon, Scc'y, 1032 Wesley Ave. 
90. Pittsburgh, Pa.. Ladies' Tailo 
Sec'y, 3350 Bedford Ave. 
100. Providence, R. I.. Ladies' Tailors & Dress-
makers—Hairy Brodsky. Scc'y, 473 N. Main Street. 
101. Richmond, Va., Ladies' Garment Workers-—J. 
Jaeoff, Scc'v. AOH'/I Wesiclay St. 
JOINT BOARDS & DISTRICT COUNCILS. 
Joint Board of New York—Louis Gordon, Secretary; ce. 79 East 10th St. 
Joint Board of Philadelphia—Max Amdur; Office, 
:t!> North 10th St. 
Joint Board of Boston, Mass.—M. Kurland, Secre-
tary,_ 3 ' North Russell St. 
Jo in t Board of Cincinnati—Miss Emma Bett , Secre-
tary, 620 Riddle Road, Clifton Heights. 
Joint Board of St. Louis—Jacob Giickman, Business 
Agent, Fraternal Bldg., n t h & Franklin Ave. 
Joint Board of Cleveland—S. Frankfurth, Secretary, 
2609 East 48th S t 
Joint Board of Baltimore—M. Hertzbach, Secretary; 
Office, m o East Baltimore St. 
Joint Board of Albany & Troy—S. Bermon, Secre-
tary, 59 Rensselaer S t , Albany, N. Y. 
Joint Board of Chicago—S. Hartman, Secretary; 
ffice, 1125 . Blue Island Ave. 
Joint Board of Montreal, Canada—J. Slobodsky. 
scc'y, p /o Harrison, 2328 St. Dominique St. 
District Council of New York—S. Elstein, Sec'y; 
Headquarters, 82 Union Square. 
District Council of Phi ladelphia-Simon Davidson, 
Sec'y, 5*5 Mifflin St. 
District Council of Toronto—H. R. Barton. Secy . 
Labor Temple, 14 Church S t 
rHPlp ." 
lie iime'BpysuKo 
Dipjsipa p« oytrnya 
D"m« • \ $»: 1• D' l io in 
nnoD pi&np '34 
__,, - — 
Bpmjn p» oxyiya PM Hmwt TPTJP'T 
-lytsDjru njn p» 
nypvri pm 
DDjne f w w 
jj pTK* W ,0neD G P M t t 49-51 
Tel., 1720-1780 Franklin 
MANUFACTURERS USING OUR UNION LABEL 
On Waists 
H. Frank & Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam Grossman & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 118 West 27th Street, New York City. 
On Cloaks and Suits 
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